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USE OF THESIS

The Use of Thesis statement is not included in this version of the thesis.

Abstract
This study aimed to look at the importance of cultural awareness across the hospitality
industry as a whole and the industry's response to this issue. The research set out three
hypotheses based on one main research question. The research question postulated was:
What guest services are Sydney and Atlanta hoteliers providing to meet the needs of
guests from different cultural backgrounds?
The research was carried out using a descriptive qualitative research design, additionally
a cross-sectional time frame was used. The research was conducted within the hotel
population in Atlanta, Georgia, United States of America, and in Sydney, New South
Wales, Australia. The research was completed through the use of a mail-questionnaire,
however there was a relatively small sample size and a low response rate. The average
hotel that responded to the questionnaires were three star properties located in the city
centre or suburbs with an average of one hundred rooms, and an average occupancy rate
of between sixty and eighty percent over the previous twelve months. The data was
analysed using SPSS to calculate frequency distribution and percentages, cross
tabulations, chi-square tests, and correlations.
The analysed data showed that hoteliers ranked the issue of cultural awareness as
important to the hospitality industry, thus hypothesis one was accepted. However further
analysis showed that hoteliers' beliefs are not affected by the grade of the property to
which they are attached.
The analysed data showed that even though the majority of hoteliers provided less than
four of the listed facilities to their guests, there was a positive relationship between the
perceived importance of cultural awareness by hoteliers and the level of the facilities that
are provided by the hoteliers, and therefore hypothesis two can be accepted. Furthermore
the data revealed that there is no relationship between the star grading that a hotel has
achieved and the level of facilities that they provide.
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The third hypothesis related to the training and/or incentives that hoteliers provided to
their staff in the area of foreign language or cultural awareness training. Initial analysis
showed that the majority of hoteliers provided limited training or incentives to their staff.
Further correlation analysis indicated that there is a strong relationship between the
importance of cultural awareness and the training/incentives that are available to
employees. A final analysis showed that the perceived importance of cultural awareness
had a greater impact on training/incentives for Atlanta hoteliers than with Sydney
hoteliers. Consequently hypothesis three can be accepted as there is a positive correlation
between the level of ascribed importance assigned by hoteliers to the cultural awareness
issue and the range of culturally sensitive training that is provided to employees.
Thus the study found that while hoteliers believe the issue of cultural awareness is
important, the training they have available and their facilities provisions do not reflect
this. This has major implications for the universities and collages that provide hospitality
management courses.
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1.0

Introduction

1.1 Introduction overview
Each year, more and more people are travelling internationally. This means that
increasingly hoteliers have to deal with people from different cultural backgrounds,
people of different religions and people that speak different languages. Hoteliers
need to be able to satisfy these guests as they represent an increasing percentage of
the market share. To be able to satisfy the guests' expectations, hoteliers must first
be aware of what the guests' expect, and how these expectations differ from culture
to culture. It is the hoteliers' response to this situation that this research seeks to
address. In particular the research hopes to assess what training hoteliers are
providing to their staff in the areas of foreign languages and cultural awareness, and
what facilities the hoteliers are providing to their international guests. To assess
these elements, the overall research question has been posed to determine: what
guest services are hoteliers providing to meet the needs of guests from different
cultural backgrounds?
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the concepts that will be looked at for the
purpose of the research, examine why these are important concepts to consider in
today's hospitality business environment, and how these concepts relate to the
specific research question being considered. The chapter is structured into the
following parts: the background to the study, the significance of the study, the
purpose of the research, the research question, and the related hypotheses.
This chapter will also provide a dictionary of the terms that will be used throughout
the discussion of the research. This will help to define any ambiguous terms that are
used in the context of the research.
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1.2 Background to the study
Butkarat and Meddlick ( 1974, pvii) define tourism as "the science, art, and business
of attracting and transporting visitors, accommodating them, and graciously catering
to their needs and wants." It is a growth industry which is becoming increasingly
multi-cultural in nature as more people are travelling, both from and to more diverse
locations around the world. With its wide range of benefits including foreign
exchange earnings, the creation of a wide range of both full-time and part-time jobs,
and the generation of secondary economic activity, tourism is a very lucrative
industry with the ability to generate substantial wealth and growth.
Closely aligned with tourism is the hospitality industry (Knowles, 1998). It has
even been argued that tourism and hospitality are related in such a manner that one
would not be able to exist without the other (Baker and Huyton, 2001). Furthermore
it has been recognised that providing a high level of quality service to hospitality
guests is becoming an increasingly important factor in the success of hospitality
establishments such as hotels and restaurants (Adams, 2001; Fick and Ritchie, 1991;
Patel, 2001).
To date, there have been few studies undertaken within the hospitality industry into
the effects of multi-culturalism and cultural awareness on tourism (Armstrong, Mok,
Go and Chan, 1997). This is surprising given the multi-cultural nature of the
hospitality industry and the fact that customers regularly travel across international
boundaries in order to consume the hospitality product. This crossing of national
boundaries is more often than not a requirement for business travellers, but is
usually a choice for leisure travellers. Therefore the importance of increased multi
cultural awareness is growing as leisure travel grows.
The concept of culture is important to research as it may be argued that a hotel's
ability to generate and sustain an advantage in the minds of its international visitors
may be determined by the level of cultural awareness and sensitivity displayed
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towards these visitors and their needs.

These needs can only be fulfilled

satisfactorily if the staff that are serving international guests are aware of the
differences that exist and are sensitive to them. Mok and Armstrong (1998) argue
that this demand for culturally sensitive staff has been created by globalization as
more people are able to travel, and when they do, they expect a better level of
service than they may have previously experienced. Therefore service staff are
required to have a greater degree of cultural sensitivity.
Globalisation and internationalisation of the hospitality industry is forecast to
continue its growth well into the future (Pizam, 1999; Dev and Olsen, 2000).
Although there are no exact figures, the World Tourism Organisation (WTO) has
suggested that international tourism should grow by about 8% annually (WTO,
2000). Even though the tourism industry has not experienced this growth in the past,
and future growth is threatened by fears of terrorism, the WTO still feels that
tourism will continue to grow well into the future. Therefore, as Gilly and Schau
( 1997, p.85) state, "the likelihood that managers will confront cross-cultural
situations is increasing."
Essential issues within the hospitality industry that need to be addressed include
moderate service levels, declining satisfaction rates among guests, waning brand
loyalty, high labour turnover, and under performing technology (Admas, 2001; Dev
and Olsen, 2000; LaLopa, 1997). It is believed that hotels' business and revenue
would benefit by addressing these issues, and increasing value-added products and
services. If hoteliers address these issues, guests may be more inclined to return to
the hotel, thus improving occupancy levels. This in turn may decrease costs thereby
improving the overall bottom line of the hospitality enterprise. These issues could
be improved through better relationships with the customers and by having
knowledgeable employees at their guests disposal (Adams, 200 l ; Dev and Olsen,
2000; Patel, 2001).
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The high levels of competition that are present within the hospitality industry have
helped define the industry today (Anonymous, 2000; Patel, 200 1). This is in a large
part due to the fact that hoteliers are not competing on price alone, but on the
facilities, service, value-added service, and value for money that they are able to
provide (Adams, 200 1; Heung and Wong, 1997). This can be attributed to the
present environment where the tangible elements of the hospitality industry are
becoming increasingly similar from one property to the next. For example, the
majority of four and five star hotels will provide a restaurant, a room with a bed and
bathroom, room service, and a well presented hotel lobby. Thus the tangible
elements are unable to provide hotel establishments with the competitive advantage
that it used to.

This homogenization of facilities has forced customers to

increasingly rely upon the level of service provided to judge the standard of the
hotels (Heung and Wong, 1997).
Perhaps the most defining element of the industry is the level of service that it
contains (Anonymous, 2000; Enz and Sigauw, 2000).

Trevor Ward, TRI

Hospitality Consulting joint managing director noted "service is undoubtedly the
key ingredient to the success of a hotel" (cited in: Anonymous, 2000, p.35).
Therefore, it can be said to a degree of certainty that to be able to survive in the
hospitality industry today, hospitality establishments must have a high level of
customer service (Fick and Ritchie, 1991).
Due to the increasingly fast paced society in which people are required to live, hotel
guests expect to be provided with efficient service provided by friendly positive
staff. Customers also expect hotels to maintain and update their systems so that
they are able to provide the most efficient service possible. For example, customers
expect the check-in process to be as quick and professional as possible. In order to
accomplish this, hotels need to use high-quality front-office systems which enable
customer information to flow quickly between reservations and check-in.
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Customers expect speedy and efficient service, and although they may take it for
granted when it is provided, it is obvious when it is absent (Anonymous, 2000). If
staff are unable to provide a high level of service the customer will go to another
hotel that is able to provide the standard of service that they expect. As competition
increases, and customers become more affluent and expect a high quality product,
the demand for a high level of service is increasing. Michael Shepard of the Savoy
said in 2000 that hoteliers "must give them [the customers] better value for money,
faster service with less fuss, and generally make the whole process easier" (Cited in:
Anonymous, 2000, p35). This changing attitude indicates that managers are
recognising that if they want to retain customers and attract potential customers,
hotels must be willing to give the customers what they want and expect. When Enz
and Siguaw (2000) identified the top hotel service providers in the United States of
America, the attributes which these hotels shared were a recognition that a guest's
determination of the service quality happens at the same time as the service they
encounter, a strong focus on training and empowerment, and the fostering of a
service culture within the hotel. From this study Enz and Siguaw (2000) conclude
that the benefits from excellent customer service can include increased competitive
advantage, lead to lower staff turnover due to higher employee morale, contribute to
an increase in the hotel's overall per formance measures, and most importantly lead
to increased customer satis faction.
Baker and Huyton (2001) argue that to satisfy customers, hoteliers must be able to
provide a service that is both valued by that customer and meets their expectations.
They go on to point out that this takes more than the incidental services, such as
providing limited in formation in foreign languages. It requires a greater effort on
the part of the hotel and an ability to treat each customer as an individual. For
example, if hotel employees are aware that a guest checking-in is from an Islamic
country, they can provide a list of restaurants in the area that provide Halal meals,
especially if the hotel does not provide that facility. As Nishiyama (1996, p59)
reasons, "a hotel should be a home away from home for all hotel guests. It must
offer the guests not only com fortable rooms, but also excellent personalized service,
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good food, and a safe and pleasant environment." If hoteliers are not able to satisfy
customers by providing a valued service then it is likely that the customer will not
return to the hotel, thus causing a loss for the hotel. With an increase in multi
cultural guests, it can be argued that at the very least, some degree of cultural
awareness amongst hotel employees is necessary in order for them to treat
customers as individuals who have different needs and wants.

This will thus

provide a valued service which will satisfy the hotel's guests.
As Niininen, Orr, Wiesehofer, Callanan and O'Neill (2000) acknowledged, there
can be significant differences between cultures, and to survive within the global
environment, businesses need to recognise and address these differences (Champy,
1999; LaBahn and Harich, 1997; Malissa, 1998; Van Warner, 1994; Welsh and
Swerdlow, 1992). Customers assess the level of service quality that they receive
based on the expectations they have going into the service encounter.

Their

assessment criteria rises from their cultural background.
An operation that wishes to be successful in the present global environment will try
to understand the differences that exist in order to improve the relationship between
their customers and their staff. This is especially true of the international hospitality
industry, where the literature suggests that service is the vital antecedent to the
satisfaction of customers' expectations, customer retention and a healthy bottom
line (Anonymous, 2000; Enz and Sigauw, 2000; Fick and Ritchie, 199 1).
By gaining an understanding of the different service expectations of their guests,
hoteliers are then able to provide a level of service that satisfies these expectations
(Zeithamal, Berry and Parasuraman, 1988, 1993). However, if hoteliers are not
aware of the differences that exist between cultures, then they will not be aware of
the various expectations of their international guests. It is essential therefore that
staff are both willing and able to meet the needs of these customers.

The

implication is therefore that employees need to have both the social and technical
skills necessary to meet the guests' needs.
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Closely aligned to the provision of quality service and employee training is the issue
of facility provision. In short, perceptions of quality can only be realised in a
hospitable environment. In other words, regardless of the intention, if the service
environment is culturally non-conducive to the delivery mechanism for quality
service then it is unlikely that a quality perception will be derived and/or maintained
by the international visitor. Given that most hotels actively promote their facilities
and services within the international marketplace, it is essential that they provide
these services in a culturally aware and user-friendly environment (Gilly and Schau,
1997).
The two issues this research seeks to address are:
(1) The importance of cultural awareness to the broad hotel industry
and
(2) The hotel industry's response to this issue
The research builds upon the earlier work of Niininen, Orr, Wiesehofer, Callanan
and O'Neill (2000) which addressed the issue of cultural awareness in the context of
the United Kingdom (UK) hotel industry.

However, unlike the previous study

which sought to address differences in approach between hotel classifications in the
UK only, the present research seeks to address the issue of assigned importance of
cultural awareness and the surrounding issues by hoteliers in two different countries
which are culturally similar - the United States of America (Atlanta) and Australia
(Sydney). Atlanta and Sydney were chosen due to their similarities. Both are major
hubs of international trade which have recently hosted the Olympic Games, and
have English as their native language. Similarly both are able to attract a large
number of both business and leisure travelers. Both cities have a similar number of
hotels, with 286 hotels in Atlanta and 363 in Sydney. Furthermore, they have
similar populations with Atlanta having a population of a little over 4 million and
Sydney having a population of a little under 4 million.
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1.3 Significance of the study
As a growth industry, tourism is expected to expand up to 8% annually until the
year 2010 (World Tourism Organisation, 2000). According to the WTO there were
696.7 million tourist arrivals worldwide in 2000. This is an increase of 6% from
652.2 million in 1999, and an increase of 10% from 628.9 million in 1998 (WTO
website: http://www.world-tourism.org, accessed 6/ 11/02).

The decrease in

international tourist arrivals by 0.6% in 2001 was attributed to weakening economic
markets and the terrorist attacks on September 11th 2001.

The regions most

affected by this downturn were South Asia and the Americas. However Africa, East
Asia and the Pacific recorded positive growths which in turn may have distorted the
0.6% decrease. Therefore, this figure may not be a true indication of the downturn
experienced.
Nevertheless, this decline was reversed in 2002 with preliminary figures showing
that international tourist arrivals increased by 3 . 1% to over 7 15 million, which for
the first time exceeded the 700 million tourist mark (WTO website:
http://www.world-tourism.org, accessed 24/02/03). Based on the previous years
growth of 3.1%, international tourist arrivals should exceed 735 million in 2003.
However the actual figures may be relatively lower than expected due to war in the
Middle East, the continued threat of terrorism and the outbreak of the SARS virsus.
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The WTO ( 1999, p 13) ranked the world's top ten tourist destinations as
( 1)

France

(2)

United States of America (USA)

(3)

Spain

(4)

Italy

(5)

United Kingdom (UK)

(6)

China

(7)

Poland

(8)

Mexico

(9)

Canada

( 10)

Hungary

Australia was ranked as the 29th most popular destination in 1997. This is an
increase from 53 rd in 1980. The USA improved from 12th in 1980 to 2nd in 1997.
Worldwide tourists spent US$462.2 billion in 200 1. This was down from US$474.4
billion in 2000, but up from US$456.6 billion in 1999 and a significant increase
from US$263.4 billion in 1990 (WTO website: http://www.world-tourism.org,
accessed: 6/1 1/02).

This corresponds with the changes in the numbers of

international tourist arrivals. The slump in spending in 2001 was attributed to
tourists shifting their travel habits as they were travelling to closer and less
expensive destinations. This was again attributed to weakening economic climates
and the terrorist attacks.
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The WTO attributed the tourism spending of US$462.2 billion in 200 1 into the
following regions:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Africa 1 - 2.5%
Americas2 - 26.5%
East Asia and the Pacific3 - 17. 7%
Europe4 - 49.8%
Middle East5 - 2.4%
South Asia6 - 1.0%

The WTO ( 1999, p l 4) cites the USA as the largest tourism earner in the world,
earning US$73,268 million in 1997. This represented a 16.81% share of the world
total, up from US$I0,058 million in 1980, (9.55% of the world total). On the other
hand Australia was ranked as the 10th largest tourism earner, receiving US$9,026
million in 1997. This represented a 2.07% share of the world total, increasing from
US$967 million in 1980, (0.92% share of the world total). These figures show that
for both the United States of America and Australia, their earnings from tourism are
increasing as their market share and tourism spending increases, demonstrating that
both countries are earning more and more each year from tourism.

If tourism

spending keeps rising as it has been predicted to, this pattern of growth will
continue exponentially.
Perhaps more importantly is who is spending the money. The WTO ( 1999, p15)
ranks the United States of America, Germany and Japan as the top three tourism
spenders, spending US$5 l ,220 million, US$46,200 million, and US$33 ,04 1 million
respectively in 1997. This represented a total of 34.54% of the world total in 1997.
1

Africa includes North Africa, West Africa, Central Africa, Eastern Africa, and South Africa
Americas includes North America, Caribbean, Central America, and South America
3
East Asia and the Pacific includes North East Asia, South East Asia, and Oceania
4
Europe includes North Europe, Western Europe, Central Eastern Europe, Southern Europe and East
Mediterranean Europe
5
Middle East includes the Middle East
6
South Asia includes South Asia
2
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From these figures it can be seen that of the top three tourism spenders, the two that
are from non-English speaking countries represent 2 1% of the world total, and have
very different cultures from USA and Australia. While their share of the total
money spent may seem relatively small, it is a significant amount and therefore,
their needs and expectations need to be considered.
Overall the WTO figures discussed above show that:
•

Approximately 70% of tourism spenders are from non-English speaking
backgrounds

•

More people are travelling worldwide

•

People are spending more money when they travel

•

The USA and Australia are becoming more popular destinations, and
therefore are gaining a larger market share of the tourism receipts

In accepting the WTO's definition of an international visitor as "any person who
travels to a country other than that in which s/he has his/her usual residence but [is]
outside his/her usual environment for a period not exceeding twelve months and
whose main purpose of visit is other than the exercise of an activity remunerated
within the country visited" (WTO, 2000, pviii) it is estimated, that over 4 million
visitors visited Australia in 1999, representing approximately 4% of the gross
domestic product, with tourists spending just over AU$ 16 billion (Smith, 2000).
The WTO 200 1 report shows that of the visitors that arrived in Australia in 1999:
•

1.60% were from Africa

•

11.97% from the Americas

•

60.18% from East Asia and the Pacific

•

24.31% from Europe

•

0.77% from the Middle East

•

1.12% from South Asia
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The same report shows that over 48 million tourists visited the United States of
America in 1999, spending US$92. 1 billion. When broken down, the tourist arrival
figures for the USA in 1999 showed that:
•

0.56% were from Africa

•

59.28% from the Americas

•

15.06% from East Asia and the Pacific

•

23.99% from Europe

•

0.48% from the Middle East

•

0.62% from South Asia

These two sets of figu res show that comparatively, the USA and Australia received
almost the same number of visitors from Africa, Europe, the Middle East and South
Asia. However, the USA received about a quarter of the visitors from East Asia and
the Pacific that Australia did. Similarly, Australia received just under a quarter of
the visitors from the Americas that the USA did.

These differences may be

accounted for due to the proximity of Australia to the East Asian and Pacific region,
and the USA's proximity to the Americas.
In conclusion, the figures discussed throughout this section demonstrate quite
clearly that an ever-increasing number of people are now travelling worldwide.
Additionally, more and more of these travellers are originating from non-English
speaking backgrounds. Although the number of these tourists seem to a certain
extent to be a minority, Li, Bai and McCleary (1996) note that China is set to
become one of Asia's largest tourist generators. This is accredited to the fact that
China has the greatest number of consumers in the world owing to its high
population figures (Yau, 1988), and in recent years has relaxed restrictions on
overseas travel by its citizens. In addition, Fitzgerald ( 1998) suggests that the Asian
countries of China, Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand are going to be a large
growth area for the Australian hotel industry due to their proximity and higher
levels of disposable income. From these figures we can infer that international
23

visitors are becoming more important for hoteliers as both the United States of
America and Australia are becoming more popular tourist destinations for non
English speaking tourists.
1.4 Purpose of the study
The current research seeks to address the key issue of cultural awareness, and
discover if and how hoteliers are dealing with the different needs of international
guests. Specifically, it shall address the importance of the cultural awareness issue
to Sydney and Atlanta hoteliers, and their response to it in terms of facility
provision and staff training.
1.5 Research question and related hypotheses
This study is based upon the premise that the level of cultural awareness displayed
by individual properties and the broader hotel industry will have a direct bearing
upon the performance of the specific operation, wider industry success and actual
destination appeal (Murphy, 1985; Mill and Morrison, 1992; Palmer, 200 1; Pizam,
1999). This premise is based upon the knowledge that customers' expectations and
needs are related to their cultural backgrounds and if satisfied with the service that
they receive at an establishment will return if possible, and will speak positively of
the destination, thereby encouraging others to take the trip. On the other hand
however, a bad experience will stop a guest returning to the establishment and
possibly the destination itself. Furthermore, it is likely the dissatisfied customer will
speak negatively about both the establishment and the destination, thereby
discouraging others from visiting the country in question.
For the purpose of this study it is argued that the degree of importance assigned by
hoteliers to the issue of cultural awareness will be strongly correlated with the level
of facility provision and multi-cultural training provided to staff. In other words,
the more important a hotelier considers the issue of cultural awareness, the more
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training they will provide to their staff, and the more facilities they will provide to
their guests. On the other hand, the less important a hotelier considers this issue, the
less likely it is that they are going to provide training to their staff and facilities to
their guests as they may perceive these to be redundant to increased business
performance. The primary research question is therefore postulated as follows:
What guest services are Sydney and Atlanta hoteliers providing to meet the
needs of guests from different cultural backgrounds?
Additionally, the study intends to assess the relationship between actual facility and
service provision, and the degree of importance assigned by hoteliers to the issue of
cultural awareness. This is reflected in the research hypotheses as detailed below.
Hypotheses:
The World Trade Organisation has stated that international tourism will expand
annually till at least 20 10. Even though there have been setbacks in the past two
years, overall international tourist arrivals have continued to increase over the past
two decades (WTO website: http://www.world-tourism.org, accessed 24/02/03).
With this increase in international tourism, hoteliers have to satisfy the expectations
of guests from different cultural backgrounds. If hoteliers are not able to satisfy the
expectations of their guests, then it is unlikely that they will return to the
establishment, furthermore they may provide negative feedback to other potential
customers (Zeithamal et al, 1988, 1993). This in tum will lower a hotels reputation,
reduce the number of return guests it has, reduce the number of potential guests that
may stay there, and in tum may lead to an eventual downturn in profits.
As specific expectations of guests are based on their cultural backgrounds (Pizam,
Jansen-Verbeke and Steel, 1997), and hoteliers are unable to judge different
customers' expectations if they are not culturally aware, it is expected that hoteliers
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will judge the issue of cultural awareness as important to the success of their
business in the current global tourism environment.
Furthermore, it can be expected that hoteliers that have achieved a higher grading
will provide more facilities to their guests and training to their staff. This is in a
large part due to the requirements that need to be met for a hotel to receive a
particular star grade (Heung and Wong, 1997). For example, it is more likely that a
five star hotel will provide multi-lingual service staff than a two star hotel.
As a result, hypothesis one is put forward as:
H 1:

Hoteliers will rank the issue of cultural awareness as being very
important

H l a:

There will be a positive correlation between the

importance of

cultural awareness and the star grading of the hotel
It is essential that hoteliers provide their services in a culturally aware and user
friendly environment (Gilly and Schau, 1997), otherwise the service that is provided
may not be perceived to be of a satisfactory nature by the guest. Perceptions of
service are based on expectations (Zeithamal et al, 1988, 1993), and expectations
are based on what has been experienced in the past, both within their own countries
and on their previous travels (Nishiyama, 1996).
With an increase in guests' expectations, and with more individuals from different
cultural backgrounds travelling, it may become increasingly important for hotels to
provide a greater range of facilities to meet the diverse needs of their international
customers. This is especially true of the current hospitality environment where a
high level of competition is present, and if one hotel does not provide the service
that a guest is looking for it is likely that the dissatisfied guest will look elsewhere to
have their expectations met.

These facilities can be as simple as multi-lingual
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service staff, or as complex as foreign language computer software. If hoteliers
believe that cultural awareness is important to business success, they are more likely
to provide a greater range of culturally sensitive facilities to their guests.
Subsequently, hypothesis two is proposed as:
H2:

There will be a positive correlation between the level of ascribed
importance assigned by hoteliers to the cultural awareness issue and
the type and range of facilities provided for guests

One of the key elements in providing excellent service to customers is being able to
communicate with the customer (Ive, 2000). With the increase in international
tourism, hospitality employees will have to communicate with guests from different
cultural backgrounds who speak different levels of English, and in some cases no
English. To be able to communicate effectively with these guests, front-line hotel
employees need to be trained in foreign languages.
Furthermore, hoteliers have to ensure that employees are equipped with the
knowledge of different cultures so that they do not accidentally cause offence to the
customer. If a hotel employee offends a customer, it is possible that the customer
will not want to return to the establishment, and indeed may leave prematurely. To
circumvent this problem from arising, hoteliers need to train their staff in cultural
awareness to ensure their staff are at least aware of the different cultural practices of
their potential guests.

Cultural awareness training is a strategy that has been

employed to some degree of success within the restaurant industry. The study
showed that employees that had undergone cultural awareness training had
improved interpersonal skills and a developed more positive attitude towards
cultural diversity (Lee and Chon, 2000).
From this it can be seen that increased training in foreign languages and cultural
awareness may be beneficial to employees within the hospitality industry, especially
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as international tourism continues to increase. However, if hoteliers do not believe
that the issue of cultural awareness is important to business success, then they are
unlikely to believe that the training is necessary.
Hypothesis three is thus postulated as follows:
H3:

There will be a positive correlation between the level of ascribed
importance assigned by hoteliers to the cultural awareness issue and
the range of culturally sensitive training provided to employees

The research will report on an approach to establish the concept of cultural
sensitivity as an important component of current hospitality management practice,
and is intended to add to the existing literature, as to date, very little research has
been undertaken on the issue of hotel industry response to the issue of multi
culturalism (Armstrong et al, 1997). The subject of cultural awareness within the
hospitality industry is crucial to research, as it can be argued that visitors'
repurchase intentions are influenced by the level of service received, which is to a
large extent reflective of the level of awareness displayed by a property to the needs
of customers from different cultural backgrounds.
1. 6 Definition of terms
For the purpose of this study the following terms are defined: cultural knowledge;
cultural awareness; cultural sensitivity; hotel demographic profile; guest profile;
training; and facilities.
•

Cultural knowledge: cultural knowledge is the "familiarisation with
selected cultural characteristics, history, values, belief systems, and
behaviours of the members of another ethnic group" (Adams, 1995).
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•

Cultural awareness: cultural awareness is defined as developing sensitivity
and understanding of other ethnic groups (Adams, 1995).

This usually

involves internal changes in terms of attitudes and values, and it also refers
to the openness and flexibility that people develop in relation to others.
•

Cultural sensitivity: cultural sensitivity can be expressed as "knowing that
cultural differences as well as similarities exist, without assigning values, i.e.
better or worse, right or wrong, to those cultural differences" (National
Maternal and Child Health Center on Cultural Competency, 1997).

•

Hotel demographic profile: hotel demographic profile refers to the
characteristics of the hotels of interest. The demographics of a hotel can be
expressed through various characteristics ranging from the number of rooms
that the property has, to its rating and where it is located, to how many
employees it has. For the purpose of this study the characteristics of interest
are the number of rooms the establishment has, the average room rate, the
occupancy levels over the preceding twelve months, the classification of the
hotel, the location of the establishment, and the number of employees that
the establishment has.

•

Guest profile: guest profiles refer to the characteristics of the guests that
stay in the hotels of interest. Guest information is collected upon check-in
and compiled to obtain the general characteristics of the guests that are
staying within the establishment.

For the purpose of this study the

characteristics that are of interest refer to the originating country of the
foreign guests; and the purpose of guests visit, should it be for business,
tourism or for visiting relatives or friends.
•

Training:

"Training

emphasises

immediate

improvements

in

job

performance via the procurement of specific skills" (Stone, 1998, p.3 19).
Training can include information such as how to perform the tasks
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associated with a specific job, or can be more general as in customer service
skills or languages. For the purpose of this study, training refers to whether
the hotels provide cultural awareness training, or forei gn language training;
or whether the hotels provide incentives to their staff to obtain training
outside of the workplace.
•

Facilities: for the purpose of this study the facilities that are of interest are
the ones provided for the use of multi-cultural guests, such as an arrow
indicating the direction of Mecca; the provision of Halal or Kosher meals;
the provision of foreign language newspapers or television; and the
provision of multi-lingual service staff.
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2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Literature Review Overview
To be able to better define the research parameters, it is necessary to understand
what research has already been undertaken in the past, and the relevant conclusions
that were drawn. This chapter endeavours to review the relevant literature related to
culture, the global business environment, the hospitality industry, and training and
facilities provided in the hospitality industry. This discussion begins with reviewing
what culture actually is. A clear understanding of what culture is, is necessary in
order to understand what effect it has on people, global business, and most
importantly, the hospitality industry. Furthermore, it is necessary to consider what
elements are involved in culture, and how culture affects people and their everyday
behaviour. A further aspect that must be addressed at is how cultural awareness and
cultural sensitivity are interrelated. Related to this, is whether it is possible to be
culturally sensitive without first being culturally aware.
Having explored the issue of culture, it is then necessary to put the theory into
context and investigate why culture is an important concept to consider in terms of
the global business environment, specifically within the tourism and hospitality
industry. In addition, it is important to look at how culture affects communication.
Communication is a key component of the service experience and thus is essential
in any hospitality transaction. Moreover, it is important to look at how the different
cultures of the guests affects the training that is provided to staff, and the facilities
that hoteliers provide. This is so that the effect of culture on the hoteliers' cultural
awareness efforts is fully understood.

Throughout the literature review, any

limitations of the current literature available will also be discussed, and therefore
any relevant drawbacks will be raised.
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Based on the above issues, the literature has been reviewed and considered under
the following sections: culture, culture in the global business environment, culture
and communication, culture and training, and culture and facilities.
2.2 Culture
2. 2. 1 Culture
There are many variations on the concept of culture (Geertz, 1993; Van der Wagen,
1999); and therefore within the literature reviewed, there were numerous definitions
of culture. To add to the debate, culture is an "amorphous concept" (Brislin, 1993;
Kluver, 2000), meaning that it is ever changing.
One of the earliest explanations of culture within the literature is by Edward Burnett
Taylor in 1871, when he states that culture is a "complex whole which includes
knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, customs, and any other capabilities and habits
acquired by man as a member of society" (Culture, http://www.britannica.com,
accessed 23/05/0 1). Others, however, take a different approach, arguing that culture
is a "learned phenomenon" obtained through socialization with other members of
that culture (Ward, Klees and Robertson, 1987), a "collective subjectivity"
(Alasuutari, 1995; Casson, 1993), or "the man-made part" of the environment in
which we live (Herskovits, 1948).
One of the most complex and complete characterizations of culture is provided by
the Anthropologist Clyde Kluckhon. Kluckhon defines culture as:
"The total way of life of a people, the social legacy the individual acquires
from his group, a way of thinking, feeling and believing, an abstraction from
behaviour, a theory on the part of the anthropologists about the way in
which people in fact behave, a store-house of pooled learning, a set of
standardised orientations to recurrent problems, a learned behaviour, a
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mechanism for the normative regulation of behaviour, a set of techniquesfor
adjusting both to the external environment and to other men, a precipitate of
history, and as a map, a sieve and as a matrix " (Cited in: Geertz, 1993)
The one element that all the definitions have in common is that they try to explain
the behaviour that anthropologists, or anyone observing sees within the different
cultures. Furthermore, the majority of the definitions of culture highlight the group
mentality of the cultural concept. This may because anthropologists believe that a
culture is not able to exist without a group of individuals for it to exist within.
Therefore, for the purpose of this study, culture can be defined as a concept that
defines a group identity.

This group identity incorporates various elements,

including (but not limited to) religion, language, beliefs, history, morals, laws and
customs.
Researchers have used different theories to differentiate cultures from each other.
Schneider and Barsoux ( 1997) suggest that cultures have three levels to them: their
artifacts and behaviours; their beliefs and values; and their hidden assumptions. The
artifacts and behaviours of a culture are obvious to an outsider as it is what can be
seen on the surface. For example, an artifact that African native tribesman use to
hunt their prey is a spear, compared to an Australian Aboriginal's boomerang.
Judging a culture based on artifacts and beliefs alone cannot lead to a
comprehensive understanding of that culture, as it would be superficial at best. The
beliefs and values of a culture are the elements of that culture that lay below the
surface. For instance, this can include the myths and the traditions that affect the
way in which individuals behave. A good example of this is the way that buildings
built in Chinese societies never have a fourth or fourteenth floor, due to Chinese
superstition that these numbers represent death. Studying culture at this level would
lead to a greater understanding, however why these beliefs and values are held
would not be understood. To fully understand a culture, hidden assumptions need to
be uncovered and comprehended.

Therefore, when anthropologists want to
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completely understand a culture they need to be familiar with that culture's hidden
assumptions. On the other hand, hospitality employees and the establishments that
they work for need only have an adequate understanding of their guests cultural
beliefs and values and not the culture's hidden assumptions in order to predict to a
certain degree the expectations of their international guests.
Hall ( 1966, 1976) singled out two elements that can be used to differentiate cultures:
cultural context and contact, expressing these in the framework of either high- or
low- context/contact. It is this high- or low-context that affects how a culture
communicates, and how they interpret communications sent to them. High-context
cultures employ a majority of non-verbal tools to communicate their message. For
example, Italians use a lot of hand gestures. Whereas low-context cultures are more
direct in their communication, using mostly verbal tools. For example, German
people express themselves verbally and use very few non-verbal gestures. In terms
of contact, Hall defines high-contact cultures as having a small personal space with
people who touch frequently. For example, Indians and Sri Lankans are very tactile.
On the other hand low-contact cultures have a large personal space that they do not
like to have invaded, and they touch infrequently. For example, in Japan where
bowing is used instead of handshakes and personal space needs to be observed.
These two elements which Hall identified are important concepts to understand
when dealing with different cultures either socially or within the business
environment, as misinterpretation of either can lead to difficulties in the
communication process.
Hofstede identified four dimensions of culture: power distance; uncertainty
avoidance; individualism versus collectivism; and masculinity versus femininity
(Bond and Hofstede, 1984).

These dimensions of culture are important to

understand as it affects the way people behave. Power distance refers to the way in
which power is distributed throughout the society. An individual from a culture
where power is distributed unequally will expect to be treated according to the level
that they have achieved within that culture. For instance, in Japan where lower level
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employees are expected to treat senior employees with respect verging on reverence.
However, an individual from a culture where power is more equally distributed will
be more likely to expect to be treated with the same respect as everyone else within
the society. Australia for example has a low level of power distance. Uncertainty
avoidance refers to what length individuals within a society will go to avoid conflict
and aggression. An individual from a culture with low uncertainty avoidance is
more likely to confront a situation or a problem, for instance Australians. Whereas
the opposite is true of high uncertainty avoidance cultures like China. Individuals
from an individualistic culture are more likely to emphasise individual
achievements, for example Americans. Whereas collectivistic cultures are more
likely to emphasise the achievements of the group, as in Japan.

The final

dimension refers to the items that are considered important within the culture.
Individuals from masculine dominant cultures would consider success, money and
material goods as important, as in Germany. Whereas individuals from feminine
dominant cultures would consider family, friends, and quality of life as important,
for example Italians.
Prior to Hofstede, Abrams ( 1983) argued that core values differ between cultures.
For example, in China kinship and ancestral veneration is highly valued, whereas in
the United States of America people, put more emphasis on individualism and
independence.

The example components kinship and individualism could be

important in the consideration of culture, as it affects the way in which individuals
behave. Individuals from cultures that deem individualism to be important are more
likely to be concerned with themselves, and are more likely to travel individually or
in small groups. On the other hand, individuals from cultures that judge kinship to
be important are likely to consider the outcome of their actions in terms of the
group, and are more likely to travel in large tour groups.
While cultures may appear to be similar in nature, there are usually slight
differences that make each culture throughout the world unique and separate from
others (Abrams, 1983). For example, the Korean culture and the Japanese culture
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may appear to be very similar to each other, and indeed, at first glance these two are
very similar. They are both cultures where the younger person must look up to the
elder, the wife to the husband, the junior employee to the senior employee.
Arguments are kept behind closed door and leadership is never challenged.
However at the same time, there are significant differences. When faced with the
same situation, Koreans are more likely to be outspoken and emphasise honesty,
whereas Japanese may place a lot of emphasis on maintaining respect and distance.
Differences between cultures may also exist within the same country (Liu, 2000).
For instance, in Malaysia there are several cultural identities, depending on where a
person lives and their ancestral history.
Australians and Americans appear to have a very similar culture on the surface. For
example, both have the same national language, both enjoy team sports, and both
are comparatively relaxed societies. However, as with the previous example, there
are subtle differences between the two.

Though they use the same language,

colloquial speech differs between the two countries. For example, few Americans
would know that a can of beer is a 'tinny' or know what a roundabout is. Whereas
an Australian would not know that a 'biscuit' is on the ' breakfast menu' not an
accompaniment to the mid-day break. Even though sports are popular in both
countries, the popular sports are noticeably different. The two most prevalent sports
in America are Gridiron (American football) and baseball, whereas in Australia it is
Australian rules football and cricket. Furthermore, even though both Americans and
Australians are low-context cultures, Americans are a low-contact culture, whereas
Australians are a high-contact culture.
Whatever the culture in question, to be able to fully understand it, it needs to be
studied as a whole, as culture is a holistic concept (Islam and Sheppard, 1997). As
the previous discussion articulated, there are many elements within the cultural
concept. Most authors agree that these elements include, but are not limited to;
language; family; relationships; history; religious beliefs; traditions; myths;
ceremonies; morals; customs; climate; education; geography; arts; social economic
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and political norms; mental processes; and a people's system of values (Baligh,
1994; Harris and Moran, 1985; Imber-Black, 1 997; McCort and Malhorta, 1993;
Pizam, 1999; Watson and Hill, 2000). While these elements are a part of the
cultural concept, they also affect, and are affected by culture. To be able to truly
understand someone else's culture all these elements within the culture need to be
studied and understood.

Although this is a level of understanding that

anthropologists hope to achieve when they study another culture, for the purpose of
conducting business in the global business environment a more superficial
understanding is acceptable.
It is not however only these previously identified elements that affect a national
culture. Watson and Hill (2000) argue that a country's culture is also dependent on
the size of that country, its neighbours, and its current economic climate. Moreover,
it is argued that a country's culture is affected by its exposure to other cultures over
time (Dunning and Bansal, 1997). This is an important consideration as it shows
that a culture can be affected over time by internal and external elements and is
therefore ever changing thus affecting the behaviours and expectations of the
individuals within that culture. Therefore, when studying different cultures, it is
imperative to take this into consideration.
It should be appreciated that although there is a belief that with the current
globalisation there is a move towards one global culture, the different cultures
throughout the world have no desire to integrate into one international culture
(Fulgate, 1995). In addition, even though it is recognised that whilst globalisation
changes cultures, it also strengthens them. Kluver (2000) supports this when he
states that "there is evidence that indicated that the emerging globalizing
information society, rather than weakening cultural and national identity, actually
strengthens traditional cultural forms." The strengthening of individual cultures
may be because as individuals become more aware of the 'global culture,' they do
not want to lose their own distinctive culture, as they feel their culture defines who
they are. Yau ( 1988) points out that some traditional Chinese values are still held
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today by the younger members of the Chinese society, even though in a globalised
community these traditions are thought to be outdated.

For example, Chinese

culture is heavily laced with superstitions which are still held by the younger
generation, even though scientific evidence proves that there is no basis for these
superstitions. Consequently, instead of culture becoming a lesser consideration for
international business, it is actually increasing in importance.
2.2. 2 Culture and the individual
Another area of importance is how culture affects the individual. Culture affects not
only the way we think, but also the way we act, the choices that we make, the way
we see things, as well as defining our outlook on life (Van der Wagen, 1999). This
widespread impact is because an individual is surrounded by their culture from the
day they are born. It is learnt from parents, teachers, siblings, peers and others
within the society.
It has been argued that culture can affect an individual either directly or indirectly
(McCort and Malhorta, 1993). An example of an individual that has been affected
directly by culture is someone from a strict religion. For instance, a strict Muslim
will not eat any pork product as it is written in the Koran that pigs are unclean and
therefore not fit for human consumption. Culture can also affect an individual
indirectly. For example, someone from a highly masculine culture, such as the USA
will probably have been encouraged since childhood to believe that financial
success and a high social status are central to a happy and fulfilling life. This belief
will then influence their education, career goals and social group. Although the
basis of their decisions may be subconscious, it is often formed due to indirect
cultural influences.
Another consideration is that an individual will be affected by the culture that they
are raised within as opposed to the culture that they are born into (Dahl, S. website:
http://stephweb.com/capstone/capstone.pdf,
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accessed:

29/ 1 1/2002).

This is

becoming more relevant with increasing levels of migration. It can be seen clearly
within the American Chinese community where native Chinese parents fight to
instil Chinese values in their American born children. However, it is often the case
that American ideals will form the basis for their children's culture.
Researchers have maintained that culture affects individuals in different ways. The
basic argument is that the purpose of culture is to aid individuals in coping with the
physical and social realities of their world (McCort and Malhorta, 1993). This is
because culture helps individuals to interpret the cues that are presented to them in
the social environment, and it provides them with set responses to certain situations.
However, another view is that culture constrains the way in which people behave,
and sets out guidelines for how people should behave in social situations (Dunning
and Bansal, 1997).

The reasoning behind this argument is that culture tells

individuals what they should think and how they should act in certain situations.
Based on these opposing opinions it can be concluded that although culture aids
people, it can also constrain them.

This is especially true of some cultures

throughout the world. For instance, the Chinese culture where family and ancestral
history plays a central role in everyday life. This promotes family unity and can
provide individuals with a good support system. However, it can also constrain the
individual by not allowing them to fulfil their ambitions as they feel that must
remain and take care of the older generations. Although other cultures may seem
more flexible and lenient, they can also place constraints upon the individual.
In addition, it has been argued that culture also may affect individual's sensory
realities. "[People] see, hear, feel and smell only that which has meaning or
importance to them" (Barna, 1994, p.341). This shows that culture not only affects
who an individual is, but what they perceive as important within their physical
environment. For example, within Western cultures individuals are lead to believe
that cleanliness and pleasant smells are connected, therefore someone who smells
pleasant is thought to shower regularly and use deodorant. Whereas someone who
smells offensive is considered dirty and it is assumed that they do not shower
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regularly. In other cultures however, other smells are considered to be signs of
cleanliness, smells that Westerners may consider being the sign of a 'dirty' person.
If individuals are unaware of the differences that exist, misunderstandings are more
likely to arise when people from the two different cultures socialise.
Culture can also affect the way in which an individual behaves and reacts to certain
situations. Trandis, Brislin and Hui ( 1998) reason that an individual' s focus on
information relative to relationships depends on whether they are raised in a
collectivistic or individualistic culture.

Trandis, et al. ( 1998) propose that

individuals from individualistic cultures usually place more emphasis on
information, whereas individuals from collectivistic cultures generally find
relationships more important, and thus putting more emphasis on relationships.
Further to Trandis et al. 's ( 1998) argument and in conjunction with Hall's (1976)
high- and low- context theory, Gudykunst and TingToomey ( 1988) suggest that
depending on whether an individual comes from a high- or low- context culture,
they will deal with conflict differently. They argue that individuals from low
context cultures are more likely to assume a confrontational stance when conflict
occurs, whereas individuals from high-context cultures are more likely to be less
confrontational in conflict resolution.
Most importantly perhaps is the argument that culture affects an individual's
personality. Margaret Mead argues that culture sets and defines personality from an
early age, and that we are all a product of "culture prescription" (cited in: Abrams,
1983). Mead's theories are supported in the following statement:
Since the infant of the human species enters the world cultureless, his behaviour
- his attitudes, values, ideals, and beliefs, as well as his overt motor activity - is
powerfully influenced by the culture that surrounds him on all sides. It is almost
impossible to exaggerate the power and influence of culture upon the human
animal... Culture is stronger than life and stronger than death (Culture,
http://www. britannica. com, accessed 23/05/01).
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Following from this statement it can be concluded that culture affects everything
that an individual is, becomes, and does. Culture supersedes the individual as it
existed before the individual was born and will remain after the individual has
passed away. As long as human life exists there will always be culture in one form
or another.
2.2.3 Cultural awareness and sensitivity
Culture is a concept that while complicated, affects individuals on a day to day
basis. It affects our development from birth, who we are, how we think, the choices
that we make, and our overall outlook on life. Culture defines the principles that we
live our lives by and is learned through socialisation. It is made up of the language
that is spoken; relationships within the society; the history that helped to form the
culture; the religious beliefs of the culture; the traditions, myths, ceremonies,
morals, and customs held by the people of that culture; the educational system
within the culture; the arts of that culture; and the social economic and political
norms.
Even if a culture is studied and it is understood how that culture affects individuals
within the society, it is almost impossible to know everything about everyone that
you are likely to come into contact with. Nevertheless, as society today is more
diverse than ever, it is imperative that individuals are culturally aware and sensitive
in order to achieve social harmony. Van Warner ( 1994) recognised that "if you
factor in the widely varied religious and cultural views presented by international
expansion and widening diversity of our populace at home, remaining inoffensive
can sometimes be a full-time job." As there are still many individuals who are not
aware of the differences that exist between different cultures, it is increasingly likely
that they will offend someone within their day to day interactions, which could have
serious implications within service industries such as the hotel industry.
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Van der Wagen ( 1999, p.230) explains that cultural awareness:
Starts with an understanding of differences which is soon followed by a deeper
understanding of the significance of those differences.

The final stage of

cultural awareness involves the development ofpositive perceptions of different
attitudes and values, and in some cases, adoption of those attitudes and values
as part ofone 's own culture.

Cultural awareness however, is more than just studying the history and statistics of a
country, it is the comprehension and appreciation of a culture which is gained from
listening to, and observing another culture through unprejudiced eyes (Malissa,
1998). Even though culture is influenced by what has happened in the past, history
itself does not represent culture. For example, individuals interested in wars may be
aware of the history of Japan and the wars that it fought. However, they may lack
an understanding as to why a Japanese company traditionally employs a person for
the duration of their working life, or why when Japanese business men entertain
business associates wives are not invited to join.

These customs can only be

understood by fully appreciating the Japanese culture, their beliefs and their
attitudes.
It has been suggested that by developing the cultural awareness of employees, a
more efficient working environment is possible within an increasingly diverse
workforce (Welch, Tanke and Glover, 1988).

This will enable employees to

become more tolerant of the differences that exist between themselves and others,
thus improving interpersonal communication.

Without some level of cultural

awareness, clashes between individuals from different cultures, both within work
and social settings, can arise due to a misinterpretation of the interaction, whether it
is from the physical environment or the social atmosphere.

Clashes between

cultures can arise because of language differences, religious beliefs, work habits, the
role of women, and personal appearance among other things.

However, it is

important in the increasing multi-cultural work environment to minimise these
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clashes to maintain an efficient working environment (Joinson, 1995). To do this,
companies must help employees become more culturally sensitive so that these
clashes between both employees, and employees and customers, are minimised.
This is especially important within service industries such as tourism and
hospitality, where interaction between individuals is necessary for the transaction to
take place. If clashes between employees and guests arise, then the service that is
provided is going to be less efficient, and the guests will be less satisfied than if the
service delivery was completed without any problems.

This is becoming

increasingly important as customers demand a higher level of quality service for a
price that they perceive to be of a good value, especially as international travel
increases and customers are becoming more aware of the service that is provided.
Cultural sensitivity has been defined as "the understanding of the cultural context of
each market and degree to which [markets] are culturally similar" (Toyne and
Walters, 1989, p. 187). However, it has been reasoned that cultural sensitivity is not
a concept that can be decreed. It must come from the heart of the individual, and to
be effective must be exhibited at all levels of the organisation from management
level down to front-line staff (Fulgate, 1995). Most authors agree that cultural
sensitivity is impossible without cultural awareness, and if one is not aware that
differences exist between cultures, it is not possible to be sensitive to these
differences (Douglas and Craig, 1983; LaBahn and Harich, 1997; Toyne and
Walters, 1989).

Indeed, LaBahn and Harich (1997, p.87) state that "cultural

sensitivity requires cultural awareness, avoidance of culture-bound thinking, and
reduction of cultural biases."
2.2.4 Summary
Culture is a complex concept, which is ever changing, and as such is hard to define.
It is agreed that culture affects an individual, who they are, how they behave and
how they perceive the environment around them.

Even though there is the

perception that individual cultures are converging into a global culture, it has been
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shown that this is not true, and that cultures are in fact being strengthened through
globalisation. With the increased globalisation and the strengthening of cultures, it
is imperative that individuals are able to deal with people from a different cultural
background in a sensitive manner.
McCort and Malhorta (1993) argue that to improve international marketing efforts it
is imperative that marketers have a greater understanding of how culture influences
consumer behaviour. This will ensure marketers are able to target any culture, and
not only the culture from where the product originated. Kotler, Bowen and Makens
(1999) reason that what consumers purchase is influenced by their social
characteristics, where they are placed within society, their personal characteristics,
who they are, their psychological characteristics, what they think, and their cultural
characteristics. As cultural characteristics influence an individual 's social, personal,
and psychological characteristics, cultural characteristics may have more influence
on consumer behaviour than it initially seems. The importance of cultural influence
on individuals is supported by Schiffman, Bednall, Watson and Kawuk ( 1997,
p.385) when they state that "the impact of culture is so natural and so automatic that
its influence on behaviour is usually taken for granted."
With the growth of international commerce, more people are crossing national
boundaries to conduct business dealings, and therefore culture and its effects are
becoming an increasingly important factor to consider.

This is due to the

misunderstandings that can arise in international business dealings through poor
communication and different social behavioural norms, and the cost if serious
misunderstandings occur. As more money is invested in international business,
more money stands to be lost, and thus it is imperative that culture is considered in
terms of the global business environment.
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2.3 Culture in the global business environment
2.3.1 Global business
Regardless of the business or industry, researchers agree that an understanding of
culture is a key ingredient for successful international business relationships
(Cateora, 1990; Francis, 199 1; Kraft and Chung, 1992; LaBahn and Harich, 1997).
Knowledge and understanding of culture is important in the global business
environment because no two cultures do business in exactly the same manner. As
Schneider and Barsoux ( 1997, p. 1) state:
Culture is a very powerful undercurrent in international business ... culture can
be a powerful force that can undermine or propel business success ... we have to
surface cultural differences and make them open to discussion in order to avoid
the risks ofgetting caught in the under tow.
This view is supported by further research that noted that in order to be successful in
today's global business environment, businesses need to be culturally sensitive to
their counterparts (Champy, 1999; Fleeter, 1999; Glynn, 2000; Malissa, 1998), have
employees that possess good language and interpersonal skills (Glynn, 2000), and
have a strong belief in customer service (Fleeter, 1999). Misunderstandings arising
from cultural errors in business dealings with other cultures will be thought of as
inadequacies which cannot be fixed, and taken into account in future business
dealings (Champy, 1999). Companies can become culturally sensitive however, by
creating an awareness of the differences that exist between the dominant culture of
the company and the culture of their international contacts (Malissa, 1998).
Gesteland ( 1999) notes that there are two "iron" rules that businesspersons should
observe when conducting business in the international environment. Firstly, the
seller is expected to adapt to the buyer, and secondly, the visitor is expected to
observe local customs.

Therefore, when businesses conduct business in the
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international arena and are unaware of the cultural differences that exist between
themselves and the other players, severe recriminations can ensue. Indeed, stories
abound in the literature reviewed about businesspersons doing or saying the wrong
thing, as they are unaware of the culture in which they are conducting their business
(Axtell, 1993; Foster, 2000). If a situation arises due to an individual's cultural
insensitivity, it can create permanent bad feelings and possibly lead to the collapse
of the business transaction. This can potentially have serious financial implications
for the company (Bedi, 1995; Daniels and Radebaugh, 1989; Joinson, 1995).
One of the major reasons that companies fail when they enter the international
business arena is that they fail to modify their products to meet the cultural
preferences of that country. In addition, they fail to provide written material in the
local language or material that is translated appropriately, so that consumers are able
to understand what product is being offered (Fleeter, 1999; Welsh and Swerdlow,
1992). Van Warner (1994) highlights this when he provides an example of a food
establishment

that

misunderstood

the

effort

required

when

expanding

internationally. When Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) expanded into the Asian
market they were puzzled with low sales from one region. Having experienced
these problems KFC realised they needed to research the region they had expanded
into. They soon found out that their popular slogan "finger likin' good," which
translated into the local dialect, literally translated into "eat your fingers." By
changing their slogan and making other modifications, KFC was able to recover and
tum around their sales in this region.
2. 3.2 Hospitality and tourism
While the literature notes that to be successful in the international business arena
businesses need to be culturally aware, the bulk of the literature concentrates on
businesses operating overseas. What is rarely considered in the literature is the
cultural awareness required by business towards customers from other countries.
The prevailing attitude in the literature seems to be ' when in Rome do as the
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Romans do.' On the other hand, this may not be appropriate for the hospitality
industry as the customer is paying for the hoteliers to provide a service, and if that
service cannot be provided efficiently then customers will be dissatisfied leading to
a potential loss of business.
Several researchers note that it is important to understand the cultural differences of
potential customers in the international tourism environment. Furthermore, this is
increasingly important for hospitality establishments, such as hotels especially
considering the increasing levels of competition and customers' heightened
expectations (Dev and Olsen, 2000; Fick and Ritchie, 1999).

The literature

recognises that this is further compounded by the fact that international travel is
growing, and as it expands, it is more important for hoteliers to understand the needs
and expectations of international guests (Mok and Armstrong, 1998).
With the growth of international tourism, hoteliers may need to take into
consideration not only the needs and expectations of their existing international
guests, but also the possibly diverse needs and expectations of the emerging
international guests from new growth markets (Opperman, 1996). Recently, the
market for international travel in countries such as China and Malaysia has seen
tremendous growth.

The different cultures that are present in these emerging

markets is likely to be different from established markets, such as Japanese tourists
(Hing; Olsen, 1996). It would be dangerous for hoteliers to assume that any two
cultures are alike, especially with the emergence of many new markets the world
over. If these differences are not taken into consideration hoteliers are potentially
losing a new source of business as these will guests go to establishments which will
meet their needs and expectations.
As noted previously, people from different cultures have different expectations and
preferences (Armstrong et al, 1997; Heung and Wong, 1997; Mok and Armstrong,
1998; Pizam et al, 1997; Zeithmal, Berry and Parasuraman, 1993).

By

understanding these differences in service preferences and expectations, hospitality
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establishments are more likely to be able to provide service that would satisfy
international tourists. According to Zeithamal et al ( 1988, 1993) customers assess
the level of service quality that they receive based on the expectations they had
going into the service encounter. This is strongly supported throughout the literature
(Fick and Ritchie, 1991; Armstrong et al, 1997; Mok and Armstrong, 1998). As Ive
(2000, p 1-3) states:
[That} to develop the highest standards ofservice we need to develop a deep
understanding of our guests ' needs ... the customer 's expectations of service
can be high or low, but are usually based on the systems or the culture that
they are most familiar with. Depending on whether the service falls short or
matches, or goes beyond these expectations, it will be regarded as poor,
good or overdone.

We do need to be sure that the service we offer is

relevant to the guests ' particular needs.
As international travel increases it is important for hoteliers to be able to predict to a
certain degree customers' expectations. Mok and Armstrong ( 1998) found that
service is equally important for customers from the five different cultural
backgrounds they studied: English, American, Australian, Taiwanese and Japanese
tourists. On the other hand, the way the customers' expected the delivery of service
differed between the five cultures. For example, the study found that overall
tourists from the United Kingdom have the highest expectations of service quality,
including both tangible and intangible elements. They were followed by the United
States of America, Australia, Taiwan and Japan. The highest rated element by
guests, regardless of their country of origin, was when they have a problem the staff
show an interest in solving it. However, interestingly respondents from the United
Kingdom, rated this element as fourth in importance.

The elements considered

more important were: when staff deliver a service it is completed in the time-frame
expected; staff are always willing to help guests; and guests feel safe completing
transactions within the hotel. Furthermore, analyses showed that the expectations of
guests originating from different cultural backgrounds differ on tangible elements
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such as: physical facilities and equipment provided by the hotel; the appearance of
the hotel and its employees; and the communication materials provided by the hotel.
The research also showed that of the five cultures, Japanese tourists had the lowest
expectations of these tangible elements. Mok and Armstrong noted three important
implications of their research: no matter the cultural origin of the guest, delivery of
dependable and accurate service is expected; the expectations of guests originating
from different cultural backgrounds differs for some of the tangible elements; and
generally the lower the expectations of the guests, the higher the possibility that the
perceived level of service will be better, and vice versa.
An earlier study by Luk, de Leon, Leong and Li ( 1993) found that tourists from
Europe and America expect a significantly lower level of service than their Asian
Pacific counterparts. Nishiyama (1996) notes that Japanese travellers expect a high
level of customer service when they travel as they receive exceptionally high quality
service in Japan. Thus, based on their home experience, Japanese travellers expect
good quality service. The results of the study conducted by Luk et al ( 1993) showed
that American and European tourists had lower expectations than Asian-Pacific
tourists in the expectation factors of assurance, reliability, empathy and tangibility.
However, in terms of the fifth factor of responsiveness, there was no significant
difference between expectations of the two regions.
In addition, Luk et al ( 1993) found that tourists' expectations of service quality,
specifically in organised tour services, are influenced by the cultural value of
sociability, that is the degree to which individuals interact with strangers. It is this
value factor, more than any other that influences tourist quality expectations, though
ability and creativity also affect quality expectation. Luk et al imply that these
values, specifically sociability, explain the differences of quality expectations. As
the assessment of these values is rooted in culture, it can be seen that culture
influences the quality expectations of tourists.
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Heung and Wong ( 1997) maintain that to improve service quality, hoteliers must
first be able to appreciate customers' expectations. This is supported by Heskett,
Sasser and Hart ( 1990) who found, "the process of managing for improved service
quality ... begins with an understanding of customers' expectations." Providing
good service to the customers, or delivering service that meets or exceeds their
expectations, leaves customers satisfied and therefore more likely to return (Ive,
2000). Furthermore, the experience that a tourist has affects their loyalty to that
destination and their destination preferences in the future (Chen and Gursay, 200 1;
Ford and Heaton, 2000; Pine, Gilmore and Gilmore, 1998). A tourist's experiences
may also affect whether they encourage or discourage their friends and relatives to
visit the destination (Crotts and Erdmann, 2000; Ford and Heaton, 2000; Pine et al,
1998).
Culture plays an important part in customers' expectations, and thus is an integral
part of the hospitality and tourism industry (Crotts and Erdmann, 2000; Kotler et al,
1999). It has been identified that culture affects what we eat, what we drink, how
we travel, the places that we stay, and the destinations that we choose to travel to
(Dunning and Bansal, 1997; Kotler, et al., 1999). Furthermore culture also impacts
on the activities that individuals participate in when they get there and with whom
they go (Pizam, 1999; Pizam and Reichel, 1996; Pizam and Sussmann, 1995; Pizam
and Jeong, 1996). Thus it may be concluded that the way in which tourists behave
is affected by the culture from which they originate - a conclusion that is strongly
supported by earlier literature (Brewer, 1978, 1984; Boissevain and Inglott, 1979;
Pi-Suyner, 1977; Wagner, 1977).
In a series of studies covering Dutch, Israeli, Korean and British tour guides, Pizam,
in conjunction with others, found that even though the nationalities and tour guides
studied varied vast differences were between the nationalities were found in
eighteen of the twenty characteristics considered. Only two of the characteristics in
each study were perceived to be similar across the nationalities. Furthermore, there
was a perception that the American tourists were the most distinct and the central
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Europeans to similar to other tourists. From this it is possible to conclude that the
majority of tourist behaviour is affected by the nationality of the tourist, which in
itself is influenced by the cultural background of the tourist (Pizam et al., 1997;
Pizam and Reichel, 1996; Pizam and Jeong, 1996; Pizam and Sussmann, 1995).
This is supported by Pizam and Sussmann ( 1995) who speculate that the differences
between the nationalities are due to the different cultures of the nationalities
involved in the study. With regards to the characteristic of 'interaction,' Pizam and
Sussmann note that Japanese tourists are less likely to interact than American and
Italian tourists.

They hypothesize this is due to the Japanese culture, which

encourages individuals to be reserved, particularly in new social situations. On the
other hand, American and Italian culture encourages individuals to be friendly in
new social situations. A further example of how culture affects tourist behaviour is
noted by Pizam and Sussmann, who believe that the level of adventure seen within
tourists can be explained by their cultural background. They feel it is more likely
that adventurous people are raised in cultures that encourage risk-taking and
individualism, such as Americans.

On the other hand, individuals who avoid

adventure are more likely to be raised in cultures where uncertainty avoidance is
valued, such as the Japanese.
Differences between cultures were also found by Sheldon and Fox ( 1988). For
example, they found that for Japanese tourists the food service in the destination
choices played a larger part in the decision making process than it did for Canadian
and American tourists. Therefore, by knowing the cultural preferences of their
market, hoteliers are more likely to be able to provide products and services that
their customers' expect, thus being able to satisfy them. If hoteliers are unaware of
these preferences, it is more likely that the products and services that they offer will
not be suitable for their customers, thus leading to unsatisfied guests.
It has also been reasoned that demand for products is culture specific (Dunning and
Bansal, 1997). For example, some cultures are more interested in the design and
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features of a product, other cultures are more interested in its efficiency, while yet
others are more interested in the waste that services and products produce. This has
been recognised within some areas of the service industry. Fulgate ( 1995) noted
that banks have had to customise their products and services based on the culture of
their customers in order to succeed in the growing multi-cultural environment. It
seems likely that hospitality establishments will have to seriously commit
themselves to culturally friendly policies as banks have done, in order to succeed in
the environment of growing international tourism.
The most prominent study of cultural awareness in the hospitality industry, and the
one on which the current study is based, was conducted by Niininen et al (2000).
Niininen et al (2000) identified that the fundamental base of hospitality and tourism
is the contact between the participants in the service process, who in the current
global business environment are likely to be from different cultural backgrounds.
As with any business relationship, ignoring cultural differences can lead to a break
down in the customer-service provider link. Niininen et al's (2000) study was
conducted within the UK hospitality industry and aimed to discover how important
international visitors were and what hoteliers were doing to meet the needs of these
guests. The research was conducted via mail surveys in November 1999, with 1720
hotels throughout the UK being sent questionnaires. The study achieved a response
rate of 38%. The results of the study indicated that few hotels conducted research
into the needs of their international guests, and even fewer modified their products
or services to meet the differing needs and expectations. Of those hotels that made
an effort at modification, they usually made changes to their food and beverages,
guest bedrooms, and staff training. The main difficulties with international guests
experienced by respondents of the questionnaire were language difficulties and
differing standards of electronic equipment. Only a quarter of hoteliers employed
staff that were able to communicate with their foreign guests in the guests' native
language, while a further 28% encouraged their staff to learn a new language. So
while hoteliers recognise that language can be a barrier to successfully
communicating with their guests, few have made an effort to eliminate this problem.
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Niininen et al (2002) suggested that hoteliers should aim to have a better
understanding of cultural awareness, encourage their staff to train in foreign
languages and improve internal communication.
2.3.3 Summary
Cultural awareness is imperative if businesses are going to succeed within the
emerging international global environment (Cateora, 1990; LaBahn and Harich). If
businesses are not culturally aware and sensitive to their international colleagues
and customers then businesses may be ineffective and revenue lost. To be culturally
aware, businesses and their employees must first be aware that different cultures
exist and that there are differences in the way that different cultures behave (Axtell,
1993). A lack of cultural awareness may lead employees or businesses to make
errors which will be taken into account, thought of as shortcomings by their
international counterparts, and can create permanent negative feelings (Bedi, 1995;
Champy, 1999). In addition, one of the major reasons companies are unsuccessful
in the global business environment is because they fail to modify their products and
the associated materials to meet the needs of the culture they are trying to expand
into (Van Warner 1994; Fleeter, 1999).
The literature reviewed concentrates on businesses going overseas to meet their
customers. However, in the hospitality industry the customers are the ones that are
brought into a foreign environment. The leading study into cultural awareness
within the hospitality industry was conducted by Niininen et al (2000), and was the
basis for the current research. The study concluded that UK hoteliers needed to
invest time and money in cultural awareness and foreign language training in order
for their employees to have a greater understanding of their guests.
It is important to understand the cultural differences of customers' in the hospitality
industry as their cultural backgrounds may affect their expectations, and thus their
perception of the service that is provided by hoteliers (Mok et al, 1997; Zeithmal,
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Berry and Parasuraman, 1993). Dissatisfied customers are unlikely to return to an
establishment, and may provide negative feedback to family and friends, which may
ultimately affect their destination choices in the future (Chen and Gursay, 200 1;
Ford and Heaton, 2000; Ive, 2000).

Meeting foreign guests' expectation is

becoming increasingly important as more people are travelling internationally from
diverse cultures, which have little or no travel experience (Mok and Armstrong,
1998; Opperman, 1996).
Furthermore, studies have shown that culture affects what we eat, what we drink,
how we travel, the places that we travel to (Dunning and Bansal, 1997), the
activities that we participate in when we get there, and who we travel with (Pizam
1999). From this it may be concluded that the way in which a tourist behaves is
affected by their cultural background (Brewer 1978; Wagner, 1977), and thus
culture is an integral part of the hospitality and tourism industry (Crotts and
Erdmann, 2000) which must be taken into consideration by hoteliers if they wish to
be successful in the current global business environment.
Even if employees are culturally aware and are able to predict the service
expectations that international tourists have, they will remain inefficient if they are
unable to communicate with these customers. Communication is important in any
industry, none more so than in the hospitality industry, as the production of the
service relies on the communication between the service provider and the customer.
Indeed, as Ive (2000, p.54) states, "much of what we do in the hospitality and
accommodation industry involves conversational communication, and most
successful professionals have gained a high degree of confidence in talking to
others." If high-quality communication is not able to take place, then there may be
a breakdown between the customer and the service provider. This would make it
difficult for the service provider to satisfy the guest, thus leading to dissatisfied
customers, lower customer retention rates, and finally lower profits for the
establishment.

With effective communication the provision of service can be
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completed effectively and efficiently to the customer's satisfaction, leading to
higher retention rates and a healthy bottom line for the hotel.

2.4 Culture and communication
2.4. 1 Communication
To be able to fully comprehend the impact that culture has on communication, it is
first necessary to understand what communication itself actually is. Communication
is an important concept which is a necessary tool for interaction between two or
more individuals to take place, whether this interaction is for business or social
reasons.

Communication has been defined as "the imparting, conveying or

exchange of ideas, knowledge, etc. whether by speech, writing or signs" (Strano,
1984, p.3). Simply put. it can be defined as the "exchange of meanings between
individuals" (Brake, Walker and Walker, 1995, p. 157). Communication can take
place anytime and anywhere, whether it is intended or not. Communication is an
integral part of everyday life.

When driving, road signs are necessary to

communicate directions, the food we eat communicates the foods we like to eat, the
way we dress can communicate our approach to life. Communication and the act of
communicating constantly takes place, and is thus unavoidable.
Communication itself can be broken down into two broad sub categories: verbal
communication and non-verbal communication (Guirdham, 1999).

Verbal

communication is the communication which is spoken and the language that is used.
Non-verbal communication, on the other hand, can take place even when
individuals are not communicating verbally, and consists of gestures that are made
using the parts of the body such as eyes, arms, hands, and face.

It has been

suggested that non-verbal communication makes up fifty-five percent of the impact
of the message sent, whereas verbal communication makes up only seven percent,
with vocals accounting for the remaining thirty-eight percent of the message impact
(Pease, 1997). It is important to consider the impact of non-verbal communication
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as an individual's body language may not be consistent with their verbal
communication. As non-verbal communication has the greater impact, the receiver
is more likely to base their interpretation of the message on the body language of the
sender. When mixed messages are involved, this can lead to a misunderstanding
between the sender and the receiver. This can be of particular importance in high
context cultures.
Whatever definition of communication is chosen, the concept of communication
incorporates five fundamental factors, without which communication could not take
place. These factors are: an initiator; a receiver; a mode or vehicle; a message; and
an effect (Watson and Hill, 2000).
communication process,

The initiator is the person that instigates the

which can be

initiated

either

intentionally or

unintentionally by the initiator. The receiver is the person who the communication
is intended for, and it should be noted that in communication there can often be
more than one intended receiver. The mode or vehicle is how the message is
communicated. A message can be verbal, for example, either in person or over the
phone, or they can be written, for example, either by internal memorandums, e-mail
or post. The message is the content of the communication, the information that the
initiator wants the receiver to have. The effect of the communication is what the
receiver does upon receiving the message. An example of the five fundamental
factors involved in the communication process can be seen in the following
scenario. When a memorandum is sent to the department heads of a hotel from the
general manager regarding the high labour costs within the hotel, the initiator is the
general manager of the hotel; the receiver, or in this case receivers, are the
department heads of the hotel; the mode is a written internal memorandum; the
message is to decrease labour costs; and hopefully the effect of the message is
department heads reducing labour costs within their departments by reducing staff
hours.
For successful communication to take place, the receiver must interpret the message
and its intended meaning in the way in which the sender meant it (Dattner, 2003).
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Ideally, within the communication process, the message goes from the sender to the
receiver, then the sender obtains feedback on the message from the receiver, and
there are no distortions in the transmission or communication process (Brake et al,
1995; Gudykunst and Yun Kim, 1997). This ideal communication process is shown
in figure one below.
Message

Receiver

Sender

Feedback

Figure 1:

The Ideal Communication Process (Source: Brake, Walker and
Walker, 1995, p.158)

Unfortunately, this ideal process rarely happens as usually there is some level of
distortion present in the communication process (Brake et al, 1995; Gudykunst and
Yun Kim, 1997).

It has been identified that any 'noise' present in the

communication process may interfere with the message. Furthermore, the feedback
that the receiver gives to the sender will also be distorted because of the noise
(Watson and Hill, 2000). Noise can be internal or external to the message and/or
the communication process, and whenever there is noise present in the
communication process misunderstandings can occur.
These misunderstandings occur largely because of the past experiences of the
participants in the communication process (Strano, 1984). People's experiences in
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life and their awareness of the topic or situation affect how they communicate a
message, how they perceive a message, and the feedback that they give. One of the
biggest mistakes that senders in the communication process make, is assuming that
the message that they are sending will mean the same to the recipient as it does to
them (Strano, 1984).

This breakdown in communication can happen between

individuals of the same culture, as well as between individuals of different cultures.
This is because no individual within a culture can have exactly the same experiences
as another individual within that culture, and they may possibly lack awareness of
the topic or situation being conveyed in the message.
The probability of miscommunication occurring between individuals of different
cultures is even higher as there are other issues to be considered - for example
language. Researchers have noted that even if verbal and non-verbal signals within
the communication process are interpreted accurately by the receiver, there are other
issues to consider within the realm of intercultural communication (Dattner, 2003;
Samovar and Porter, 1988). In the present environment in which we live, where
cultural diversity is ever increasing, both within the work environment and the
social environment, it is important to understand how these misunderstandings can
be avoided.

2. 4. 2 Intercultural communication
Intercultural communication theorists have reasoned that an increase in intercultural
communication competency is necessary due to the increase of globalising forces
such as economic integration, tourism and migration (Kluver, 2000). Intercultural
communication can be defined as the exchange of meanings between two or more
individuals from different cultural backgrounds (Brake, Walker and Walker, 1995;
Condon and Yousef, 1975; Dodd, 1987; Metge and Kinlock, 1978; Pride, 1985).
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When communicating with people from different cultural backgrounds, a more
effective and efficient communication can be ensured if the participants of the
communication are sensitive to the cultural differences of the other participants of
the communication process (Kale and Barnes, 1992; LaBahn and Harich, 1997).
For example, in order to achieve effective and efficient communication, when
American businessmen go to Japan they need to understand the Japanese culture.
Unlike their American counterparts, due to their cultural influences, Japanese
businessmen are unlikely to disagree with the other businessmen, as they feel this
will embarrass the Americans and is extremely rude. Therefore, the Americans
cannot take for granted that the Japanese actually mean what they are saying, and
must look deeper to discover the actual meaning of the communication. Making
assumptions, particularly during intercultural communication, can cause severe
misunderstandings within the communication process.
Language is the most obvious problem identified when individuals are
communicating across cultures. If you cannot speak the same language as the
person that you are communicating with, it is almost impossible for effective
communication to occur. Zaidman (2001) identified three levels to language. The
first level is the style of the text that is used, for example vocabulary, grammatical
structure, and word order. The second level is the organisation of the text, or the
way the sender structures the information. This includes the level of background
information given, and the length of the sentences or paragraphs. The final level of
language is the different cultural assumptions that the participants bring to the
communication process. These assumptions are rooted in the text and concern the
perceived relationship of participants, the purpose of the communication, and the
communication itself. It is argued that it is these cultural assumptions which help a
participant interpret the cues that are present in the communication, and directly
affects how they interact with the other participants.
Even within a single language, cultural assumptions can play a significant role. The
English language is a prime example of this.
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English is considered to be the

universal language, however there are multiple recognised varieties throughout the
world. These different types of the English language have developed over the
centuries as English was introduced to different cultures (Beamer and Varner, 2001;
Cheney, 200 1; Kachru, 1986, 1992; McArthur, 1998). These types of the English
language can be considerably different, for example American English is very
different from Australian English.

An American tourist in Australia may have

trouble understanding that when they are asked to 'wash up,' they are expected to
wash the dishes and not their hands and face.
Gilbert and Terrata (2001) argue that even if people speak English fluently as a
second language, they may be uncomfortable about using it. This is especially true
of the Japanese, who feel shame and embarrassment from any language difficulties
they perceive themselves to have. Therefore it is important that participants in the
communication process are aware of the different cultural assumptions that are
present to help them avoid any major misunderstandings.
Misunderstandings are often magnified if the sender and the receiver of the message
do not speak one language with the same degree of fluency. For example, not only
can the interpretation of the cues be a problem, but misunderstandings may also
arise due to the difficulties associated with verbal and written translation.
Colloquial expressions, concepts and words are often difficult to translate to another
language, making translations problematic even for trained specialists (Sechrest,
Fay and Zaidi, 1988). Effective translations are almost impossible if the translator
is not aware of the culture and cultural assumptions of both the language they are
translating from, and the language they are translating to.

For example, it is

unlikely that even a Korean tourist fluent in English visiting Cornwall in England
would understand that the greeting ' wotcha cock' is a colloquial expression in
Cornwall for a friendly hello, and not an insult. It is important to remember the
difficulties involved in verbal and written translations when communicating with
people in a language which is not their mother tongue, as they may not understand
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the meaning of the communication, and thus misunderstand and confusion may
anse.
Similarities between some languages may also cause difficulties in the
communication process (Dattner, 2003) if the sender assumes that the receiver has
the same definition of the expressions used in the message.

The Malay and

Indonesian languages are very similar, and an individual fluent in Malay should be
able to communicate with an individual fluent in Indonesian, and vice versa.
However, there are many words which either do not exist in the other language, or
have very different meanings. For example, the word 'jahat' in Malay translates to
English as 'bad,' as in a ' bad person,' whereas the Indonesian translates to English
as ' criminal.' The two meanings obviously has different connotations, and could
lead to misunderstandings.
Many people assume that language is the principal element that needs to be
considered when communicating across cultures. However, authors have identified
that the major cultural influences on the communication process are in fact the
cultural concepts of individualism versus collectivism, and high- versus low-context
(Dattner, 2003; Gudykunst, 199 1; Gudykunst and TingToomey, 1988; Zaidman,
200 1).
The concept of individualism and collectivism can cause misunderstandings when
communicating across cultures (Dattner, 2003; Gudykunst, 1991) as individuals
from individualistic cultures may appear to be assertive and somewhat selfish to
people from collectivistic cultures, and collectivistic individuals may appear to be
submissive to people from individualistic cultures. Additionally, while individuals
of an individualistic culture such as that found in America, appreciate debates and
often express their personal opinions on issues, individuals from a collectivistic
culture such as found in Japan, regard argumentation and disagreement, especially
towards ones elders, as disrespectful and dishonourable. As such, it is imperative
that an individual from an individualistic culture, who is communicating with
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someone for a collectivistic culture be aware of such differences in order to
communicate their message successfully and avoid any misunderstandings.
Additionally, the concepts of high- and low-context can cause misunderstandings to
occur as it may affect how direct an individual is in their communication (Dattner,
2003 ; Zaidman, 200 1). High-context cultures exhibit an indirect communication
style, whereas low-context cultures use a more direct method of communication.
This in itself can cause misunderstandings to occur as individuals from low-context
cultures may be perceived as being rude by individuals from high-context cultures.
On the other hand, individuals from low-context cultures may feel that individuals
from high-context cultures are being vague when communicating.
Moreover, the non-verbal cues that make up the vast majority of a communication
are interpreted differently by people from different cultural backgrounds
(Nishiyama, 1996). The non-verbal cues that are sent out by the sender are affected
by the cultural background of that individual. However, the interpretation of those
cues will also affected by the cultural background of the individual receiving them.
For example, in Western countries a individual's handshake can tell a lot about their
personality, as in whether they are submissive, aggressive, nervous or confident.
Whereas in Japan, how low a individual bows when greeting another individual will
indicate their respective positions within society.
Accordingly, it can be seen that due to cultural assumptions and cultural differences,
intercultural communication can be complex, and may thus lead to a less than ideal
communication process. This communication process is one whereby the cultural
influences of the sender impact on what message is sent and how it is sent. The
cultural influences of the receiver impact on how the message is interpreted, what
feedback is given, and how it is given. In turn, the cultural influences of the original
sender impact on how the feedback is interpreted by that sender.

It is this

interference of the cultural influences of the sender and the receiver that can
contribute to miscommunication between the sender of the message and the
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receiver, in both the original message and the feedback (Brake et al, 1995; Pride,
1985). This less than ideal communication process is shown in figure two below.
Message

Frame

Sender

Receiver

Cultural
Frame

Frame

Message Feedback
Figure 2:

The Not-So-Ideal Communication Process (Source: Brake, Walker
and Walker, 1995, p. 167)

It has been acknowledged that there are a wide variety of differences that occur
throughout different cultures (Baligh, 1994; Bond and Hofstede, 1984; Brislin,
1993). These differences can occur both within a culture and between different
cultures. The differences within cultures that are caused by the different cultural
elements can also impact on the message that is sent and the feedback that it is
received (Brake et al, 1995). Additionally, the cultural perceptions of the sender of
the message and the receiver still affect the interpretation of the message, and the
feedback that is given. This is shown in a more realistic communication model in
figure three below.
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Message
Ethnocentrism
False Attributions
Stereotypes

Frame

Etiquette
Sender

Non-verbal Behaviours

Receiver

Time and Place
Topic
Cultural
Frame

Status and Power
Style

Cultural
Frame

Language

Figure 3:

The Closer-to-Reality Communication Process (Source: Brake,
Walker and Walker, 1995, p.168)

It is important to understand how culture can affect the communication process.
This not only means understanding the effect that it has on the original message and
the feedback message, but also on how the sender and receiver interprets the
message, the verbal cues, and the non-verbal cues of the communication process.
The more the effects are understood, the more effective intercultural communication
can become as it is likely that less misunderstandings will arise. As Varner and
Beamer (1995, p.22) state:
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The more you understand of another culture, the closer your schema will be to
the reality that is the other culture, and the better your communication will be.
You will have fewer misunderstandings ofthe kind that arise when messages are
assigned different meanings and different categories.
2. 4. 3 Summary
Communication is an important tool in everyday use whether it is for business or
social interactions. This is especially true within the hospitality industry, where
without communication the provision of a service cannot take place, as
communication with the customer is a part of the service encounter. If employees
within the hospitality industry are unable to communicate effectively with their
customers, then customers may not receive the service that they expect and are
therefore dissatisfied. The problems associated with intercultural communication
are becoming increasingly important as the hospitality industry's customers become
more multi-cultural.
To be able to communicate effectively within the multi-cultural environment of the
hospitality industry, employees need to be trained in how to communicate
effectively with individuals from different cultural backgrounds. Employees would
benefit from cultural awareness training, which would then enable them to identify
their own cultural assumptions and the cultural assumptions of the customers that
they are likely to come into contact with. This would enable them to be aware of
any possible misunderstandings that may occur due to cultural perceptions. A
further benefit of cultural awareness training would be that employees are made
more aware of other cultures, and are thus less likely to offend customers
accidentally.
There are other researchers however who believe that it most beneficial to staff toi
provide foreign language training (Fulgate, 1995). By being able to speak the same
language as their customers, employees may
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be

able to reduce the

misunderstandings that occur and make the customers feel more at ease within the
service encounter. Indeed Fulgate (1995) states:
culture may very well be the final frontier upon which to forge a lasting
relationship with our customers; therefore to the extent that we can staffour
organisations with the appropriate blend of cultures and train the various
cultures to be sensitive to the cultural proclivities of others, we can control
our own destiny ... Language must be at the core of the culturalfocus.
Whatever the point of view, it is seen that to be able communicate effectively with
each other, and to avoid misunderstandings in the workplace, it is necessary for
businesses to provide some level of training to their employees, whether it be
cultural awareness training or foreign language training. As Joinson (1995) states:
"The best way to defuse these misunderstandings is through education - companies
must tackle the problems head on."
2.5 Culture and training
2.5. 1 Training
Training has been defined as "a planned process to modify attitude, knowledge or
skill behaviour" (Smith, 1998, p2). Training is beneficial for both employees and
the company that they work for, as it enables employees to be more efficient and
effective at their jobs. Training is especially important in the current business
environment where there are high levels of competition and being able to adapt to
changes quickly can mean the success or failure of a business. For instance, one
area of business where progress is constantly being made is technology. For it to be
employed to the best of its capabilities, employees need to be not only trained in the
use of new technologies, but this training needs to be maintained as the technology
improves.
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Training can be designed to improve job performance through broad knowledge
gain or through the gain of specific job related skills (Stone, 1998). For example,
training can include information such as how to perform the tasks associated with a
specific job, such as typing for secretaries, or it can be as general as how to improve
customer service skills or communication. It has been argued that training for the
hospitality industry should aim to aid employees in understanding a wide variety of
the guests that they are likely to encounter in the course of their jobs (Ive, 2000).
Nevertheless, for all industries training in cultural awareness is becoming
increasingly necessary as business becomes more globalised and workforces and
customers continue to become ever more culturally diverse.
2.5.2 Cultural awareness training
It has been recognised that organisations that do not acknowledge the cultural
differences that are present in both their staff and their customers will not be able to
survive in the current business environment (Christensen, 1993). To combat the
problems that may arise from cultural diversity it has been suggested that cultural
awareness training needs to be promoted amongst employees in order to aid in the
creation of an effective workforce in a multi-cultural environment (Welch et al,
1998). An effective tool in developing this cultural awareness is training (Lee and
Chon, 2000).
Cultural awareness training aims to educate individuals about cultures that they are
likely to encounter in the course of their jobs or everyday life. Cultural awareness
training attempts to increase cultural sensitivity by improving an individual's
interpersonal skills and altering their perceptions and attitudes towards other
cultures. This may be achieved through exploring the different communication
styles that are present within cultures, and exposing an individual's common
prejudices and stereotypes of other cultures (Lee and Chon, 2000; Welch et al,
1998).
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Training within the area of cultural awareness can increase an employee's self
confidence when dealing with people from diverse cultures (Black and Mendenhall,
1990). It may also have a positive effect on the employee's morale and their overall
confidence in their job.

(Black and Mendenhall, 1990; Lee and Chon, 2000).

Cultural awareness training can also enhance an organisation's capabilities of
successfully operating in different cultural environments (Bartlett and Ghoshal,
1990).
As beneficial as cultural awareness training can be to employees and the
organisations that employ them, there are however factors that deter organisations
from pursuing training in this area (Mendenhall and Oddou, 1986; Tung, 1981).
These factors include, but are not limited to: the costs associated with training; lack
of support from top levels of management; lack of trainers to conduct the training;
and perceived lack of usefulness.

An additional factor within the hospitality

industry which provides a deterrent to training, is the extremely high turnover rate
of employees (Lee and Chon, 2000). Employers are reluctant to initiate training
when they believe it likely that employees will leave the organisation after a short
period of time. For many organisations the bottom line is the cost of training versus
the perceived benefits.

It should be noted however that the current literature

suggests that when an employer invests time and money in training an employee,
the employee's loyalty towards the organisation increases exponentially (Lankau
and Chung, 1998; Raleigh, 1999; Roehl and Swerdlow, 1999). This is supported by
Atkinson (2002) who states that "training is key to better employee retention and
better service to guests." Thus, if employers are willing to invest in an employee's
training and development, they are likely to reap the possible benefits of long-term
employees who are culturally aware.
There have been a limited number of studies conducted in the hospitality industry
with regards to cultural awareness training and its benefits. The most prominent one
was conducted by Lee and Chon (2000) within the restaurant industry, where they
found that even though the restaurateurs within the study used different training
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methods, they all emphasised communication and sensitivity within their training
programmes.

The respondents of the study agreed that the cultural awareness

training programmes that they had implemented had made an improvement in the
interpersonal skills of their employees, who now had a more positive attitude
towards cultural diversity.

Corresponding with the literature, the respondents

believed that the training encouraged better communication in the work place,
improved the work atmosphere, and greatly improved morale. They also felt that to
a lesser degree the training improved the establishment's image and increased
employee loyalty. The respondents further indicated that the training enhanced job
behaviour, but had no overall effect in the level of the organisation's effectiveness.
Although Lee and Chon did not feel that their results were highly generalisable to
the greater restaurant industry due to the low response rate, the results do suggest
that cultural awareness training can have positive results.
When Lee and Chon (2000) noted the low response rate of the study, they believed
it was reflective of the industry's attitude towards cultural awareness training. This
may be because many hoteliers and restaurateurs in the hospitality industry do not
believe that cultural awareness is important, and therefore they are unlikely to
implement cultural awareness training, or respond to research on the issue. With the
current climate of increased multi-cultural tourism, this attitude could have serious
financial implications in the near future.
2.5. 3 Summary
Training is important for any company in any industry in order to ensure that their
staff can continue to be efficient at their jobs and remain up-to-date with any
changes that may occur. This is even more important in service industries, where
the customer is part of the service process. In order for establishments to keep their
customers satisfied, they have to meet customers' expectations and ensure the
service process remains as effective as possible, and Laurie (1998) states that " ...it
does not matter how well niched the business is. If there are no satisfied customers,
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there is no business." It is unlikely that customers will be satisfied if the employees
in the service process are not appropriately trained, or if they are unable to
successfully interact with the customers (Laurie, 1998). Therefore, it is imperative
that employees are aware of the cultural differences that exist in order to achieve an
efficient and successful service process.

It may be possible for employees to

develop knowledge and understanding of cultural differences through cultural
awareness training. However, although research has shown that cultural awareness
training can be beneficial to employees, their employers and the customers,
establishments are still wary of it as they feel that the costs still outweigh the
benefits.
It is not just the service within the hospitality industry that guests assess a hotels'
performance on, it is also the tangible facilities that a hotel provides. A guest may
be happy with the service that the staff provide, however if disappointed in the
facilities within the hotel, they may leave dissatisfied with the overall package that
has been provided. Facilities may be as important to customer satisfaction as good
service. As Trevor Ward (cited in: Anonymous, 2000, p32) states:
A hotel business relies one hundred percent on meeting or, better exceeding
customers ' needs, resulting in profit.

To maximise value, owners and

managers must anticipate clients ' needs, and meet them through a
consideration of both the physical product and the quality ofservice. Hotels
that do not do these things will not survive.
2.6 Facilities
2. 6. 1 Facilities
"Facilities in essence are the "manufacturing plant" in which the services and
products that the guest purchases are created, delivered, and generally consumed"
(Birchfield, 1988, p3). Facilities include the building that is the hotel, and the other
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tangible elements that a guest can use during his/her stay in the establishment, such
as voice mail facilities, food and beverage facilities, and the very rooms within
which they stay. It is important to understand the impact that culture can have on
how the facilities that are provided are interpreted by the guests of a hotel.
2. 6.2 Facilities and culture
Gilly and Schau ( 1997) suggest that the physical aspects of an environment are
interpreted differently by different cultures, and it is this interpretation that leads to
behavioural expectations. This belief is further supported by the literature (Leach,
1976; Rapoport, 1980). Gilly and Schau ( 1997) also recognise that the cues of a
physical environment can be misconstrued leading to miscommunication and
misunderstandings.

Rapoport (1980, p29) states "most of culture consists of

habitual, routinised behaviour which may often be almost automatic; the cues and
rules of the settings which are understood help elicit these appropriate responses."
Therefore if the physical surroundings do not send out the right signals, then
incorrect responses maybe received.
Gilly and Schau ( 1997) argue that the "interpersonal services", such as the
hospitality industry, are most likely to be affected by the influences of culture as the
participants in the communication are receiving both physical and social cues.
Bitner ( 1990, 1992) and Baker ( 1987) further suggest that the physical surroundings
will influence the outcome of the service encounter. Thus, even if the service
provider behaved perfectly, but the physical surroundings were not conducive, the
encounter could still be perceived as a failure.
Individuals from different cultures have different needs and therefore may require
the use of different facilities. For example, Jewish guests may require access to
Kosher food, and if hoteliers in non-Jewish areas have a large portion of Jewish
guests they may need to consider providing this facility.
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2. 6. 3 Summary
The facilities that are provided by a hotel are the physical surroundings, and are
significant as they form the tangible element of the service encounter. While the
quality of service may change amongst the employees, the physical surroundings
usually either remain the same, or become better. It is important that the physical
surroundings are conducive to the cultural background of the guests, as individuals
interpret the cues present in the physical surroundings and use them as a guide as to
how they should behave.

Furthermore, hoteliers may need to recognise that

individuals from different cultural backgrounds may require the use of different
facilities.
2. 7 Summary
The literature indicates that culture impacts on almost everything that we as humans
do. It affects the way we think, the way we act, the choices that we make, and how
we see the world. Culture is a concept that authors agree is hard to define and is
ever changing. Nevertheless, as it affects to the very core of our being, it is
essential that we attempt to define culture. Watson and Hill (2000, p74) may have
phrased it best when they state that "culture is the sum of those characteristics which
identify and differentiate societies." Culture has been researched extensively in
areas such as psychology (Bond and Hofstede, 1984; Imber-Black, 1997; Rohner,
1984), banking and economics (Casson, 1993; Fulgate, 1995), the servicescape
(Gilly and Schau, 1997; Leach, 1976; Rapoport, 1980), training (Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1990; Black and Mendenhall, 1990; Lee and Chon, 2000), service
expectations (Armstrong, Mok et al, 1997; Heung and Wong, 1997; Mok and
Armstrong, 1998; Zeithmal et al, 1988, 1993), its effect on consumer behaviour
(Ettenson and Wagner, 199 1; McCort and Malhotra, 1993), and its effect on tourist
behaviour (Pizam, 1999; Pizam and Sussmann, 1995; Pizam and Reichel, 1996).
However, the direct impact which culture has on the hotel industry has not been
explored to any great extent. The most pertinent study to date was conducted by
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Niininen et al (2000), which while answering some questions, still left many
unanswered.
The majority of authors (Axtell 1993; Bedi, 1995; Daniels and Radebaugh, 1989;
Fleeter, 1999; Foster, 2000; Joinson, 1995; LaBahn and Harich, 1997; Malissa,
1998; Van Warner, 1994; Welsh and Swerdlow, 1992) suggest that to succeed in
today's global business environment, businesses have to be culturally aware. There
are many reports in the literature of businesspersons having done or said the wrong
thing as they were unaware of the culture in which they were conducting their
business (Axtel, 1993; Foster, 2000). In a number of cases this has almost lead to
the collapse of important business agreements and partnerships. Therefore, it can be
seen that being culturally ignorant can cause companies to make considerable
losses.

However, the majority of literature is in relation to individuals and

businesses going overseas and interacting with different cultures, not the situation
where foreign cultures are coming to the establishment, which is the case within the
hospitality industry.

The literature implies that within the hospitality industry the cultural background of
customers affects the level of service that they expect from the hoteliers (Armstrong
et al, 1997; Heskett et al, 1990; Luk et al, 1993; Mok and Armstrong, 1998;
Zeithamal et al, 1988, 1993).

Therefore, to be able to predict to a degree of

certainty the level of service that is required by their international guests, hoteliers
must first be aware of their cultural differences. The studies conducted also showed
that culture can affect an individual's destination preferences (Chen and Gursay,
2001), the activities that tourists participate in when they are at their destination,
how they behave at that destination (Pizam, 1999; Pizam and Reichel, 1996; Pizam
and Sussmann, 1995; Pizam and Jeong, 1996), and the food and beverages that they
consume (Sheldon and Fox, 1988).

To be able to satisfy their customers'

expectations, provide what customers need, to encourage them to stay in the first
place, and to return, hoteliers need to appreciate the cultural differences that are
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present and to use them to their best advantage (Crotts and Erdmann, 2000; Ford
and Heaton, 2000; Pine et al, 1998).

As hospitality is a service industry where the customer is an essential element in the
service process, it is imperative that employees are able to communicate
successfully with customers. Communication can be defined as the 'exchange of
meanings' between two or more individuals (Brake et al, 1995; Strano, 1984).
Noise can create misunderstandings in the communication process, and can generate
misunderstandings between the sender of the message and the receiver. As culture
may affect the interpretation of the message by the sender and receiver, and the
message itself, it can create a significant level of noise in the communication
process (Brake et al, 1995; Gudykunst and Yun Kim, 1997; Watson and Hill, 2000).
If participants in the communication are sensitive to the cultural differences of the
other participants, then intercultural communication can be more efficient and
effective (Kale and Barnes, 1992; LaBahn and Harich, 1997). The less effective the
communication between an employee and a guest, the less satisfied the guest is
likely to be with the service provided, and thus less likely to return to the
establishment. Within culture there are two main elements that employees need to
be aware of - the cultural differences that exist between individuals, and the way in
which different languages may impact on the communication process.

To ensure employees are aware of the differences that exist in culture and language,
they need to be provided with some form of cultural awareness training. Training
can be a tool that aims to make individuals more efficient and effective at their jobs
(Smith, 1998; Stone, 1998). It may be used to increase the broad knowledge of an
employee or to introduce/improve specific skills. Further it is argued that training is
important in the current business environment where there are constant changes in
all areas of business. This is true for all industries, especially within the field of
cultural awareness training where businesses are becoming more globalised and
workforces/customers continue to become ever more culturally diverse. This is
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particularly applicable within the hospitality industry where it is argued that
employees need an understanding of the diverse cultural backgrounds of the guests
that they are likely to encounter (Ive, 2000).

This may help to ensure that

employees are able to satisfy guests' expectations.
Cultural awareness training has various benefits. It can increase an employee's self
confidence (Black and Mendenhall, 1990), morale (Black and Mendenhall, 1990;
Lee and Chon, 2000), and loyalty to their employer (Atkinson, 2002). It can further
increase the hoteliers' ability to operate in an progressively more culturally diverse
work environment (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1990). Nevertheless, training also has its
costs.

These can include monetary costs, time costs, lack of support from

management, lack of qualified trainers, and its perceived lack of usefulness by upper
management (Mendenhall and Oddou, 1986; Tung, 1981). The biggest deterrent
however is the high level of employee turnover present in the current hospitality
environment (Lee and Chon, 2000).

The most significant study of cultural

awareness training in the hospitality industry to date (Lee and Chon, 2000) found
that the results of the study were consistent with the current literature. The one
exception was that respondents felt that cultural awareness training did not have an
effect on the establishment' s overall effectiveness.
While the intangible elements of a service industry are important, of equal
importance are the tangible elements. The tangible elements include the physical
surroundings that are presented to the guests (Birchfield, 1988) and the facilities that
a hotel has at a guest's disposal.

The physical surroundings are interpreted

differently by different cultures, and it is this interpretation that may lead to
behavioural expectations (Gilly and Schau, 1997; Leach, 1976; Rapoport, 1980). If
the physical surroundings are misinterpreted, it may lead to miscommunication and
misunderstandings. Furthermore, if the physical surroundings are not conducive to
a hospitable environment, as interpreted by the individual, the behaviour of the
service personnel may not have a bearing on the how satisfied a guest is with the
service encounter and/or overall stay (Bitner, 1990, 1992; Baker, 1987).
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Despite the differences that exist within the literature, there seems to be a general
consensus that it is imperative for the success of an establishment within the
hospitality industry, that hoteliers must satisfy their guests. If satisfaction is not
achieved it is unlikely that the guest will return and a long-term loss of profits may
ensue (Laurie, 1998). With a growing multi-cultural tourism industry, hoteliers will
be only be able to meet the expectations of their guests if their employees have an
understanding of the different cultural backgrounds they are likely to encounter, as
guests' expectations are influenced by their cultural background. Therefore, cultural
awareness itself is becoming essential to the success of establishments in the
hospitality industry.
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3 .0

Theoretical Framework

3.1 Theoretical framework overview
This chapter a ims to explore the theory behin d the research question : what guest
services are Sydney and Atlanta hoteliers provi ding to meet the nee ds of guests
from different cultural backgroun ds?

It does this by presenting the variables

involve d in the research an d the relationships between these variables, as suggested
in the literature. The chapter then goes on to propose a mo del whi ch illustrates
these relationships. Finally the relationships that were investigate d in the current
resear ch are discusse d, as is the reasons why these relationships were considered.
3.2 Theoretical framework
This resear ch sought to investigate the correlation between hotelier's ascribe d
importance of the issue of cultural awareness an d their cultural awareness efforts.
For the purpose of this stu dy cultural awareness efforts re fers to the training that
hotels provide to staff in the areas of foreign languages an d cultural awareness, an d
the facilities that they provide to their guests who originate from multi- cultural
backgrounds. This is not a simple relationship as there are other variables involve d
which compli cate the relationship. These include the demographic profile of the
hotel itsel f, the guests that visit the hotel, and guest satis fa ction.
The depen dent variable in the overall relationship is how satisfie d a guest is with the
service and facilities that are provide d by the hotel . Nishiyama (199 6) argues that
international guests may not be completely satisfie d with the service that is provided
to them if the employees are not able to involve an element cultural awareness the
service pro cess. Nishiyama maintains that guests nee d to be treate d as individuals
they in order for them to be able to perceive the servi ce that they have re ceive d as
being of value to them. It is not possible to treat someone as an in dividual ifyou are
unaware of what makes him or her different in the first place.
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By knowing and understanding the cultural differences that exist, hoteliers can adapt
their services and facilities to try and bridge any gaps that may be present. For
example, one element that differentiates culture is religion.

Therefore, when

considering guests from a European background versus guests from a Middle
Eastern one, a possible differentiating factor will be that the majority of Europeans
are Christian, whereas the majority of Middle Eastern people are Muslim. This then
leads to a need for employees to be aware of the differences that exist between a
Muslim and a Christian. One significant difference between the two religions is that
Muslims are able to pray in any location as long as they are facing in the direction
of Mecca.

However, although Christians are able to pray in any direction, in

general they require a specific place of worship. To satisfy the basic requirement of
indicating the direction of Mecca for Islamic prayer, hoteliers need only provide an
arrow in the hotel room indicating the direction of Mecca. This is a facility that is
common in most Asian hotels, but significantly absent in American, Australian and
English properties.

This inexpensive facility may increase an Islamic guest's

satisfaction with the facilities provided, whilst costing the hotel a relatively small
amount of initial capital. Therefore, it can be seen that no matter how small or
seemingly insignificant the cultural awareness efforts of a hotel are, they may have a
considerable impact on the level of satisfaction that a guest feels with the service
and facilities that are provided to them.
Given that the level of a guest's satisfaction can be affected by the cultural
awareness efforts of the hotel, it is essential to examine what variables impact on the
level of effort exerted by the hotel. Additionally it is necessary to explore what, if
any, impact the variables that affect the hotel's cultural awareness efforts have on
the level of guests' satisfaction.
One variable that affects cultural awareness efforts is the guests' profile. If a hotel
acquires a substantial amount of its business from guests originating from different
cultural backgrounds, they are more likely to increase their cultural awareness
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efforts to satisfy those guests, especially if a significant portion of these guests come
from one common culture. These efforts in cultural awareness may in tum affect
the type of guests that visit the hotel, and the more effort that a hotel makes to be
culturally aware, the more likely it is that international visitors will stay at that
establishment. This increase in international business may be due to both repeat
business from previous satisfied customers and new customers.
It is well documented that guests' service expectations affect how satisfactory they
perceive the service they have received to be (Zeithamal et al., 1993). Therefore, to
be able to satisfy their guests, hoteliers need to be able to predict to some degree
what expectations the guests will have. A guest's expectations are influenced by
their profiles: who they are; why they are travelling; their past experiences; and the
culture that they originate from (Pikkemaat and Weiermair, 1999; Weiermair,
2000). For example, a business guest that travels extensively would expect better
and more efficient service than a leisure traveller, who would usually be looking for
friendly service. But for both travellers, they would expect the same level of service
that they receive in the culture that they are from (Crotts and Erdmann, 2000). For
instance, Japanese hotels routinely employ staff that speak a variety of languages in
order to aid guests from different countries (Nishiyama, 1996), therefore both
Japanese business and leisure customers may expect the same courtesy from
hoteliers in the countries that they visit. Without being able to predict what their
guests' expectations are going to be, hoteliers cannot be sure of satisfying them.
A further variable that may affect cultural awareness efforts is the demographic
profile of the hotel. The higher rated (i.e. one star to five star) a hotel is, the more
likely it is that they will be willing to put more effort into training their staff and
providing those extra facilities for guests. For example, guests may expect that a
five star hotel will have employees that are able to speak foreign languages,
specifically languages of foreign guests that represent a large percentage of their
revenue, whereas guests are less likely to expect this facility at a two star hotel.
Moreover it can be argued that the cultural awareness efforts of a hotel may affect
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its demographics. The more a hotel endeavours to be culturally aware and the better
services and facilities it provides, the more likely they are to charge a higher room
rate, the higher occupancy they are likely to have, and the better star grading they
are likely to receive.
A hotels demographic profile not only affects the efforts put forth by the hotel, but
also the satisfaction that a guest feels with the service that has been received. As
previously noted, guests' expectations affect how they perceive the service that they
have received, and if a guest is staying at a five star property then they expect five
star service and facilities. Even if the service and facilities that the hotel provides
are of a high standard, if they are not of the standard expected of a hotel of that
grade, it is unlikely that the guests' expectations will be met, and thus guests will be
dissatisfied.
The two variables, guest profiles and hotel demographics, not only affect and are
affected by the hoteliers' cultural awareness efforts, but they also affect each other.
Where a hotel is, its room rate, its rating, and the hotels other demographics are
likely to influence the type of guests that stay at the hotel. For instance, a hotel in
the heart of the business district is more likely to attract a business traveller than a
leisure traveller, whereas a family orientated hotel is more likely to attract leisure
travellers than business travellers. The guests that visit a hotel in tum affect the
hotel's occupancy levels, who the hotel employees, the number of staff employed,
and the average room rates of the properties. For example, a hotel with a high level
of business travellers will have a high level of occupancy during the week, but it
would be relatively low on weekends. In this case the hotel would have a high
average room rate during the week, but offer specials for the weekends.
The final variable that must be considered is the hotelier's belief of how important
the cultural awareness issue is to a hotels business success. It is argued that the
belief of perceived importance affects how much effort a hotel's management is
willing to put into training their staff and providing culturally friendly facilities,
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which in turn may affect a guests' level of satisfaction. If management judge that
cultural awareness is important then it is likely that they are going to ensure that
their employees receive the necessary training, and that the hotel's facilities are
upgraded as required. However, if they believe that cultural awareness efforts will
have no impact on business success, then they are unlikely to train staff in cultural
awareness or upgrade the facilities to make them more culturally friendly.
It has been shown that the perceived importance of cultural awareness by hoteliers
affects the level of cultural awareness efforts put forth by the hotel. These efforts in
turn affect and are affected by the profile of the hotel guests and the demographic
profile of the hotel.

Furthermore, the two variables, guests' profile and the

demographic profile of the hotel, affect and are affected by each other. Finally, it is
the combination of the cultural awareness effort of the hotel which affects the
service that is provided to the guests, the guests' profile which affects their
expectations of service, and the demographics of the hotel which affects the setting
of the service which affects the level of perceived satisfaction a guest feels from the
service experience. These relationships are explored in the model below (Figure 4 Theoretical Framework Model).
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3.3 Theoreticalframework model

Perceived Importance of Cultural
Awareness
(IV)

Demographic
Profile of
Hotels

Hotel
Guests
Profile

1

Guest Satisfaction
(DV)
Figure 4 - Theoretical Framework Model
This model illustrates the relationships discussed in the previous paragraphs. The
model shows that the perceived importance by hoteliers regarding the cultural
awareness issue is the independent variable, the cultural awareness efforts of
hoteliers are the moderating variable, and the level of guest satisfaction is the
dependent variable.
There are many relationships within this model that could be explored: the
relationship between cultural awareness efforts and guest profiles and hotel
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demographics; the relationship between cultural awareness efforts and the level of
guest satisfaction; and exploring whether there is a relationship between the
perceived level of importance of cultural awareness and guest profiles and hotel
demographics. It is also important to look at all the variables involved in the overall
relationship so that it can be seen what impact variables have on each other, and
what may impact them in the scheme of the relationships. For the purpose of this
research, however, it is the relationship between the perceived importance of the
cultural awareness issue (the independent variable) and the cultural awareness
efforts of the hotelier (the moderating variable) that are of interest. Nevertheless, it
is necessary to understand how this relationship relates with the other variables in
the model.
The previous study conducted by Niininen et al (2000) concluded that although hard
to understand, cultural differences influenced customer satisfaction. However, no
relationship between cultural awareness efforts and customer satisfaction was
explored. The research found that a high number of respondents did not actively
employ staff members that were bilingiual. Furthermore only a relatively small
percentage of hotels encouraged foreign language training.

An even smaller

percentage of the hotels that responded were interested in providing cultural
awareness training to their employees. Additionally, the research established that
only a limited number and range of culturally friendly facilities were provided to
guests by the hotels. However these variables were not addressed within the context
of a relationship with the perceived importance of cultural awareness to the
hospitality industry.
Investigation into the relationship between the importance of cultural awareness
and the cultural awareness efforts of hoteliers was chosen for this research for
several reasons. The major reason for this is that this relationship is an important
link in the chain.

If it can not be established that there is significant positive

relationship between the independent variable and the moderating variable, the
association between these and the dependent variable of guest satisfaction would be
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insignificant. Therefore it is important to first establish the correlation between the
independent and moderating variables. A fruther consideration was the time and
cost restrictions of the budget which would not have allowed for a comprehensive
study on the relationship between the current variables and guest satisfaction.

3.4 Summary
This research seeks to address how important hoteliers perceive cultural awareness
to be, and how this is correlated to what facilities they provide to their guests and
what training/incentives they provide to their staff.

To fully understand the

implications of this relationship these variables need to be examined in terms of the
overall theoretical framework model. By being aware of and understanding what
guests expect, hoteliers should be able to provide a level of service that will satisfy
those needs.

Guest satisfaction, which is the dependent variable, is the most

important variable, as without satisfied guests it is unlikely that a hospitality
establishment can succeed in the long term..
A guest's level of satisfaction is affected by the cultural awareness efforts of the
hotel, which is the moderating variable. The cultural awareness efforts of the hotel
are in tum affected by the profile of the guests staying at the hotel and the
demographic profile of the hotel itself. This is a triangular relationship where all the
variables are interacting, and not only affected by, but also affect each other. The
independent variable in the overall relationship is how important hoteliers pereive
cultural awareness to be. The current research argues that the more important
cultural awarenss is pereived to be, the more likely it is that hoteliers will have a
high level of cultural awareness efforts.
There are many relationship within the theoretical framework model that could be
explored in greater detail. However, the relationship between perceived importance
of the cultral awareness issue and the cultral awareness efforts of hoteliers was
chosen because it is important to establish what, if any, effects the independent
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variable has on the moderating variable. Further relationships could not be explored
due to the time and budgtary limitations of the research, which restricted the scope
of the study.
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4.0

Methodology

4.1 Methodological Overview
The hypotheses were tested using a descriptive quantitative research design intended
to investigate the variables and their associated correlations. The justification for
the method used is discussed in the following sections, broken down into the various
research design elements that were considered for the purpose of this study. The
methodological issues included: qualitative versus quantitative studies, the research
design framework, cross-sectional versus longitudinal studies, the research setting,
the research sample, non-response/late response bias checks, the research
instrument, the research procedures, and data analysis.
The research that was undertaken differs from previous studies in the area of
hospitality and culture as it looks at the perceived importance of cultural awareness
to hotels and how this perception affects the way in which hotels both train their
staff to deal with international guests, and the facilities that they provide to their
international guests.

Furthermore the study conducted was a cross-cultural one

between two different countries where English is the first language.
4.2 Qualitative versus quantitative studies
Before any decisions can be made regarding the research design framework, the
researcher must decide whether they are going to conduct a qualitative study or a
quantitative study, or a combination of both. This is imperative as it will affect
other areas of the research plan, such as how the study is to be conducted, the
sample size, and the timing of the research that is to be conducted.
A qualitative study is designed to find the 'why' behind the 'what' (Leedy, 1993;
Woodruff and Gardial, 1996), whereas quantitative research is designed to construct
and test hypotheses, and to test the ' what' not the 'why' (Ramer, 1989).
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Quantitative studies are usually objective as the researcher is independent of the
research that is being conducted, and therefore the research that is conducted it held
to be value free and unbiased. Usually, in terms of quantitative studies, the theory
used is causal.

Furthermore, the research is designed to test the research

hypotheses, and the concepts are presented in the form of clear variables. The
measures used in quantitative studies are created before the research takes place and
are well defined and standardised. Generally, in quantitative studies there is a large
sample size used to conduct the research within, and it is assumed that the research
is easily replicated in the same circumstances. The analysis of quantitative research
data is through statistical means, and in general quantitative studies are more
economical and quicker to administer than qualitative studies due to the method of
administrating quantitative studies.

Often the most popular methods of

administering these studies is through the use of questionnaires or surveys, which
can be conducted either face to face, through the mail (either postal or electronic), or
via the telephone (Cavana, Delahaye and Sekeran, 2001; Creswell 1994; Churchill
1996; Neuman 1997; Sarantakos 1998).
In contrast, qualitative research is usually more subjective, and can have multiple
realities. It is usually assumed that qualitative research is value laden and biased
due to the research interference, as the researcher is a part of the research and must
interact with the subjects being researched.

The measures used in qualitative

research are derived throughout the research, and the meaning of the study is
uncovered the more the researcher immerses themselves in the research.

The

concepts derived from qualitative research are in the form of themes,
generalisations, and the like. Usually there is a smaller sample size with qualitative
studies, and the procedures are highly specific. This makes the research difficult to
replicate, and thus replication is rare for qualitative studies. Analysis of the data
gathered during qualitative research is conducted by extracting themes and
generalisations from that data so that it presents a coherent and consistent picture.
Qualitative studies are conducted through the use of less structured techniques, and
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generally have to be conducted by the researcher themselves. These techniques
include focus groups, interviews, and observation (Cavana et al 2001; Creswell
1994; Churchill 1996; Neuman 1997; Sarantakos 1998).
A quantitative approach was taken for the purpose of this research, as the objective
of the study was to find out whether hotels perceived cultural awareness to be an
important issue within the hospitality industry, whether this perceived level of
importance has any relationship to the training that is provided to employees and
what facilities are provided to guests. The research did not aim to investigate why
the hotel prescribed the level of importance that they did, or the reasons behind the
training that they provide to employees, and the facilities that they provide to guests.
Had this been the intent, then a qualitative study would have been more appropriate
and effective. Furthermore, due to time, cost and geographical restrictions, it was
more logistically viable to conduct a quantitative study.
4.3 Research design framework
According to Allen (1995) there are three main types of study design: descriptive,
correlational, and experimental studies.

These methods of study design were

considered in deciding on the best approach to test the hypothesis.
A descriptive study is undertaken to allow the researcher to give a picture of the
phenomenon that is being researched by describing the characteristics of the
variables of interest. Descriptive studies can be used to investigate a person, a
group of people, businesses, industries, or information.

The descriptions derived

can be used to explore the relationships between variables, identify different
variables in an exploratory capacity, or to analyse theory. Descriptive studies aid
the 'researcher in describing interesting phenomenon, however they do not help to
explain the phenomenon (Cavana et al, 200 1, 109- 110).
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A correlational study, on the other hand, is used to investigate the relationship
between variables, and helps the researcher to identify the central factors associated
with the variable of interest. Correlational studies are usually used to explore or
describe relationships within the population of interest, or to develop theories about
the relationships within a population (Cavana et al, 2001, 1 13).
Experimental studies are conducted to establish a cause and effect relationship on
the dependent and independent variables of interest. Typically, to establish this
relationship, the researcher uses an artificial setting within which they are able to
control the dependent variable and manipulate the independent variable. Generally
experimental studies are used to aid in the evaluation of current theories, or to
develop new theories (Cavana et al, 200 1, 456).
For the purpose of this study it was decided that a descriptive study was the best
approach to test the hypotheses. This was primarily due to the nature of the study.
The study aims to look at what hoteliers in Atlanta and Sydney are doing to meet the
needs of their multicultural guests, and whether there was a correlation between the
importance ascribed to the issue of cultural awareness and the hoteliers efforts. An
experimental study would not have been appropriate as the research was not looking
for a cause and effect relationship between the variables, but is trying to establish
whether there is a relationship. A correlational study may have been appropriate,
and was thus considered. However, it was also deemed inappropriate, as the
research was not attempting to explain the relationships. As the research was
seeking to discover whether a relationship existed between cultural awareness
efforts and the ascribed importance, it was reasoned that a descriptive study
approach was best suited.

Furthermore, a descriptive study approach was

considered most appropriate considering relatively little is known about the area of
cultural awareness in the hospitality industry and hoteliers response to it.
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4.4 Cross-sectional versus longitudinal studies
Having decided upon how the research was to be approached it was then necessary
to decide upon the timing of the research that was to take place. The next decision
to be made was whether the research should be a cross-sectional or a longitudinal
study.
A cross-sectional study is one that takes place at one point in time, providing a
'snap-shot' of the sample population and their attitudes and/or behaviours regarding
the topic that is being researched (Cooper and Emroy, 1995; Churchill, 1996). The
information is gathered one time only from the sample population, though the time
that it may take to gather this information may vary from one day, to one year
depending on the size and complexity of the study (Cavana et al, 200 1). For
example, research regarding the level of service that is provided in a shopping mall
on Boxing Day should take the researcher one day to investigate. On the other hand
a more complex research question, such as the attitude of 18 year olds to the effects
of smoking, would take a longer period than one day to investigate. These two
different studies would be considered cross-sectional in nature as both ask the
respondent for the information required only once during the duration of the study
being conducted, even though the duration of the period that the actual study takes
place differs in both cases.
A longitudinal study however is one that takes place over a period of time, and aims
to identify the changes that occur within the sample population.

The data is

collected over the duration of the study at different points in time (Cavana et al,
200 1; Sarantakos, 1998; Zikmund, 1994). A longitudinal study is most often used
when measuring the effects of something and/or the changing attitudes of the
sample population in regards to the research question. For example, research that is
trying to identify whether the drink driving advertisements were having an effect on
the attitudes of young drivers could be conducted using a longitudinal study. The
sample population would be questioned as to their attitude, and then after a period
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of time whereby they are exposed to drink driving advertisements they would be
questioned again to see whether attitude had changed.
For the purpose of this study a longitudinal study would have been the ideal
research design, in that the changing attitudes of hotels towards cultural awareness
and its prescribed level of importance in the industry could be measured.

A

longitudinal study would also have allowed an investigation into the changes in how
hotels train their staff and the facilities that they provide to their international guests
with the changing demographics of tourists worldwide. However, since both cities
where the research took place recently hosted the Olympic Games and had an influx
of international guests, it is likely that any major changes in attitudes would have
already taken place. Therefore a longitudinal study would have been redundant and
a cross-sectional study more appropriate. Additionally, due to the lack of time
allowed to do the research and the lack of funds available, a cross-sectional
approach had to be taken.
4. 5 Research setting
As the primary research aims to look at hoteliers' response to the issue of cultural
awareness in a cross-cultural context, the research was conducted within the hotel
industries in Sydney, Australia and Atlanta, USA. Australia and the USA were
chosen as they both originate from an English background, with the English
language being the mother tongue in both countries. Both countries are also highly
multi-cultural in nature, therefore allowing for a more accurate comparison of
hoteliers cultural awareness efforts.
Within Australia, Sydney was considered to be the most appropriate major city for
study when compared to others (such as Perth, Melbourne, and Brisbane), as it is a
major tourist attraction as well as the major business area within Australia.
Furthermore, it was decided that Sydney hoteliers would be the best to take part in
the research as Sydney has a large number of hotels on which to base the sample. In
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the USA there were many major cities which could have been used for the purpose
of the study. However, Atlanta was deemed as the most appropriate as it is the
major city in the South of the USA, and is popular for both business and leisure
tourists alike.
One of the major similarities between Atlanta7 and Sydney8 is that the populations
of the two cities are comparable. In 200 1, Atlanta had a population of 4, 1 12, 198
people and Sydney 3,997,321 people. The difference in the populations is merely
1 14,877 people. Furthermore, the male to female ratio in both cities is almost
identical. In 2001, 49 .35% of the Atlanta population was male, 50.65% female, and
in Sydney 49.23% male and 50.77% female. Moreover, the average age of the two
populations was similar, with the median age in Atlanta being 32.9 years and in
Sydney 34 years. The native population of Sydney is slightly higher than Atlanta,
though both figures are relatively small. One percent of the Sydney population was
Aboriginal in 200 1, whereas 0.25% of the Atlanta population was Native American.
The remainder of the population was Atlanta is black (28.92%), Asian (3.3 1%), and
Hispanic (6.54%). On the other hand the two main ancestral roots which have been
identified in Sydney were English (27.5%) and Irish (9.3%). Of the residents born
overseas, they were identified as being from the United Kingdom (4.7%), China
(2. 1%) and New Zealand (2. 1%). These statistics confirm that the populations of
Atlanta and Sydney are very similar, which suggests they will be good candidates to
use for comparison for the purpose of this research.
Further to their similarities, Atlanta was considered as an ideal counterpart to
Sydney partly due to the fact that both recent hosted of the Olympic Games. This
hopefully makes the results more comparable as both cities had a recent influx of
international guests for which they had to cater. It also meant that there could be no
bias between one destination having held the Olympic Games and the other having
7

The population figures for Atlanta are from the City Ratings website: http//www.cityratings.com
(accessed: 20/03/2003)
8
The population figures for Sydney are from the Australian Bureau of Statistics: http//www.
abs.gov.au/ausstats ( accessed: 20/03/2003)
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not done so. Furthermore Atlanta and Sydney were the two most recent cities to
host the games, Atlanta hosting them in 1996 and Sydney in 2000, thus leading to
the smallest time gap between cities. For, example within the United States of
America Los Angles has also hosted the Olympic Games and has some similar
characteristics with Sydney. However, Los Angles hosted the games in 1984, and
therefore there is a large time gap between their hosting of the games and Sydney's
hosting of the games. This would therefore have made them less comparable, and
thus making Los Angles a less than ideal candidate for the research. For that
reason, it was deemed that the hotel industries in Atlanta, USA and Sydney,
Australia were the best setting for the research to take place.
4. 6 Research sample
The sample frame chosen for the research was all RAC listed hotels in Sydney,
Australia, and all AAA listed hotels in Atlanta, USA. These two listings were
chosen as they provided the most comprehensive lists of graded hotels within each
city. Another classification which could have been used were Internet listings.
However there were no two comparable classification listings on-line for both
Sydney and Atlanta, which would have caused a discrepancy as to how the hotels
were graded. A further sample frame that was considered was the yellow pages.
This however was not chosen as it was felt that the RAC and AAA books gave a
more comprehensive list of hotels for both cities. As such, the unit of analysis for
the study is any hotel listed in the 2000/200 1 RAC or AAA hotel guides. The
2000/200 1 RAC hotel guide listed 363 hotels for Sydney, and the 2000/200 1 AAA
hotel guide listed 286 hotels for Atlanta.
For a complete list of the hotels which were sent questionnaires, please refer to
appendix 7 (Atlanta hotels) and appendix 8 (Sydney hotels).
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4. 6.1 Description ofthe research sample
Table 1 provides a breakdown ofthe sample, showing the percentage ofrespondents
in Atlanta and Sydney and the demographics ofthe hotels.

Table 1: Description ofresearch sample

ATLANTA

SYDNEY

49

76

17%

21%

City Centre

46.1%

18.4%

Town

7.9%

6.1%

Suburbs

36.8%

65.3%

Country

5.3%

0%

Airport

2.6%

6.1%

Less than 25

14.5%

0%

26-50

22.4%

6.1%

51-100

27.6%

24.5%

101-200

18.4%

49.0%

Over 200

17.1%

18.4%

l star

2.6%

4.1%

2 star

9.2%

8.2%

3 star

44.7%

57.1%

4 star

35.5%

24.5%

5 star

6.6%

2.0%

286

Total Questionnaires Sent
Usable Responses Received
Response Rate

363

Location:

Number ofRooms:

Grade:
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Average Room Rate:
Less A$50 /US$25

2.6%

0%

A$5 l - A$ I 00 I US$26 - US$50

34.2%

20.4%

A$101 -A$150 I US$51 - US$100

46.1%

53.1%

Over A$151 /US$101

15.8%

26.5%

20%- 40%

1.3%

2.0%

40%- 60%

26.3%

26.5%

60%- 80%

55.3%

67.3%

80%- 100%

15.8%

2.0%

Average Occupancy Rate over 12 Months:

The breakdown of the data shows that there were some similarities and some
differences in the demographic profiles of the hotels in Sydney and Atlanta that
responded to the questionnaire. From the data it can be concluded that the average
Sydney hotelier that responded was from a mid-range 3 star property located in the
city centre, charging approximately AU$100 per night, with an average occupancy
of 60% and 80% over the last twelve months. The average Atlanta hotelier that
responded was from a mid-range 3 star property located in the suburbs of Atlant,
charging between US$5 l and US$ I 00 per night, with an average occupancy
between 60% and 80% over the last twelve months. On average, the properties in
Sydney had fewer rooms than the properties in Atlanta. The figures illustrate that
the demographic profile of the hotels that responded in both Sydney and Atlanta
were very similar.
4. 6.2 Choice ofsampling design
Probability and non-probability sampling are the two main types of sampling
designs. Probability sampling refers to a sampling design where each member of
the sample population has an equal chance of being chosen. On the other hand non
probability sampling refers to a sampling design where members of the sample
population are likely to be chosen in the most convenient way for the researcher.
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While both probability and non-probability sampling were considered for this
research, it was decided that non-probability convenience sampling was the most
suitable.

This was due to the limited time available for the study and the

convenience factor of the sampling design. However, as mail questionnaires have a
typically low response rate (Cooper and Emroy, 1995) and there was a relatively
small sample frame, it was decided that all hotels listed within the sampling frame
would be sent a questionnaire.

4. 7 Non-response/late-response bias checks
One further issue that had to be addressed was the issue of non-response and late
response bias. This was an important issue to consider as the research was being
conducted through the use of postal questionnaires, which generally have a low
response rate (Cooper and Emroy, 1995), meaning that there was likely to be a high
number of non-responses. Non-response/late response bias limits a researcher's
ability to generalize their findings to the population of interest as the responses
received from the sample may not be representative of the population.
Non-response or late response is the failure of a percentage of the sample group to
respond to the study (Churchill, 1996, 596). This may be due to the respondent
having moved, being unsuitable, or being unable or unwilling to cooperate. This
may happen despite the researcher's effort to ensure that it does not (Sarantakos,
1998, 156-157). There are several methods that a researcher may use to deal with
this bias. For example, the researcher can conduct a pilot study amongst the
population to work out the non-response rate, and use this rate during the study to
compensate for expected non-responses. Another suggestion is that the non
respondents are simply ignored with the assumption that their response will be
similar or the same to those that have responded. A further option is to substitute
the non-respondents with other units from the population (Sarantakos, 1998). It was
determined that there was no appropriate way to deal with the non-response or late
response respondents in this study, and thus the best way to deal with the bias was
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just to ignore it and assume that the non-responses would have been the same as the
responses that were received. This is a safe assumption to some extent, especially
with the lower rated hotels, because hotels in this market are very similar in the way
that they present themselves to their guests, the level of facilities that they provide
and the training that they expect their employees to have. On the higher end of the
rating scale the assumption may be a more tenuous, but is still valid, as usually
when one hotel does that implements measures that helps satisfy guests, other hotels
will soon follow.
4.8 Research instrument
Once the research design and research setting had been determined, it was then
necessary to decide on how the research was going to be conducted. There are
several types of research that are suitable for a descriptive study: interviews, focus
groups, and questionnaires being the most commonly used (Cavana et al, 2001,
115).

An interview is a research method whereby the researcher talks to the

subjects of the research individually. This can be conducted face to face, over the
telephone, or over the Internet (Sekaran, 2000). Focus groups are an interviewing
technique where the researcher acts as a moderator for a group of subjects. The
group will usually involve between six to ten individuals who discuss the area of
interest to the researcher (Kotler et al, 1999). Questionnaires are written documents
where the subjects of the research record their answers to questions. Questionnaires
can be administered face to face, through the postal mail, or over the Internet
(Sekaran, 2000).
Questionnaires have several advantages over other methods of research. They are
often less expensive than other methods as they can be mass-produced, which not
only saves time, but potentially money as well. Questionnaires can often gain a
wider audience quicker than other methods of research, as they are able to produce
mass results in a shorter period of time than would be required by a single
researcher interviewing one respondent at a time.
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Questionnaires can be

advantageous for the researcher to use as the respondent can complete them at a
time that is suitable for them, not one that is set by the researcher. Furthermore,
there is a greater assurance of anonymity for the respondent as the researcher is not
present when the questionnaire is being completed. There is an additional benefit to
this, in that there is usually less researcher bias present in the results.
Questionnaires may also be able to offer a more stable approach as each respondent
will be asked the same questions in exactly the same manner. However, during an
interview the researcher's attitude may affect the way they ask the question, which
may in tum affect the way the respondent answers that question (Cavana et al, 200 1;
Sarantakos, 1998).
Even though there are many positive aspects to using questionnaires as a method of
research, there are also some negative aspects that must be taken into consideration.
Questionnaires do not allow the researcher to probe further or clarify any issues
which may arise as a result of the information that the respondent gives. There is
often no motivation for the respondent to actually respond to the questionnaire,
which leads to a lower response rate than with other methods of research.
Researchers can try to improve response rates by mailing out follow up letters to the
subjects, providing small monetary or gift incentives, by including a self-addressed
stamped envelope with the questionnaire, and by keeping the questionnaire brief. A
further issue that needs to be considered is that the researcher usually has no way of
telling who actually completed the questionnaire, and whether that person was
completely truthful. Additionally, it is virtually impossible for the researcher to
ensure that the questionnaire is completed in full (Cavana et al, 200 1; Sarantakos,
1998).
Taking into consideration both the positive and negative aspects of usmg
questionnaire, the questionnaire method was chosen for this research for several
reasons. The primary reason for this was that postal questionnaires allowed the
respondent to answer the questions with complete anonymity. Conducting postal
questionnaires also allowed a wider range of hotels to respond to the questionnaire
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than would have been the case had another method, such as interviews, been used.
By nature the research that was to be conducted had to be done over a large
population, namely the entire hotel industry of Sydney, Australia, and the entire
hotel industry of Atlanta, USA. As the hotels that were sampled covered a large
geographical area, in order to reach all the selected hotels in the time period
allocated, a postal questionnaire was deemed to be the most appropriate method.
Moreover, as questionnaires usually take less time to complete than either an
interview or focus group, it was felt that hotel managers, who typically have little
time, may be more willing to answer a questionnaire, rather than to attend an
interview or focus group. In addition, focus groups would not have been a viable
option as sensitive information, such as hotels occupancy and room rates was
required, and it is unlikely that hotel managers would be willing to discuss these
issues in front of managers from competing properties. Another factor involved in
the decision to use a questionnaire was the cost, and researching this topic through
any other means would have not been viable due to budget restrictions.
4. 8. 1 The research instrument

A postal questionnaire was administered via the mail system to the RAC classified
hotels in Sydney and the AAA classified hotels in Atlanta. To ensure consistency
was maintained, the questionnaires were sent out at the same time in both Australia
and the USA.

The questionnaires for Sydney were sent from Perth, Western

Australia, and the questionnaires for Atlanta were sent from Auburn, Alabama.
The questionnaire that was used was adapted from the questionnaire used in the
original study (see appendix 1) conducted by Niininen et al (2000). As the variables
that were being investigated in this study, such as the demographics, the visitors, the
facilities provided, and the training provided, were all addressed in the original
study, there was therefore little need to revise the questionnaire. In order to adapt
the original study to the Australian context, the room rates had to be changed from
English Pounds to the Australian Dollars, using an exchange rate of fifty pence to
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one Australian dollar. This exchange rate maybe considered high when the actual
exchange rate is closer to thirty five English Pence to the Australian dollar,
however, it was used to ensure that the room rate figures remained rounded and
more manageable to work with. The room rates then needed to be converted to US
Dollars, to adapt the Australian questionnaire for the United States Context. To
change the room rate from Australian Dollars to US Dollars a standard exchange
rate of fifty US cents to one Australian dollar was used. This figure was chosen as
the exchange rates fluctuates, but has a tendency to hover around these levels. It
was vital to convert the room rate charges from the English Pound to the Australian
Dollar and the American Dollar so that the comparability of the properties remained
constant throughout all the demographic profile markers. The only other changes
consisted of the addition of two further questions in relation to the importance of
cultural awareness and the perceived level of cultural awareness in the hotel. These
issues were not considered during the original study conducted in the United
Kingdom, but in order to address the hypotheses of the research it was essential that
these questions be added to this study.
The questionnaire consisted of three sections.

The first section related to the

business that the hotels received from international visitors, where their guests came
from, why they visited, if the hoteliers foresaw an increase in international guests,
and international promotion of the hotel.

The second section related to the

employees of the hotel, how many employees that hotel had, the cultural
background of their employees, their foreign language skills, the training that the
hotel provided, and the cultural awareness training that they are provided. The final
section related to the hotel itself, its demographics, where the hotel was located, the
number of rooms, the room rate, occupancy levels, the hotels rating, the facilities
that the hotel provided to its international guests, the perceived level of cultural
awareness, and the perceived importance of cultural awareness to the hotel.
Appendix 2 contains a copy of the questionnaire for the Atlanta hotels, and
appendix 3 contains a copy of the questionnaire for the Sydney hotels.
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4. 8. 2 Measurement ofvariables
There were two main variables being considered in this research: the independent
variable being the importance of the issue of cultural awareness to hoteliers, and the
moderating variable being the efforts that hoteliers go to in order to cater for multi
cultural guests and their cultural awareness efforts.
The independent variable was simple to measure, and was done so by asking
hoteliers to rank how important they felt cultural awareness to be on a scale of 1 to
5, with 1 being extremely not important and 5 being very important. The dependent
variable on the other hand, was more complex to measure.

Firstly cultural

awareness efforts were broken down into two separate sections: the facilities that
hotels provide to their guests and the training hotels provide to their staff in the area
of foreign language and cultural awareness. The level of facilities was measured by
asking hoteliers to indicate whether they did or did not provide certain facilities to
their guests. The facilities asked about were based on the facilities utilised in the
original study. The level of training that a hotel provided was measured by asking
hoteliers what training they provided to their staff, who was eligible for the training,
and if any incentives were offered for staff to gain training outside of the work
arena. The more multi-cultural facilities and training a hotel provided, the more
culturally aware they were perceived to be.
4. 9 Research procedure
Ethical clearance was received on the 3 1 st of October 200 1 from the Edith Cowan
University Human Research Ethics Committee to conduct the research between the
30th October 200 1 and 301h November 200 1. After clearance was received, packets
for the hotels were prepared. Each packet included a questionnaire (see appendix 2
and 3), a cover letter (see appendix 4), a disclosure statement (see appendix 5), and
a pre-paid addressed envelope. All packets were sent out on the 1st November 200 1,
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with the letters for Sydney being sent from Perth, Western Australia, and the letters
for Atlanta being sent from Auburn, Alabama. It should be noted that hotels were
not offered any incentive to complete the questionnaire, which may account for the
low response rates. Two weeks later on the 15 th November 200 1, a reminder letter
(see appendix 6) was sent to all the hotels reminding them to complete the
questionnaire and send it back in the addressed envelopes.
The Sydney questionnaires were returned to Edith Cowan University in Perth,
Western Australia, and the Atlanta questionnaires were returned to Auburn
University in Auburn, Alabama. All replies were received by the deadline of the
301h November 200 1. Once the questionnaires were returned they were entered into
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 10.0 for Windows (Nie,
Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, and Bent, 1975) for analysis.
4.10 Data analysis
The data that was gathered during the collection phase of the research in Sydney and
Atlanta was analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 10.0 for Windows. SPSS allows for various tests to be performed on the
data so that it can be analysed to test the hypotheses and also generate descriptive
information (Nie et al, 1975). The tests that were performed to provide descriptive
analysis included: frequencies, measures of central tendencies, and cross
tabulations. Further tests were performed to investigate the relationships between
the main measures of the variables being tested. These tests included Pearson's
correlation and Chi Square analysis. The benefit of using a package such as SPSS is
that it allows for greater accuracy of the statistical analysis due to the complicated
mathematical equations involved in their generation.
Hypothesis one: hoteliers will rank the issue of cultural awareness as being very
important to actual business performance. This was analysed using frequency and
cross-tabulation to look at which hotels ranked cultural awareness as important. Chi
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squares were also used to look at the how different hotels ranked the issue of
cultural awareness. For example, chi square analysis was used to explore whether 1
star properties believed that the cultural awareness issue was more important than
five star properties.
Hypothesis two: there should be a positive correlation between the level of ascribed
importance by hoteliers to the issue of cultural awareness and the type and range of
facilities provided for guests. This was analysed using Pearson's correlation, which
was used to identify any correlation between the level of ascribed importance of
cultural awareness and the elements involved in the provision of facilities for guests.
Hypothesis three: there should be a positive correlation between the level of
ascribed importance by the hoteliers to the issue of cultural awareness and the range
of culturally sensitive training provided to employees. This was again analysed
using Pearson's correlation, which was used to determine the correlation between
the level of ascribed importance of cultural awareness and the individual elements
involved in the level of training that is provided to the employees.
4.11 Summary
For the purpose of this research it was decided that a descriptive study approach set
in Atlanta, USA and Sydney, Australia, was the most appropriate.

Mail

questionnaires were sent to all the RAC listed hotels in Sydney and AAA listed
hotels in Atlanta. While the low response rate and small sample size prohibit
generalisability, the results should indicate whether there is some correlation
between hoteliers' cultural awareness efforts and how important they perceive
cultural awareness to be.
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5.0 Results and Hypotheses Analysis
5.1 Results and hypotheses analysis overview
This chapter discusses the descriptive results of the questionnaires sent to Atlanta,
United States of America, and Sydney, Australia.

The data obtained from the

questionnaires was analysed using the Statistics Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) Version 10.0 for Windows. The analysis was completed using frequency
distribution and percentages. The results for Atlanta and Sydney are summarised
and compared, with any similarities or major differences drawn out. The full results
for both Atlanta and Sydney can be found in Appendix 9.
This chapter then presents the findings of the analysis of the hypotheses. The
hypotheses were analysed using the Statistics Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) Version 10.0 for Windows. The data for hypothesis one was analysed using
frequency distribution and percentages, cross-tabulations and chi-square tests. The
data for hypotheses two and three was analysed using Pearson's correlation, cross
tabulations and chi-square tests. A mean test was conducted to determine if there
were differences between Atlanta and Sydney.

As there was no significant

difference found, the data from both Atlanta and Sydney was combined to allow for
further analysis and more useful information to be generated. The findings for both
Atlanta and Sydney are presented and discussed.
5.2 Results
5. 2. 1 Results discussion
The World Tourism Organisation (WTO) statistics suggest that England, Germany
and Japan are significant overseas markets for both the United States of America
and Australia. The data shows that 46.9% of Atlanta hoteliers and 59.2% of Sydney
hoteliers identified England as a major foreign market. Over half of Atlanta
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hoteliers identified Germany as a key foreign market, whereas only one quarter of
Sydney hoteliers agreed. The figures were quite similar for Japan as a foreign
market, where 4 1 .2% of Atlanta hoteliers and 25.7% of Sydney hoteliers identified
Japan as a major foreign market.
Furthermore, 20.4% of Atlanta hoteliers identified Mexico as a major foreign
market and 44.6% of Atlanta hoteliers also identified Canada as an overseas market.
On the other hand, 30.3% of Sydney hoteliers identified New Zealand as a
significant business generator. These results are probably due to the proximity of
these countries to Atlanta and Sydney.
While Atlanta hoteliers did not believe Australia generated business for their hotels,
43.8% of Sydney hoteliers identified the United States of America as a country that
generated a sizeable number of foreign visitors.
Fifty-seven point one percent of Atlanta hoteliers felt that there would not be an
increase in business from foreign markets, whereas Sydney hoteliers were a slight
more positive about possible increases in foreign business, with only 55.3% of
hoteliers holding the same belief. One explanation of this view could the timing of
the surveys as the questionnaires were sent out shortly after September 1 1 th 200 1
when there was a down tum in the market primarily due to the terrorist attacks in
New York and Washington, USA. Hoteliers may have· assumed that this downturn
would continue into the future, leading to a decrease in business from foreign
markets.
Of those hoteliers in Atlanta that believed there would be an increase in business
from foreign markets, 26.5% felt that Germany would represent a growth market,
24.5% Japan, 22.4% England, 1 8.3% Canada, 1 0.2%, and 6. 1 % South America. On
the other hand 30.3% of Sydney hoteliers believed that England represented a
growth market, 23.7% the United States of America, 2 1 . 1 % Japan, 1 8.4% New
Zealand, 1 5.8% China, 10.5% Europe, and 9.2% Asia. For both Atlanta and Sydney
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these figures are largely representative of the countries that they feel already provide
a majority of the foreign visitors to their hotels.
Table 2 below shows that while Atlanta hoteliers believed more international guests
visit Atlanta for business reasons, Sydney hoteliers believed that more guests visit
Sydney for the purpose of tourism, visiting friends and relatives, or a combination
of the three. Additionally, one Sydney hotelier believed that international tourists
were visiting Sydney for the express purpose of receiving medical treatment.
Table 2: Reasons for travelling

Purpose of Visit:
Business
Tourism
Visiting friends/ Relatives
Business/ Tourism
Business/ Tourism/ Visiting
Business/ Visiting
Tourism/ Visiting
Hospital Treatment

ATLANTA SYDNEY
69.4%
20.4%

-

6.1%
2%
2%

-

-

21.1%
59.2%
7.9%
2.6%
3.9%

-

3.9%
1.3%

The second part of the questionnaire sent to hoteliers pertained to the hotels'
employees, the training they receive and the incentives that hoteliers provide to
encourage staff training. In the case of both Atlanta and Sydney, the majority of
hoteliers that responded employed twenty-five or less staff members within the
hotel, with 63.3% and 63.2% respectively employing fewer than twenty-five. While
more Atlanta hoteliers employed between twenty-six and fifty employees, a greater
number of Sydney hoteliers employed over fifty members of staff, with 14.3% of
Atlanta hoteliers versus 24.9% of Sydney hoteliers employing fifty plus. This
difference may be explained by the different grading of hotels that responded. More
four and five star properties in Sydney responded than within the Atlanta sample,
and it may be the case that the higher grade hotels employed more staff than the
lower grade hotels.
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Hoteliers in both Sydney and Atlanta preferred to recruit employees from within
their respective countries. However, a greater percentage of Sydney hoteliers
employed staff that did not require work permits than Atlanta hoteliers, with over
80% of Sydney hoteliers employing Australian residents and 65.3% of Atlanta
hoteliers doing likewise. The difference between the two percentages may by
explained by the proximity of South America, especially Mexico, to the United
States of America. The result of the propinquity of the USA and South America
means that there are in general, a large number of immigrant workers in the USA.
Eighty-one point two percent of Sydney hoteliers classified over half of their staff
members as Australian, whereas only 56.9% of Atlanta hoteliers classified 50% or
more of their staff members as American. These figures indicate that guests are
more likely to encounter a greater level of diversity within the staff of hotels in
Atlanta than in Sydney.
Regardless of the nationality of the staff employed, only the minority of employers
felt that it was necessary to carry out market research to assess the necessity of, and
type of foreign language skill required by the staff. A mere 21.1% of Sydney
hoteliers and 18.4% of Atlanta hoteliers felt that this type of research was necessary.
This belief may result in hoteliers not employing staff members within the
establishment that have the necessary language capabilities for the guests who stay
at the hotel.
What is more, the majority of hoteliers in Atlanta and Sydney did not require any
members of staff to be bilingual, with only 28.6% of Atlanta hoteliers and 2 1.1% of
Sydney hoteliers having this requirement in place. Of the hoteliers that understood
the possible need for bilingual employees, the majority in Atlanta believed that
European languages were important, and Sydney hoteliers felt that both European
and Asian languages were important. However, Arabic, Tongan and Samoan were
also mentioned by hoteliers in Sydney. These additional languages may have been
citied due to the proximity of Asia and Micronesia to Australia. These hoteliers
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further believed that it was most important for front-of-house staff and management
to be bilingual, with only a minority in Sydney also suggesting back-of-house
personnel and security personnel.
There are many factors that employers consider when recruiting employees,
depending on what they believe to be important for the success of their
establishment. Hoteliers in Atlanta and Sydney considered the same factors as
important and not important when recruiting front-of-house staff. These hoteliers
believe that attitude, communication skills, personal appearance and social skills are
the most important factors, whereas the experience of the recruit was only of
average importance, while foreign language skills were the least important factor.
Atlanta hoteliers further mentioned aptitude, presentation, and punctuality as factors
they consider, while Sydney hoteliers cited aptitude, presentation, punctuality,
flexibility and eagerness to work. Approximately a quarter of the hoteliers in
Atlanta and Sydney, 22.4% and 32.9% respectively, also considered a persons
ability to do the job as an important factor in the recruiting of front-of-house staff.
The belief in the lack of importance of foreign language skills when recruiting front
of-house staff may explain the lack of incentives hoteliers provide to staff to
encourage them to train in foreign languages. The greater majority of hoteliers in
Atlanta and Sydney, 85.7% and 98.7% correspondingly, do not offer internal
training for foreign languages, and furthermore, the majority, 77.6% of Atlanta
hoteliers and 93.4% of Sydney hoteliers, do not provide incentives for employees to
undertake foreign language training outside their place of employment.
However, for those establishments that do provide incentives for foreign language
training, the incentives provided differed from Atlanta to Sydney. The most popular
incentive for Atlanta hoteliers was enhanced promotional prospects, with 32.7% of
employers using this incentive. On the other hand, for Sydney hoteliers, the most
popular incentive to encourage employees to train was the possibility to take paid
time off work, with 1 7 . 1 % of employers using this as an incentive. Further popular
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incentives for employees to undertake language training used by Atlanta hoteliers
was free availability, financial incentives and financial support, whereas Sydney
hoteliers also offered enhanced promotion prospects and used the ability to speak a
foreign language as a requirement of the job.
The majority of Atlanta and Sydney hoteliers that responded to the questionnaire do
not have a second language policy in place within their hotels, and this may be
explained by hotelier's prevalent attitude towards the need of their employees to
have a second language. The prevailing attitude seems to be that employing staff
that have the ability to speak foreign languages is mostly unimportant, both in terms
of the acquisition of staff with the skills, or encouraging current employees to gain
the skills. Regardless of this attitude, there was only a minority of hoteliers that did
not have any staff members in their front-of-house departments that did not speak
any foreign languages, with only 8.2% of Atlanta hoteliers not employing any
bilingual staff members, and the percentage was only slightly higher in Sydney with
1 1.8% of hoteliers not employing bilingual staff members. This however could be
attributed to the increasing numbers of people possessing bilingual skills.
Correlation analysis of the results for both Atlanta and Sydney shows that the
number of languages that are spoken by front-of-house members of staff is related
to the star grading the hotels have received. The correlation result for Atlanta was
0.308 (significant at the 0.05 level) and for Sydney (significant at the 0.0 1 level).
The front-of-house staff are often the employees within a hotel that have the greatest
amount of contact with the guests during their stay at the hotel. Due to this, it is
perhaps important that they, more than any other employee, understand the different
cultural needs of foreign hotel guests. The majority of hoteliers in Atlanta and
Sydney believed that their front-of-house staff have an adequate understanding of
the appropriate cultural and social behaviours, and the business norms and
behaviour of their foreign guests. However, a significant 40.8% of Atlanta hoteliers
believed that their staff do not have the understanding of appropriate cultural and
social behaviour, and that 34.7% of Atlanta hoteliers' staff do not have an
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understanding of business norms and behaviours of foreign guests. Although the
percentage of Sydney hoteliers who felt their staff did not have an understanding of
these issues was less than their US counterparts, they were still significantly high at
23.7% and 26.3% respectively. Considering these negative results, only a small
minority of hoteliers in both Atlanta and Sydney have an in-house cultural
awareness training program, with only 18.4% of Atlanta hoteliers and 14.5% of
Sydney hoteliers employing in-house training programmes. It seems that while a
considerable number of hoteliers do not believe that their staff have an appropriate
level of cultural awareness, they do not deem it an important enough issue to invest
time and money educating their staff in this issue. Of those hotels that do offer
cultural awareness programmes, it was offered to the front-of-house, back-of-house,
supervisory and management employees.
Even though Atlanta and Sydney hoteliers agree on the importance of understanding
cultural awareness, they do not agree on whether international guests represent a
growth market for their hotel. Forty point eight percent of Atlanta hoteliers
disagreed with the statement, 36.7% agreed and 20.4% were neutral. Whereas in
Sydney 52.6% agreed, 19.7% disagreed and 22.4% were neutral. However, it is
important to note that the hoteliers belief about the growth of international tourism
may have been affected by the timing of the questionnaires, which were sent out
during a period where the tourism industry as a whole, and specifically the
hospitality industry was experiencing a severe down turn in the market. There were
several reasons for this, however, the terrorist attacks in the United States of
America on September 1 1th were the main cause. It is possible that hoteliers in
America may have believed that tourism would not recover in the near future, and
therefore there was less possibility that business from international tourism would
represent a growth market for them.
However hoteliers felt about the growth of international tourism, the majority
agreed that having the ability to communicate in their guests' mother tongue gave
the hotel a competitive edge over other hotels.
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Forty nine percent of Atlanta

hoteliers and 44.7% of Sydney hoteliers agreed with this statement. This belief
however is not reflected in the training policies presented by the hoteliers, nor in the
factors they consider important when recruiting front-of-house staff members.
In accord with Atlanta and Sydney hoteliers' belief that having the ability to
communicate in a guests' language gives them a competitive advantage, over half of
the hoteliers, 55.1% and 51.3% respectively, agreed that hospitality programmes in
colleges and universities should include more language training.

Furthermore,

53.1% of Atlanta hoteliers and 54.8% of Sydney hoteliers agree that hospitality
training programmes should include more cultural awareness training. Only a slim
minority disagreed with these two statements - 16.3% of Atlanta hoteliers and
16.3% of Sydney hoteliers with the language component of training, and 12.2% of
Atlanta hoteliers and 11.8% of Sydney hoteliers with the cultural awareness
component of training.
While the majority of hoteliers in Atlanta and Sydney currently provide little or no
incentives to employees to encourage them to undergo training, they did agreed that
hotels should provide incentives for their employees to participate in both foreign
language training and cultural awareness training. Over half of the Atlanta hoteliers
agreed on incentives for language training, whereas only 38.2% of Sydney hoteliers
agreed, and about a quarter of hoteliers in both Sydney and Atlanta disagreed. The
percentages with regards to incentives for staff to participate in cultural awareness
training were a less similar, with only 36.8% of Atlanta hoteliers agreed and 34.7%
disagreed, and 39.5% of Sydney hoteliers agreed and 26.3% disagreed. This may
indicate that while Atlanta hoteliers may believe that foreign language training is
more important than cultural awareness training, Sydney hoteliers judge the two
types of training to be of equal importance to the hospitality industry.
Overwhelmingly, the majority of hoteliers in both Atlanta and Sydney disagreed
that foreign language skills should become a prerequisite for recruiting hotel guest
service employees. Forth-four point nine percent of Atlanta hoteliers and 59.2% of
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Sydney hoteliers disagreed, whereas only 16.3% of Atlanta hoteliers and 13.2% of
Sydney hoteliers agreed that it should be a prerequisite. This indicates that while
hoteliers think that the foreign language skills are important, they are not important
enough for it to be a requirement in employing front-of-house staff.
Interestingly,

when

considering

the

seven

statements

discussed

above,

approximately 25% of all the hoteliers in Atlanta and Sydney that responded to the
questionnaires neither agreed nor disagreed with the statements. This proportion
may be representative of the percentage of hoteliers that believe that the issue of
cultural awareness is neither important nor unimportant.
The responses discussed above indicate that hoteliers believe that foreign language
and cultural awareness training may be important to the hospitality industry.
Furthermore, they also believe that universities and colleges should introduce a
cultural awareness component in the students' training, or incentives should be
provided to employees to encourage them to train outside their place of
employment. Nevertheless, the majority of hoteliers in both Atlanta and Sydney
have no plans to increase their training provisions in foreign languages within the
next five years, with only 10.2% of Atlanta hoteliers and 3.9% of Sydney hoteliers
planning to increase their training provisions.
The final section of the questionnaire sent to the hoteliers aimed to discover the
demographic profiles of the respondent hotels, and what facilities they provide to
their local and international guests. The demographic profile of the responding
hotels in both Atlanta and Sydney were very similar, which may explain some of the
similarities seen throughout the results generated in sections A and B of the
questionnaire, as was discussed previously.
With regards to location, the majority of hoteliers in Atlanta, 65.3%, described their
hotels as being located in the suburbs, compared to 18.4%, which described their
location as being in the city centre. Comparatively 46. 1% of Sydney hoteliers
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described the location of their hotel as the city centre and 36.8% as the suburbs.
These difference may possible be due to the differences in the specific definitions of
'suburb' and ' city centre' in the two countries.
While the average number of rooms within Sydney hotels was spread evenly
amongst the Sydney hoteliers, the majority of Atlanta hoteliers had over 51 rooms
within their properties. Amongst the Atlanta hoteliers, 24.5% had between 51 and
100 rooms, 49% had between 101 and 200 rooms, and 18.4% had over 200 rooms.
Whereas amongst the Sydney hoteliers, 14.5% had between 1 and 25 rooms, 22.4%
had between 26 and 50 rooms, 27.6% had between 51 and 100 rooms, 18.4% had
between 101 and 200 rooms, and 17 .1% had over 200 rooms.
The average rating for the hotels that responded was 3 star. 57 .1% of Atlanta
hoteliers and 44.7% of Sydney hoteliers had a 3 star rating. The second most
popular rating was 4 star, with 24.5% of Atlanta hoteliers and 35.5% of Sydney
hoteliers holding a 4 star grading.

Only a small percentage of the hotels that

responded were graded as 5 star properties, with 2% in Atlanta and 6.6% in Sydney.
This is representative of the division of the hotel grades within the cities, with 3 star
hotels being the most prevalent, 4 star second, and 5 star hotels being the rarest of
the grades. The majority of Atlanta hotels were graded by the AAA, and the
majority of Sydney hotels by the Australian equivalent, the RAC.
The average room rate results indicated that the average daily room rate for both
Atlanta and Sydney hotels was similar. Converting the American room rates to
Australian dollars for ease of comparison, it can be seen that 53.1% of Atlanta
hoteliers charged between A$101 and $150, and 46.1 % of Sydney hoteliers also
charged this rate. However, a greater percentage of Atlanta hotels had a higher
average room rate than Sydney hotels, with 26.5% of Atlanta hotels and 15.8% of
Sydney hotels charging over A$150. Conversely, more Sydney hotels charged
between A$51 and A$100, than Atlanta hotels. This difference may be explained by
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the overall higher average room rates of American hotels when compared to
Australian hotels.
Similarly the best part of hoteliers in Atlanta and Sydney, 67.3% and 55.3%
respectively, experienced an average occupancy of 60% and 80% over the preceding
12 months before the questionnaires were administered.

Furthermore,

approximately a quarter of the hotels that responded, 26.5% of Atlanta hoteliers and
26.3% of Sydney hoteliers, encountered occupancy levels between 40% and 60%.
A greater number of Sydney hoteliers experienced occupancy levels between 80%
and 100% than Atlanta hoteliers, 15.8% compared to 2%. The low occupancy
levels in Atlanta may be explained by the effects of September 1 1th, which had a
greater effect on travel both within and to cities within the United States of America
than Australia.
Hoteliers were then asked which facilities they provided to their guests.
Surprisingly hoteliers provided few of the 14 facilities listed in the questionnaire.
The majority of hotels, 63.3% in Atlanta and 89.5% in Sydney accepted foreign
credit cards from their guests. However, a considerable number of hoteliers did not
provide this facility, 10.5% of Sydney hoteliers and even more significantly 36.7%
of Atlanta hoteliers. Very few Atlantan hoteliers provided an in-house currency
exchange facility to their guests, with only IO. I % of them providing this facility.
Although more positively, just under 50% of Sydney hoteliers provided exchange
facilities, 56.6% still did not provide any.
A quarter of Sydney hoteliers provided promotional materials in a foreign language,
whereas only 12.2% of Atlanta hoteliers did. Therefore, the majority of hoteliers in
both cities did not provide this facility.
The majority of the hoteliers in Atlanta did not provide a concierge service for its
guests, however a significant minority, 32.7%, did provide it. In contrast a majority
of Sydney hoteliers, 56.6%, did provide concierge services, with a significant
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minority not providing it. Though the percentages are similar, the positions are
reversed, and accordingly you are more likely to encounter concierge services in
Sydney. This may be due to the fact that a greater number of 5 star properties
responded to the Sydney questionnaire than to the Atlanta questionnaire.
Overwhelmingly the majority of hoteliers in Atlanta and Sydney did not provide
newspapers in foreign languages, with only 8.2% of Atlanta hoteliers and 7.9% of
Sydney hoteliers providing this facility for their guests. Furthermore the majority of
Sydney and Atlanta hoteliers do not provide foreign television and radio channels
either. However, a significant minority of Atlanta hoteliers, 32. 7% and Sydney
hoteliers, 19.7% do provide this service. This shows more hoteliers provide foreign
television and radio channels than foreign newspapers. However, it is only the
minority that provide any at all. In addition, a very slim minority of the Atlanta and
Sydney hoteliers that responded provided computer software in foreign language,
with only 2% of Atlanta hoteliers and 5.3% of Sydney hoteliers providing such a
service.
The majority of hoteliers in Atlanta, 69.4% responded that they provided voice mail
telephone services, as opposed to the majority of Sydney hoteliers, 63.2% who did
not.
The majority of Atlanta hoteliers, 83.7% and Sydney hoteliers, 65.8% do not
provide international or ethnic food in their hotel restaurant/s.

However a

considerable minority of Sydney hoteliers, 34.2% do provide this service.
Significantly, only a very slim minority of Atlanta and Sydney hoteliers, 8.2% and
3.9% respectively, provided Kosher or Halal food in their hotel restaurants, with the
greater majority not providing this facility.
While the majority of hoteliers in Atlanta, 81.6% and Sydney, 78.9% do not have
translators or language interpreters available, the majority, 87.8% and 93.4%
respectively, also do not subscribe to telephone translator services.
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A greater

minority of hoteliers provide translators or language translators, 18.4% in Atlanta
and 2 1. 1% of Sydney hoteliers, as opposed to subscribing to telephone translator
services, of which 12.2% of Atlanta hoteliers and 6.6% of Sydney hoteliers do.
A large minority of Sydney hoteliers, 40.8% provided their guests with multi
lingual service staff, with only a slim majority of Atlanta hoteliers, 5 1% also
providing this service. It is surprising that more Sydney hoteliers do not provide
this service given that over 80% claimed to have front-of-house staff that speak
more than one language other than English.
Finally, only two hotels that responded to the questionnaire provided guest
bedrooms that indicate the direction of Mecca. Mecca is the direction to which
Muslim individuals have to pray. No hoteliers in Atlanta provided this service and
only 2.6% of Sydney hoteliers did. Several of the responding asked what Mecca
was. Obviously if these hoteliers are unaware of what Mecca is, and its importance,
then they will not be able to provide this facility. One Sydney hotelier had an
interesting comment that may explain the mindset of some of the hoteliers at the
time the questionnaires were being completed. This hotelier wrote with regards to
the question of an indication of the direction of Mecca: "Don't you mean an arrow
pointing to America, pilot's license required." This may be a sign of some of the
anger that people felt towards Muslim people in general - blaming them for the
events on September 1 1th.
Even though the results of the questionnaire as discussed above may indicate
otherwise, the majority of Sydney hoteliers, 43.4% perceived themselves to be
culturally aware, whereas 36.7% of Atlanta hoteliers perceive themselves to be
culturally aware. On the other hand, a 44.9% of Atlanta hoteliers and 40.8% of
Sydney hoteliers perceived themselves to be neither culturally aware nor culturally
unaware. A small minority of Atlanta hoteliers, 16.3% and Sydney hoteliers, 13. 1%
perceived themselves to be culturally unaware.
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Of the hotels that responded, a greater percentage perceived the issue of cultural
awareness as important with only 18.3 % of Atlanta hoteliers and 6.5% of S ydne y
hoteliers consider cultural awareness to be unimportant. 2 6.5% of Atlanta hoteliers
and 31.6% of S ydne y hoteliers consider cultural awareness to be neither important
not unimportant, and over half the hoteliers, 53.1 % in Atlanta and 59.2 % in Sydne y,
considered cultural awareness to be important to their business.

A greater

percentage of S ydne y hoteliers than Atlanta hoteliers considered cultural awareness
to be ver y important.
5. 2. 2 Results summary
The overall results indicate that the responses from the two cities are broadl y
similar. The respondents of the questionnaire were on average 3 star hotels with
good occupanc y levels ofusuall y between 60% and 80%. There is an average room
rate of between A $101/US$51 and A$150 /US $100 with the hotels having an
average of between 51 and 200 rooms. The hotels themselves were located in the
city centre or suburb. The training and facilities that were , or were not provided b y
the hotels, correlated with the hote liers view on the importance of the training and
cultural awareness. The results for both hoteliers in Atlanta and S ydne y indicated
that whilst the y judge the issue of cultural awareness and foreign language as
important, neither are currentl y doing much to promote it within their organisations.
Nor do the y plan to in the future. Interestingl y it should be noted that one Atlanta
hotelier remarked on their questionnaire : " When in Rome, do as Romans do." This
remark indicates that at least on hotelier felt that his should not have to train their
staff in foreign languages and cultural awareness as hotel guests should act and
speak in the same manner as the hotel sta ff. A view hope full y not held by man y
hoteliers.
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5.3 Hypotheses analysis
5.3.1 Hypotheses discussion
The initial results indicated that hoteliers believe that the issue of cultural awareness
is important to the hospitality industry, however the low response rate for the study
may be a sign that hoteliers actually believe the issue to be of little importance.
The results (see table 3 below) reveal that the majority of Sydney hoteliers believed
the issue of cultural awareness to be "important." A significantly lower number, but
nevertheless still a sizeable percentage of hoteliers believed that it was "very
important." On the other hand, in Atlanta, a larger percentage of hoteliers believed
that cultural awareness was "very important," and a slightly smaller percentage that
it was "important". So, while the majority of hoteliers in both Atlanta and Sydney
consider cultural awareness to be "important," a greater percentage of Atlanta
hoteliers judge that the issue is "very important." Furthermore, the results indicated
that over a quarter of hoteliers in both Atlanta and Sydney deem the cultural
awareness issue to be "neither important nor important." In contrast, less than 10%
of Sydney hoteliers, and less than 20% of Atlanta hoteliers believed that the issue
was "not important." These figures at first indicate that hypothesis one was correct,
in that the majority of Sydney and Atlanta hoteliers rank the issue of cultural
awareness as important, with over 54% of the hoteliers in both cities ranking it as
such.
Table 3: Importance of cultural awareness
Importance of Cultural Awareness
Very Important
Important
Neither
Not Important
Very Not Important

Atlanta(%)
28.6
24.5
26.5
16.3
2.0
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Sydney(%)
17.1
42.1
31.6
2.6
3.9

Further analysis of the data suggested that the grading of the hotel does in fact not
impact how important the hoteliers perceive the issue of cultural awareness to be.
The cross-tabulations with Atlanta and Sydney combined indicate that it is only the
mid-range graded hotels, 2, 3 and 4 star properties, that consider the issue not to be
important.

Forty percent of hoteliers that believe cultural awareness was "not

important" were 4 star properties, 37.5% 3 star properties, and 22.5% were 2 star
properties. However, of the 3 star properties that responded to the questionnaire,
5 1.6% perceived that cultural awareness is "important", and similarly 67 . 1 % of the
4 star hotels held the same belief. These results are reflected in table 4 below.
Table 4: Cross-tabulation of importance versus hotel star grading
1 Star 2 Star 3 Star 4 Star 5 Star
Important
6.4%
43.5% 35.9%
7.6%
% within Importance 6.7%
51.6% 67.1% 83.4%
100.0% 60%
% within Grading
Neither
2.9%
2.9%
68.6% 25.7%
% within Importance
10.0% 38.7% 23.7% 16.7%
% within Grading
Not Important
40%
22.5% 37.5%
% within Importance
13.2%
9.7%
30%
% within Grading
Total
51.7% 31.7%
5.0%
8.3%
% within Importance 3.3%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
% within Grading

Total
100.0%
59.2%
100.0%
29.2%
100.0%
11.6%
100.0%
100.0%

Directional measures
Nominal by Interval Eta

Importance Dependent
Grading Dependent

Value
0.249
0.064

When the results for the individual cities were compared they were very similar.
Only 2, 3 and 4 star hotels in both Atlanta and Sydney rated the issue of cultural
awareness as being "not important". In Sydney, 66.7% of hoteliers that considered
the issue of cultural awareness to be "not important" were 4 star properties.
However, the majority of 3 and 4 star hoteliers that responded to the questionnaire,
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50.0% and 63.0% respectively, believed cultural awareness to be important.
Similarly 50.0% of Atlanta hoteliers that considered cultural awareness as "not
important" were 3 star properties. While, 53.6% of 3 star properties and 58.3% of 4
star properties that responded to the questionnaire indicated that they believed
cultural awareness is important. These results may be due to the distribution of the
grades among the hoteliers that responded to the questionnaire, with the majority of
the respondents being from 3 star properties (the full results for both cities are
available in appendix 10 - table 20).
The significance level for Sydney and Atlanta was 0.249 as reflected in the above
table. The directional measures for the cross-tabulations show that the grading of
the hotel has no significant association with whether or not the hoteliers believe that
the issue of cultural awareness is important.
So, while hoteliers may believe that the issue of cultural awareness is important,
there is no correlation between the belief and the star grading of the hotel. The
outcome of the analysis is to some extent surprising, as it was assumed that 5 star
hoteliers would be the strongest believers that cultural awareness is important, as it
was expected that they would be the main beneficiaries of international tourists
within these cities, and are also expected to provide the highest level of service to
their guests.
The data shows that of the hoteliers that did respond, the majority, 56.8% only
provided their guests with between one and four of the 14 facilities indicated on the
questionnaire. In addition, the data from Atlanta and Sydney combined shows that
38.4% of the hoteliers provided between 5 and 10 facilities to their guests, and less
than 5% provided between 11 and 14 facilities. Thus, it is more likely that guests
will encounter establishments that provide fewer facilities than more.
Of the facilities that were provided, the most popular amongst Atlanta hoteliers
were voice mail telephone services, an in-house currency exchange, and multi-
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lingual service staff. Amid Sydney hoteliers, the most popular facilities were an in
house currency exchange, concierge services, and multi-lingual service staff. For
hoteliers in both cities the least popular facility was providing and indication of the
direction of Mecca within the guest bedrooms. Only two hoteliers within all the
hotels that responded providing this inexpensive facility to their Islamic guests.
The correlation for facilities and importance, when the facilities were considered
individually, showed that there were some strong correlations present within both
the Atlanta and Sydney data. Table 5 presents the correlation of importance and
facilities in Atlanta, and table 6 presents the correlation of importance and facilities
in Sydney.
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Table 5: Correlation of importance and facilities in Atlanta
C9
C6A
K:6B
C6C
K:6D
K:6E
C6F
K:6G
K:6H
CGI
C6J
K:6K
C6L
C6M
C6N

C9 C6A K:6B C6C C6D C6E K:6F C6G K:6H CGI K:6J C6K C6L C6M K:6N
1.000 -.143 .053 .349 .274 .100 .193 .297 .234 .274 .396 .420 .178 .293

Pearson
!Correlation
.333 .721 .015 .060 .498 .189 .040 .110 .060 .005 .003 .227 .043
Sig. (2-tailed) .
.143 1.000 .117 .026 .079 .073 .047 -.007 .073 .192 .076 .100 .110 .103 .
[Pearson
!Correlation
.423 .857 .588 .620 .749 .962 .620 .187 .604 .493 .452 .482 .
Sig. (2-tailed) .333
.053 .117 1.000 .491 .340 .638 .078 .398 .392 .197 .537 .195 .428 .285 .
[Pearson
Correlation
.000 .017 .000 .596 .005 .005 .176 .000 .178 .002 .047
Sig. (2-tailed) .721 .423
.349
.026
.491
1.000 .404 .571 .022 .340 .343 .404 .627 .366 .386 .430
Pearson
Correlation
.004 .000 .880 .017 .016 .004 .000 .010 .006 .002
Sig. (2-tailed) .015 .857 .000
.274 .079 .340 .404 1.000.428 .179 .517 .428 .258 .569 .421 .207 .138 .
Pearson
Correlation
.002 .218 .000 .002 .074 .000 .003 .153 .344 .
Sig. (2-tailed) .060 .588 .017 .004
.100 .073 .638 .571 .428 1.000 .125 .272 .183 .269 .629 .292 .484 .116 .
[Pearson
!Correlation
.391 .059 .207 .061 .000 .042 .000 .427
Sig. (2-tailed) .498 .620 .000 .000 .002 .
.193 .047 .078 .022 .179 .125 1.000 .174 .036 .010 .086 .324 .096 .248
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .189 .749 .596 .880 .218 .391
.233 .804 .948 .555 .023 .512 .086 .
.297 -.007 .398 .340 .517 .272 .174 1.000 .675 .517 .503 .212 .327 .172 .
[Pearson
!Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .040 .962 .005 .017 .000 .059 .233
.000 .000 .000 .144 .022 .238
.234 .073 .392 .343 .428 .183 .036 .675 1.000 .269 .436 .292 .043 .116
[Pearson
!Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .110 .620 .005 .016 .002 .207 .804 .000 .
.061 .002 .042 .769 .427
.274 .192 .197 .404 .258 .269 .010 .517 .269 1.000.456 .160 .207 .005
[Pearson
!Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .060 .187 .176 .004 .074 .061 .948 .000 .061
.001 .272 .153 .971
.396 .076 .537 .627 .569 .629 .086 .503 .436 .456 1.000 .465 .304 .305
[Pearson
!Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .005 .604 .000 .000 .000 .000 .555 .000 .002 .001
.001 .034 .033
!Pearson
.420 .100 .195 .366 .421 .292 .324 .212 .292 .160 .465 1.000 .141 .241
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .003 .493 .178 .010 .003 .042 .023 .144 .042 .272 .001
.332 .095
.178 .110 .428 .386 .207 .484 .096 .327 .043 .207 .304 .141 1.000 .386
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .227 .452 .002 .006 .153 .000 .512 .022 .769 .153 .034 .332
.006
.293 .103 .285 .430 .138 .116 .248 .172 .116 .005 .305 .241 .386 1.000.
[Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .043 .482 .047 .002 .344 .427 .086 .238 .427 .971 .033 .095 .006
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .
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Table 6: Correlation of importance and facilities in Sydney
C9
C6A
C6B
(:6C
(:6D
C6E
C6F
C6G
C6H
CGI
C6J
C6K
(:6L
C6M
t6N

.

C9 C6A K::6B C6C C6D K::6E K::6F K::6G C6H CGI K::6J C6K K::6L K::6M C6N
1.000.066 .137 .072 .145 .103 .092 .044 .219 .212 .183 .178 .083 .137 .147
!Pearson
K::orrelation
.578 .244 .543 .216 .381 .435 .713 .061 .070 .119 .129 .481 .243 .210
Sig. (2-tailed) .
.066 1.000.127 .099 .219 .100 .084 .067 .070 .062 .177 .285 .081 .091 .056
!Pearson
K::orrelation
.272 .395 .058 .388 .470 .568 .551 .593 .126 .013 .488 .434 .629
Sig. (2-tailed) .578
l.OO .230 .553 .334 .487 .487 .231 .166 .329 .461 .088 .303 .188
.137 .127 l.
!Pearson
Correlation
.046 .000 .003 .000 .000 .044 .152 .004 .000 .452 .008 .105
Sig. (2-tailed) .244 .272
.072 .099 .230 1.000.322 .169 .063 .160 .351 .401 .149 .325 .272 .092 .095
!Pearson
torrelation
.005 .144 .589 .167 .002 .000 .199 .004 .017 .430 .415
Sig. (2-tailed) .543 .395 .046
.145 .219 .553 .322 1.000.256 .284 .408 .178 .234 .322 .511 .088 .125 .144
!Pearson
Correlation
.025 .013 .000 .125 .042 .005 .000 .452 .280 .215
Sig. (2-tailed) .216 .058 .000 .005
.103 .100 .334 .169 .256 1.000.282 .200 .442 .223 .447 .353 .150 .119 .048
!Pearson
Correlation
.014 .083 .000 .053 .000 .002 .197 .305 .680
Sig. (2-tailed) .381 .388 .003 .144 .025
.092 .084 .487 .063 .284 .282 1.000.369 .125 .170 .275 .254 .064 .127 .215
!Pearson
torrelation
.001 .281 .143 .016 .027 .581 .273 .062
Sig. (2-tailed) .435 .470 .000 .589 .013 .014
.044 .067 .487 .160 .408 .200 .369 1.000.281 .009 .172 .417 .078 .144 .055
!Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .713 .568 .000 .167 .000 .083 .001
.014 .937 .138 .000 .501 .214 .639
.219 .070 .231 .351 .178 .442 .125 .281 1.000.239 .227 .244 .048 .054 .033
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .061 .551 .044 .002 .125 .000 .281 .014
.038 .049 .033 .682 .644 .775
.212 .062 .166 .401 .234 .223 .170 .009 .239 1.000.312 .328 .327 .135 .125
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .070 .593 .152 .000 .042 .053 .143 .937 .038
.006 .004 .004 .245 .282
.183 .177 .329 .149 .322 .447 .275 .172 .227 .312 1.000.425 .023 .254 .318
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .119 .126 .004 .199 .005 .000 .016 .138 .049 .006
.000 .845 .027 .005
.178 .285 .461 .325 .511 .353 .254 .417 .244 .328 .425 1.000 .164 .104 .198
Pearson
2orrelation
Sig. (2-tailed) .129 .013 .000 .004 .000 .002 .027 .000 .033 .004 .000
.157 .373 .086
.083 .081 .088 .272 .088 .150 .064 .078 .048 .327 .023 .164 l.
Pearson
l.OO .063 .039
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed) .481 .488 .452 .017 .452 .197 .581 .501 .682 .004 .845 .157
.591 .740
.137 .091 .303 .092 .125 .119 .127 .144 .054 .135 .254 .104 .063 1.000 -.044
Pearson
2orrelation
Sig. (2-tailed) .243 .434 .008 .430 .280 .305 .273 .214 .644 .245 .027 .373 .591 .
.708
0 earson
.147 .056 .188 .095 .144 .048 .215 .055 .033 .125 .318 .198 .039 .044 1.000
K::orrelation
Sig. (2-tailed) .210 .629 .105 .415 .215 .680 .062 .639 .775 .282 .005 .086 .740 .708 .
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Where:
•

C9 = Perceived importance of cultural awareness facilities provided by
the hotels

•

C6A = Acceptance of foreign credit cards

•

C6B = In-house currency exchange

•

C6C = Promotional material provided in foreign languages

•

C6D = Concierge services

•

C6E = Foreign language newspapers available

•

C6F = Voicemail telephone message service

•

C6G = International or ethnic food available in the restaurant/s

•

C6H = Kosher or Halal food available in the restaurant/s

•

COi = Availability of foreign television and radio channels

•

C6J = Availability of translators and language interpreters

•

C6K = Multi-lingual service staff available

•

C6L = Computer software available in foreign languages

•

C6M = Subscription to telephone translator services

•

C6N = Guest bedrooms that indicate the direction of Mecca

The first analysis of the data from Atlanta and Sydney shows that to some extent the
perceived importance of the cultural awareness issue is correlated to the facilities
that are provided by the hoteliers.
The data from Atlanta indicated that the strongest correlations exist between the
perceived level of importance of the cultural awareness issue and the provision of
promotional material in foreign languages, the provision of international or ethnic
food in the restaurants, the availability of translators and language interpreters, and
multi-lingual service staff. This demonstrates that hoteliers in Atlanta may believe
that being culturally aware is important to the industry, and they are attempting to
increase the satisfaction of their international guests by providing them with these
facilities. This however, contradicts the Atlanta hoteliers' earlier statements that
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they are neither actively employing bilingual staff members nor encouraging
employees to gain new language skills.
The data from Sydney shows that the strongest correlations exist between the
perceived level of importance of the cultural awareness issue and the provision of
Kosher or Halal food in the restaurant and the availability of foreign television and
radio channels.

This illustrates that Sydney hoteliers who think that cultural

awareness is important are more likely to provide their guests with these facilities.
The difference between the facilities provided in Atlanta and Sydney may exist due
to the greater number of countries surrounding Australia that have high Islamic
populations.
Table 7: Cross-tabulation of facilities versus importance
Heavy
% within Facilities
% within Importance
Medium
% within Facilities
% within Importance
Light
% within Facilities
% within Importance
Total
% within Facilities
% within Importance

Important Neutral Not Important
83.3%
7.0%

16.7%
2.7%

68.8%
46.5%

-

Total

-

100.0%
4.8%

22.9%
29.7%

8.3%
23.5%

100.0%
38.4%

46.5%
46.5%

32.5%
67.6%

18.3%
76.5%

100.0%
56.8%

56.8%
100.0%

29.6%
100.0%

13.6%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

Directional measures
Nominal by Interval Eta

Value
Facilities Dependent
0.252
Importance Dependent 0.248

Table 7 above displays the results of the cross-tabulations between importance and
facility provision. When the data was combined for Atlanta and Sydney, further
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analysis indicated that of the hoteliers that provided a heavy level of facilities, the
vast majority considered cultural awareness issue as important. However, 16.7% of
hotels that provided a heavy level of facilities were neutral on the issue.
Surprisingly over half of the hoteliers that provided a light level of service
considered the issue of cultural awareness as important. As anticipated, over three
quarters of the hoteliers that believed the issue was not important to the hospitality
industry provided a light level of facilities to their guests, both domestic and
international. The hoteliers that considered the issue of cultural awareness as
neutral were spread somewhat evenly over the three distributions of facility
provision.
The directional measure for the cross-tabulations and the chi-square test illustrate
that the original analysis was accurate. The facilities dependent directional measure
equalled 0.252, indicating the level of importance of cultural awareness perceived
by the hoteliers impacts the level of facilities that they provide to their guests. The
chi-square test further supports this, with a significance of 0.090 at a 0.10
significance level. The full results of the chi-square test of importance and facilities
are shown below in table 8.
Table 8: Chi-square test of facilities and importance

Pearson Chi-square
Likelihood Ration
Linear by-Linear
Association

Value

Df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

8.054
8.914
7.593

4
4
1

0.090
0.063
0.006

As one of the elements that affects the grade that a hotel is awarded is the range of
facilities that they provide to their guests, it is expected that the grading a hotel has
achieved will affect the level of facilities that they provide to their guests. Table 9
displays the results of the cross-tabulation of the facilities that are provided and the
star grading that hotel has achieved.
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Table 9: Cross-tabulation of level of facilities versus hotel star grading
Heavy Usage
% within Facilities
% within Grading
Medium Usage
% within Facilities
% within Grading
Light Usage
% within Facilities
% within Grading
Total
% within Facilities
% within Grading

1 Star

2 Star

3 Star

4 Star

5 Star

Total

-

-

-

66.7%
10.3%

33.3%
33.3%

100.0%
4.9%

4.3%
50.0%

4.3%
18.2%

38.3%
29.0%

46.8%
56.4%

6.4%
50.0%

100.0%
38.5%

2.9%
50.0%

13.0%
81.8%

63.8%
71.0%

18.8%
33.3%

1.4%
16.7%

100.0%
56.6%

9.0%
50.8%
3.3%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

32.0%
4.9% 100.0%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

The results demonstrate that the only hotels that provide a heavy usage of facilities
for their guests are 4 and 5 star properties, with the majority of heavy usage
properties being 4 star. Additionally the majority of hoteliers that provided a
medium level of facility usage to their guests were also 4 star. The 3 star properties
represent only a slightly smaller percentage of the properties providing a medium
usage of facilities. Of the hotels that provided a light level of facilities, over half
were 3 star properties and only 1.4% were 5 star properties. The results that were
experienced may be explained by two factors. Firstly, the way that hotels are
graded means that it is more likely that 4 and 5 star properties have a higher level of
facility provision than 1 and 2 star properties. Secondly, 3 and 4 star properties may
represent a greater percentage in all three distributions than 1, 2 or 5 star properties
because a higher percentage of the respondents were from 3 and 4 star properties.
The cross-tabulation results analysis illustrates that there is a relationship between
the level of facilities that are provided by the hotel and the grade that the hotel has
achieved. However the results of the chi-square (shown below in table 10) indicate
that there is no relationship.
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Table 10: Chi-square test of facilities and hotel star grading
Pearson Chi-square
Likelihood Ration
Linear by-Linear
Association

Df

Value
31.065
29.671
17.714

8
8

1

Asvmp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.000
0.000
0.000

Overall, hypothesis two was supported as there is a positive relationship between
the level of perceived importance of cultural awareness and the level of facilities
that hoteliers provide to their guests. However, interestingly, the analysis indicated
that the star grading that the hotel achieved did not impact on the level of facilities
that were provided by hoteliers.
The analysis of the data gathered in the research that pertained to the level of
training that hoteliers gave and the incentives that hoteliers provided to their staff to
undergo training also provided some interesting results. The initial correlation
analysis of the elements and training provision and perceived importance of cultural
awareness for Atlanta and Sydney indicated that the perceived importance of the
cultural awareness issue is correlated to the training that is provided by the hoteliers
to their employees. The results of the correlation analysis for Atlanta are presented
in table 1 1 and for Sydney in table 12 below.
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Table 11: Correlation of importance and training provisions for Atlanta
C9 B11A IBilB B11CIB11D B11EIBI2 BI3 IBIS BISPOSBIS
.247
!Pearson Correlation l.OOC.274 .137 .167 .456 .242 .346 .005 .301 .600
.094
.060 .353 .257 .001 .098 .016 .970 .037 .088
Sig. (2-tailed)
.212
IBllA l>earson Correlation.274 1.000 .462 .428 .330 .338 .338 .147 .119 .060
.020
.018
.018
.314
.414
.879
.149
.060
.001 .002
Sig. (2-tai!ed)
.052
.094
.333
.258
3
.462
1.000
.517
.129
.060
.
.137
!Pearson
!P
Correlation
IB11B
.724
.353 .001
.000 .377 .019 .019 .683 .073 .809
Sig. (2-tai!ed)
.144
!Pearson Correlation .167 .428 .517 1.000 .141 .304 .304 .018 .244 .286
B11C !P
.329
.332 .034 .034 .901 .092 .456
.257 .002 .000
Sig. (2-tailed)
�urn [P[Pearson Correlation.456 .330 .129 .141 1.000 .258 .516 .309 .283 .209 .253
.083
.073 .000 .031 .049 .589
.001 .020 .377 .332
Sig. (2-tailed)
.246
.304 .258 1.000 .333 .339 .108 .286
Bl1E Pearson Correlation.242 .338 .3
.092
.019 .017 .462 .456
.098 .018 .019 .034 .073
Sig. (2-tailed)
.052
Pearson Correlation.346 .338 .333 .304 .516 .333 1.000 .200 .710 .378
BI2
.169 .000 .316
.724
.016 .018 .019 .034 .000 .019
Sig. (2-tailed)
.139
Pearson Correlation.005 .147 .060 .018 .309 .339 .200 1.000 .003 .286
BI3
.986 .456
.347
.970 .314 .683 .901 .031 .017 .169 .
Sig. (2-tailed)
1.00C.
.164
.710
.003
.258
.108
.119
.244
.283
Pearson
Correlation
.301
BIS
.266
.037 .414 .073 .092 .049 .462 .000 .986
Sig. (2-tai!ed)
1.000
BISPOS Pearson Correlation .600 .060 .094 .286 .209 .286 .378 .286
.088 .879 .809 .456 .589 .456 .316 .456
Sig. (2-tai!ed)
l.OOC
Pearson Correlation.247 .212 .052 .144 .253 .246 .052 .139 .164 .
BIS
.094 .149 .724 .329 .083 .092 .724 .347 .266 .
Sig. (2-tailed)
C9

Table 12: Correlation of importance and training provisions for Sydney
(:9 B11A B11B B11C B11D B11E BI2BI3 IBIS BISPO� RI8
.024 .197
Pearson Correlation1.000.244 .017 .073 .095 .100
.001
.993
Sig. (2-tailed)
.840 .094 .
.037 .887 .538 .424 .398
.220 .230 .
.281
IB11A Pearson Correlation.244 1.000 .612 .333 .184 .321
Sig. (2-tailed)
.037 .
.000 .003 .113 .005
.058 .047
.015
.412 .342 .
IBIIB !Pearson Correlation .017 .612 1.000 .191 .160 .143
.218
Sig. (2-tailed)
.062
.887 .000
.100 .170 .221
.000 .003 .
.098 .065 .
.320
IBllC !Pearson Correlation .073 .333 .191 1.000 .308 .342
.007 .003
Sig. (2-tailed)
.538 .003 .100
.401 .578 .
.006
.109 .090 .
.085
IB11D !Pearson Correlation.095 .184 .160 .308 1.000 .160
.353 .441
.424 .113 .170 .007
.170
Sig. (2-tailed)
.471
!Pearson Correlation.100 .321 .143 .342 .160 1.000 . .174 .111 .
IB11E !P
.218
.134 .344 .
.398 .005 .221 .003 .170
Sig. (2-tailed)
.062
!Pearson Correlation .
BI2
Sig. (2-tailed)
!Pearson Correlation.024 .220 .412 .098 .109 .174
1.000 .405
BI3
.049
Sig. (2-tailed)
.840 .058 .000 .401 .353 .134
.000
.678
!Pearson Correlatior .197 .230 .342 .065 .090 .111 . .405 1.000.
BIS
.107
Sig. (2-tailed)
.094 .047 .003 .578 .441 .344
.000
.365
IBISPOS!Pearson Correlation.
Sig. (2-tailed)
!Pearson Correlatior -.001 .281 .218 .320 .085 .218
.049 .107
BIS
1.00(
.993 .015 .062 .006 .471 .062
Sig. (2-tailed)
.678 .365
C9
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Where:
•

C9 = Perceived importance of cultural awareness training provided by the
hotels

•

B 11 = How employees are encouraged to train in foreign languages
o B1 l A = Enhanced promotion prospects
o B l 1B = Financial incentives
o B 11 C = Requirement of the job
o B 11D = Free availability
o B l l E = Financial support

•

B 12 = Internal foreign language training program for employees

•

B13 = Incentives offered for employees undertaking foreign language
courses outside their place of employment

•

B15 = Internal cultural awareness training program
o B l 5POS = Who is eligible to take the program if one is available

•

B 18 = Plans to increase your training provision in languages in the next five
years

The data from Atlanta indicates that the strongest correlations exists between the
perceived level of importance of the cultural awareness issue and the incentives
provided to employees to train in languages. In this case, the incentives were
enhanced promotional prospects, financial incentives, making foreign language
skills a requirement of the job, free availability, and financial support. Furthermore,
perceived importance of cultural awareness was related to the provision of a foreign
language-training program within the establishment, the provision of an internal
cultural awareness program, and any plans to increase language-training provisions
in the next five years.

Though there is some level of correlation between

importance of cultural awareness and training provision, there appears to be a
stronger relationship between the provision of incentives to go through training and
perceived importance of cultural awareness among Atlanta hoteliers.
The data for Sydney on the other hand, indicates that the strongest correlations exist
between the perceived level of importance of the cultural awareness issue and the
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incentive of enhanced promotional prospects for undertaking foreign language
training. Also, the perceived importance of the issue is correlated to the provision
of an internal cultural awareness program. Again, it appears that with Sydney
hoteliers, as with Atlanta hoteliers, there is a stronger correlation with perceived
importance of cultural awareness and incentives than with perceived importance of
cultural awareness and actual training provisions. The data shows that if hoteliers
perceive the issue of cultural awareness as important to the hospitality industry they
are more likely to provide either incentives or actual training to their employees
than hoteliers that believe cultural awareness is not important. Between training and
incentives it is more likely that hoteliers are going to provide employees with
incentives to gain the training outside their place of employment rather than
providing employees with actual training themselves.

This has important

implications for hotel employees, and universities and colleges that offer hospitality
training programmes, as will be discussed in Chapter 6.
When combined, the data for both Sydney and Atlanta showed that less than 3% of
the respondents of the questionnaire provided more than 7 incentives or actual
training to their employees, and over 80% of the hoteliers provided less than 3.
Table 13: Cross-tabulation of importance and training available

Important
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Neutral
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Not Important
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Total
% within Importance
% within Training Available

7 or more

4-6

3 or less

Total

2.8%
66.7%

21.1%
78.9%

76.1%
52.4%

100.0%
56.8%

2.7%
33.3%

8.1%
15.8%

89.2%
32.0%

100.0%
29.6%

-

5.9%
5.3%

94.1%
15.5%

100.0%
13.6%

2.4%
100.0%

15.2%
100.0%

82.4%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

13 1

Directional measures
Value
0.190
Nominal by Interval Eta Importance Dependent
Training Available Dependent 0.177
The results of the cross-tabulation analysis of importance versus training available,
as shown in table 13 above, demonstrates that hoteliers that did not believe the issue
of cultural awareness was important, did not provide more than 7 individual
incentive or training to their staff. The majority of the hoteliers that provided
between 4 and 6 training opportunities/incentives to their staff, the majority
perceived the issue of cultural awareness as important, as did the hoteliers that
provided more that 7 training opportunities/incentives to their employees. Of the
hoteliers that considered the cultural awareness issue as unimportant, over 90%
provided less than 3 individual training opportunities/incentives to their staff. This
high percentage is seen throughout all three levels of importance, suggesting that it
does not matter how important hoteliers believe the cultural awareness issue to be,
as they are not likely to provide their staff with training opportunities/incentives in
or outside of their place of employment.
The directional measure with the training available (0.177) suggests that it may be
accurate to conclude that hoteliers' belief in the importance of cultural awareness
does not have a significant impact on the amount of training or incentives that they
provide to their staff. However, the results of the chi-square analysis (see table 14
below) suggest that there is a stronger relationship between the training made
available to staff and the perceived importance of cultural awareness than the initial
cross-tabulation analysis indicated.
Table 14: Chi-square test of training available and importance
Pearson Chi-square
Likelihood Ration
Linear by-Linear
Association

df
4
4
1

Value
5.147
5.915
3.823
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Asymp. Sie. (2-sided)
0.273
0.206
0.051

To gain a greater understanding of the relationships at work between the variables,
the training and incentives made available to the staff of the hoteliers, and how
important hoteliers' perceive cultural awareness to be, further analysis was
completed. The cross-tabulation by city (see table 15 below) shows that the only
Sydney hoteliers that provided 7 or more training opportunities/incentives to their
staff were neutral on the issue of cultural awareness. The greater majority, over
80% of the hoteliers that considered the issue as important provided less than 3
training opportunities/incentives. On the other hand, all the Atlanta hoteliers that
provided 7 or more training opportunities/incentives to their staff considered the
issue of cultural awareness as important.
The data for both Sydney and Atlanta indicated that the majority of the hoteliers that
provide either 4 to 6, or less than 3 training opportunities/incentives consider the
issue of cultural awareness as important to the hospitality industry. This result may
be because the majority of the respondents of the questionnaire perceived the issue
of cultural awareness as important to the hospitality industry, which in turn may be
representative of the issue itself. If a greater number of hoteliers that did not
perceive the issue as important had responded, it may be expected that a greater
percentage of the hoteliers that provide a smaller number of training and incentive
options that allow their employees to gain knowledge in foreign languages and
cultural awareness would consider the issue of cultural awareness as not important.
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Table 15: Cross-tabulation of importance versus training available by city
Sydney

Important
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Neutral
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Not Important
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Total
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Atlanta Important
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Neutral
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Not Important
% within Importance
% within Training Available
Total
% within Importance
% within Training Available

7 or more

4-6

3 or less

Total

-

15.6%
87.5%

84.4%
56.7%

100.0%
59.2%

4.2%
100.0%

4.2%
12.5%

91.7%
32.8%

100.0%
31.6%

-

-

100.0%
10.4%

100.0%
9.2%

1.3%
100.0%

10.5%
100.0%

88.2%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

7.7%
100.0%

30.8%
72.7%

61.5%
44.4%

100.0%
53.1%

-

15.4%
18.2%

84.6%
30.6%

100.0%
26.5%

-

10.0%
9.1%

90.0%
25.0%

100.0%
20.4%

4.1%
100.0%

22.4%
100.0%

73.5%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

Directional measure
City
Sydney Nominal by Interval Eta Importance Dependent
Training Available Dependent
Atlanta Nominal by Interval Eta Importance Dependent
Training Available Dependent

Value
0.211
0.118
0.290
0.307

The directional measures for the cross-tabulation of importance of cultural
awareness and the training that is available indicate that there is a greater
relationship between the variables in Atlanta than in Sydney. The result for Sydney
(0.118) implies that however important cultural awareness is perceived by hoteliers
to be, it does not impact significantly on the amount of training and facilities that
they provide to their employees. On the other hand, the result for Atlanta (0.307)
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indicates that the perceived importance of cultural awareness has a significant
influence on the amount of training and incentives that hoteliers provide to their
staff. This conclusion is supported by the chi-square tests as displayed in table 16
below, where the significance for the relationship for Atlanta hoteliers is 0.326 and
for Sydney hoteliers it is 0.275. The results of the Sydney hoteliers may be
reflected in the joint analysis to a greater degree than the Atlanta hoteliers as a
greater number of Sydney hoteliers responded to the questionnaire.
Table 16: Chi-square test of importance and training available by city
City
Sydney

Pearson Chi-square
Likelihood Ration
Linear by-Linear
Association
Atlanta Pearson Chi-square
Likelihood Ration
Linear by-Linear
Association

Value
5.122
6.131
0.851

df
4
4
1

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
0.275
0.190
0.356

4.646
5.540
4.031

4
4
1

0.326
0.236
0.045

A final analysis of the data, where the data for Sydney and Atlanta is combined, and
the training and incentives that are provided by hoteliers are combined, shows that
the perceived importance of the cultural awareness issue does indeed correlate with
the level of training that is provided by hoteliers to their employees. The correlation
analysis result of 0.402 indicates that it is a positive relationship and that the
relationship is significant. Thus, the more important hoteliers perceive cultural
awareness to be to the hospitality industry the more likely it is that they will provide
a greater level of training or a greater number of incentives to their employees to
encourage them to participate in outside training, in the areas of foreign language
skills and cultural awareness.
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Table 17: Correlation of importance and training
Importance
Pearson Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)
Training
Pearson Correlation
Significance (2-tailed)

Importance

Trainin2

1.000
0.000

0.402
0.000

0.402
0.000

1.000
0.000

Overall hypothesis three was supported as there is a positive relationship between
the level of perceived importance of cultural awareness and the amount of training
that hoteliers provide to their guests. Initial analysis shows that this relationship
was not significant.

However, further analysis indicates that the relationship

between the two variables is stronger amongst Atlanta hoteliers than it is for Sydney
hoteliers. Additional correlation analysis shows that there is a significant positive
correlation between the level of training that is provided by hoteliers and their belief
in regards to the importance of the issue of cultural awareness.
5. 3.2 Hypotheses summary

The analysed data indicated that hypothesis one was accepted and hoteliers ranked
the issue of cultural awareness as important to the hospitality industry. However
further analysis showed that hotelier's beliefs are not affected by the grade of the
property to which they are attached. This may indicate that it is the personal views
of the employee member that answered the questionnaire and not the opinion held
by the hotel management. Though it was requested that the general manager answer
the questionnaire, it cannot be guaranteed that this is who actually did.
The analysed data on the level of facilities provided, showed that the majority of the
hoteliers that responded to the questionnaire only provided a light level of facilities
to their guests. The initial analysis of the Atlanta and Sydney data showed that there
was a positive correlation between the perceived importance of cultural awareness
and the individual facilities that hoteliers provided to their guests. Additional
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analysis showed that these results were accurate. Both the chi-square tests and the
directional measures from the cross-tabulations showed that the perceived
importance of cultural awareness by hoteliers impacted on the level of the facilities
that are provided by the hoteliers.

Thus, hypothesis two can be accepted.

Supplementary analysis on the data however, revealed that there is no relationship
between the star grading that a hotel has achieved and the level of facilities that they
provide.

The early cross-tabulation results suggested that there may be a

relationship between the two, but the chi-square results indicated that there is no
relationship. A possible explanation for these results may be because hoteliers that
perceive cultural awareness as being important were more likely to respond than
those hoteliers that did not.
The analysed data regarding training indicated that the majority of hoteliers that
participated in the study provided very few training opportunities/incentives options
to their employees in relation to foreign language and cultural awareness training.
Initial analysis showed of those hoteliers that did provide extensive training and
incentives they considered the issue of cultural awareness to be important. The
preliminary correlation analysis between the level of perceived importance and the
individual training and incentives that hoteliers may provide to their employee
showed to some extent a relationship did exist.

The relationship between

importance and incentives was stronger than the relationship between importance
and actual training. This indicates that of those hoteliers that were willing to
provide some degree of training opportunities/incentives, they are more likely to
provide their employees with incentives to obtain the training external to the
organisation than provide their employees with the training themselves. This has
important implications for both employees, and establishments such as universities
and colleges that provide hospitality management courses, as will be discussed in
Chapter 6. Further analysis indicated there were significant differences between the
hoteliers in Atlanta and the hoteliers in Sydney. The cross-tabulation directional
measures and chi-square tests both implied that amongst the Atlanta hoteliers, there
is a significant relationship between the perceived importance of cultural awareness
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and the training opportunities/incentives that are available to staff. Therefore, how
Atlanta hoteliers perceive cultural awareness significantly impacts on the level of
train training opportunities/incentives that are available to their staff. However, the
data for Sydney suggests that although there is a relationship, the impact amongst
Sydney hoteliers is not that significant. A final correlation analysis indicated that
there is a strong relationship between the importance of cultural awareness and the
training opportunities/incentives that are available to employees. Thus hypothesis
three can be accepted as there is a positive correlation between the level of ascribed
importance assigned by hoteliers to the cultural awareness issue an the range of
culturally sensitive training that is provided to employees.
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6.0 Discussion
6.1 Discussion overview
The chapter discusses the results as related in Chapter 5 in light of the issues
considered in Chapter 2, and examines how hoteliers perceived importance of the
cultural awareness issue relates to their current and future success in the hospitality
industry. This chapter further aims to present the major implications of the research
for hoteliers; current and future hospitality employees; international tourists; and
universities and colleges that conduct hospitality management courses.
6.2 Discussion and implications of the research
The descriptive results of the research indicated that the average hotel that
responded to the questionnaire was similar in both Atlanta and Sydney.

The

respondents of the questionnaire were on average a 3 star hotel with good
occupancy levels of usually between 60% and 80%. There was an average room rate
of between A$IO l /US$5 l and A$ l 50/US$ l 00 with the hotels having an average of
between 5 1 and 200 rooms. The hotels themselves were located in the city centre or
suburb. The average hotel represents a vast majority of the hoteliers that responded,
and it is the similarity of the hotels that may explain the comparable results that are
seen throughout the further analysis.
The results for both hoteliers in Atlanta and Sydney indicate that while the majority
of hoteliers judge the issues of cultural awareness and foreign language as
important, neither are currently making a serious effort to increase the level of
cultural awareness or the number of second languages spoken within their
establishments, and nor do they plan to in the future. A wider range of responding
hoteliers may lead to different results, which in tum would affect the results of the
analysis used to explore whether there were any relationships present within the
data.
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The low response rate achieved may be an indication of how unimportant hoteliers
perceive the issue of cultural awareness to be. As Lee and Chon (2000) identified in
their study of the restaurant industry, it is possible that only those hoteliers that
believe that cultural awareness will have some impact on the success of their
establishment will respond. Based on this assumption it is therefore likely that the
low response rate indicates that only a minority of hoteliers believe that the issue of
cultural awareness is important.

Of those hoteliers that did respond, a larger

majority perceived cultural awareness to be important to the hospitality industry.
The results of the research however, give a possible indication of the relationships
that may be present between the perceived importance of cultural awareness and the
training and facilities that are provided by hoteliers.
The literature is very explicit in its belief that hoteliers need to be aware of their
current and potential guests' needs and expectations, as these need to be meet in
order for the guest to be satisfied with the service that they have received
(Armstrong et al, 1997, Zeithemal et al, 1988, 1993).

If these needs are not

understood, and therefore not met, it is unlikely that a dissatisfied guest will choose
to return to the establishment (Chen and Gursay, 200 1; Fick and Ritchie, 199 1). As
with Niininen et al (2000), the results indicate that few hoteliers conduct market
research into what their guests need or expect, and it is therefore unlikely that they
will be able to satisfy the needs and expectations of the guests as required.
In order to communicate successfully in the growing global business environment,
the literature is united in its belief that successful communication can only be
achieved when the communicators are culturally aware (Kale and Barnes, 1992;
Varner and Beamer, 1995). Poor communication will often lead to poor service as
staff are unable to understand the cultural differences that exist, and therefore
unable to meet the needs and expectations of their guests (Ive, 2000; Lee and Chon,
2000). As with the previous study (Niininen et al, 2000) the results of the current
research indicate that hotels are not investing time and money training their staff in
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cultural awareness or foreign language training, and therefore it is unlikely that staff
are able to communicate efficiently with guests, and thus unable to meet their needs
and expectations.
The results also showed that the majority of establishments in both Atlanta and
Sydney are only providing limited culturally friendly facilities to their international
guests. The literature states that individuals from different cultures require the use
of different facilities (Gilly and Schau, 1997), some of which can be provided at a
marginal cost, but may have a great impact on guest satisfaction (Niininen et al,
2000). Through hoteliers' lack of understanding of the importance of cultural
awareness, international tourists are not guaranteed to be provided with the facilities
that they may require during the course of their stay.
The results further indicate that if the proposed theoretical framework is accurate,
the hospitality industries in Atlanta and Sydney are not doing enough to satisfy their
guests. The framework suggests that is the perceived importance of cultural
awareness which affects the training that hoteliers provide to their employees and
the facilities that they provide to their guests. This in tum affects the satisfaction of
their guests. Thus, the less effort hoteliers make to ensure their employees are
culturally aware, the less satisfied guests are likely to be, and therefore the less
likely that guests will return (Laurie, 1998; Lee and Chon, 2000; Niininen et al,
2000; Nishiyama, 1996).
The results also showed that the star grading the hotel had achieved did not impact
in how important hoteliers perceived cultural awareness to be. Thus, guests are not
able to assume that by staying at a hotel with a high star grading they will encounter
culturally aware staff and be proved with culturally friendly facilities.
The main implication of these findings for hoteliers is that even though they may
consider the issue of cultural awareness as important to the hospitality industry as a
whole, many are not currently applying this belief directly to their establishments.
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This was indicated by the majority of hoteliers who do not provide cultural
awareness or foreign language training to their employees, and only provide limited
culturally friendly facilities to their international guests. Although these hoteliers
may not currently be feeling the economical affects of their lack of commitment to
these issues, if international tourism continues to grow as it has in the past,
establishments which do not invest in cultural awareness and foreign language
training, and culturally friendly facilities, may find themselves losing both repeat
customers and potential new customers, and in tum, revenue.
The research indicated that hoteliers in both Atlanta and Sydney identified that
attitude, appearance, communication skills, and the ability to do the job were
important when recruiting front-of-house staff. Although foreign language skill was
considered the least important factor when recruiting staff, the majority of hoteliers
agreed that the ability to communicate in a guest's language gives the hotel a
competitive edge. Thus, if two candidates apply for a position with relatively the
same experience, abilities, skills and appearance, but one is able to use a relevant
foreign language, then it is likely that the candidate with the foreign language will
be chosen over the other candidate.
The research further suggests that in the future, hospitality industry employees are
more likely to be encouraged to attending training outside their place of
employment than receive cultural awareness or foreign language training within the
hotel that they work for in order to make advancements within the industry.
Although this could mean that these employees may have to spend their own time
and money learning a foreign language or on cultural awareness training than
employees from other industries, this knowledge is likely to benefit them in the
workplace, and thus make them more invaluable to the establishment in which they
work.
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Thus, the implication for the current and future hospitality industry is that it may be
necessary for employees to undertake the training that may become required outside
of their place of employment, possibly without incentives from their employers.
The findings of the research also have implications for universities and colleges that
provide hospitality management courses. The data collected showed that hoteliers
believed that employing staff who are able to communicate effectively and are
culturally aware provides hotels with a significant competitive edge. However,
upon further analysis, the data conversely showed that hoteliers are providing none
or only limited training to their employees in these areas. Regardless of this, the
majority of hoteliers agreed that universities and colleges should provide increased
training in the areas of foreign language and cultural awareness.
If the research can be verified using a larger sample size, then it is possible that
universities and colleges may have to re-evaluate their hospitality management
training programmes in order to make their graduates employable.

This may

become a pertinent issue if hoteliers who believe that cultural awareness is an
important issue to the hospitality industry not only increase in number, but actually
apply this belief to their own establishments.

This will possibly be further

compounded if the hospitality industry revenue from international tourism continues
to increase as it has in the past.
6.3 Summary
The results gathered throughout the research indicate that neither Atlanta nor
Sydney hoteliers are making enough effort to ensure they are culturally aware.
Even though the hoteliers judge the issue to be important they are not applying the
basic principles discussed throughout the literature to their own establishments. In
addition, the low response rate achieved may be an indication of how unimportant
many hoteliers perceive the issue of cultural awareness to be.
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The results show that few hoteliers conduct market research into what their guests
need or expect, they are not investing time and money training their staff in cultural
awareness or foreign languages, and they are only providing limited culturally
friendly facilities to their guests. Therefore, it is unlikely that they will be able to
satisfy their guests' needs and expectations, which will possibly lead to dissatisfied
guests and lower revenue. This is particularly true if the proposed theoretical
framework is accurate, as guest satisfaction is influenced by these variables.
The main implication of these findings for hoteliers is that even though they may
consider the issue of cultural awareness as important to the hospitality industry as a
whole, many are not currently applying this belief directly to their establishments,
and this may ultimately lead to dissatisfied guests and in the long-term lower
revenue levels.
An implication for current and prospective hospitality employees is that in the near
future they may find that it is necessary to undertake training in cultural awareness
and foreign languages, possibly outside of their place of employment, and possibly
without incentives from their employers, in order to advance within the industry.
In light of these findings, and with more in-depth future studies, universities and
colleges may have to re-evaluate the modules that they provide within their
hospitality courses, and consider at providing some degree of cultural awareness
training and/or foreign language training to ensure that there graduates are able to
succeed in today's increasingly global business environment.
The most relevant implication for international tourists is that no matter which
establishment they choose, no matter what star grading the establishment has
achieved, they may have access to the facilities that they require, nor the service that
they expect.
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These issues may become more momentous to those within the hospitality industry
if international tourism continues to increase as it has done in the past, and their
revenue starts to rely increasingly on international tourists travelling.
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7.0 Conclusion
7.1 Conclusion overview
This chapter consider the limitations that were present in this research study.
Additionally, it will also examine how and if these limitations could be avoided in
any future research.

This chapter will also address areas for possible further

research that have been revealed though this study. Finally, a conclusion to the
overall research question will be offered.
7.2 Limitations of the research
There were several limitations to this study that became evident throughout the
course of the research. One of the major limitations was the small sample size,
which limited the generalisability of the results that were produced through the
research. One possible reason for the sample size could be because of the small
sample population that was used within the research, which meant that due to the
low response rate the sample size became smaller than anticipated. To combat this
in future research, a research location with a greater sample population could be
chosen. This may be achieved by selecting a city with a larger number of hotels or
carrying out the research in several locations. Alternatively, a different population
frame could be used. For example, instead of using the rated hotel guides, such as
the RAC guide, the telephone book could be used to identify the sample. Possibly
the leading contributing factor with regards to the small sample size was the low
response rate from the hotels to the questionnaires. This could potentially be
attributed to the possible belief amongst some hoteliers that cultural awareness is
not an important issue within the hospitality industry, and the limited time scale that
was allotted for the study to be completed. To minimise this problem in the future,
researchers could highlight the relevance of cultural awareness to the success of
hospitality establishments in this global age, send a second follow up letter, provide
incentives, or allow more time for hoteliers to complete the questionnaire.
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A second limitation of the research was the timing of the study as the questionnaires
were sent out less than two months after the terrorist attacks in the USA on
September 11th. While this may not have had a major impact on a hotelier's
response to the questionnaires, it may have effected their answers. For example,
questions related to the growth of international tourism may have been answered
differently if the questionnaires had gone out prior to September 1 1th.
Unfortunately, this limitation arose from an unforeseen event, and is highly unlikely
to be replicated in further research. In the future, it is probable that hoteliers may
answer these questions differently.
7.3 Areas for possible further research
The research was able to conclude that hoteliers felt that the issue of cultural
awareness is important to the hospitality industry. However, the research further
concluded that hoteliers appear to making little effort to train their staff in cultural
awareness and provide facilities for their international guests. These issues lead to
several questions which could be addressed in further research.

A possible

fundamental key question which was not dealt with is the guests' views on the
cultural awareness issue, and the efforts that hotels make to be culturally aware.
Another possible area of research would be to further examine the other
relationships in the proposed theoretical framework model (discussed in chapter 3),
and to see whether these relationships actually exist or not.
7.4 Conclusion
This study aimed to look at the importance of cultural awareness to the hospitality
industry and the industry's response to this issue. The research set out three
hypotheses based on one main research question.

The research question was

postulated as follows: what guest services are Sydney and Atlanta hoteliers
providing to meet the needs of guests from different cultural backgrounds?
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Hypothesis one stated: hoteliers will rank the issue of cultural awareness as being
very important, and positively correlated to the star grading of the hotel. Hypothesis
two stated: there will be a positive correlation between the level of ascribed
importance assigned by hoteliers to the cultural awareness issue, and the type and
range of facilities provided for guests. Hypothesis three stated: there will be a
positive correlation between the level of ascribed importance assigned by hoteliers
to the cultural awareness issue and the range of culturally sensitive training provided
to employees.
The research was carried out using a descriptive qualitative research design. A
cross-sectional time frame was used primarily due to the time and budget
restrictions of the research. The research itself was conducted within the hotel
population in Atlanta, United States of America and in Sydney, Australia. The
research was completed through the use of a mail-questionnaire that resulted in a
small sample size and a low response rate. The average hotel that responded to the
questionnaires were three star properties located in the city centre or suburbs. They
had an average of one hundred rooms with an average occupancy rate of between
60% and 80% over the previous twelve months. The data was analysed using the
Statistics Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 10.0 for Windows. The
analysis of the data was completed using frequency distribution and percentages,
cross-tabulations, chi-square tests, and correlations.
The analysed data indicated that the first part of hypothesis one was accepted and
the Atlanta and Sydney hoteliers ranked the issue of cultural awareness as important
to the hospitality industry.

However, further analysis highlights that hotelier's

beliefs are not affected by the grade of the property to which they are attached.
Therefore, the second part of hypothesis one was rejected.
The analysed data illustrated that even though the majority of hoteliers provided less
than four of the twenty listed facilities to their guests. There was however a positive
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relationship between the perceived importance of cultural awareness by hoteliers
and the level of the facilities that are provided by them. Therefore, hypothesis two
can be accepted.
It should be further noted that the data revealed that there is no relationship between
the star grading that a hotel has achieved and the level of facilities that they provide.
The third hypothesis related to the training and/or incentives that hoteliers provided
to their staff in the area of foreign language or cultural awareness training. Initial
analysis showed that the majority of hoteliers provided limited training or incentives
to their employees.

The correlation between perceived importance of cultural

awareness and the various incentives provided was stronger than between perceived
importance and actual training.

Further analysis indicated that the perceived

importance of cultural awareness had a greater impact on training/incentives for
Atlanta hoteliers than with Sydney hoteliers. A final correlation analysis indicated
that there is a strong relationship between importance of cultural awareness and the
training/incentives that are available to employees. Consequently, hypothesis three
can therefore be accepted as there is a positive correlation between the level of
ascribed importance assigned by hoteliers to the cultural awareness issue and the
range of culturally sensitive training that is provided to employees.
Thus, the study found that whilst hoteliers believe the issue of cultural awareness is
important, the training they have available, and the facilities they provide to their
guests do not reflect this. This has major implications for the universities and
colleges that provide hospitality management courses, in that these institutions need
to reassess the modules they are offering their students who are about to enter this
increasingly international hospitality industry.
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4. Which percentage of your employees are classified as
a. Australian ---------b. Nationalities other than Australian--5. Do you carry out market research to assess the type of foreign
language skills required by your staff?
Yes

D

No

D

6. Does your hotel require any members of staff to be bilingual?
Yes

D

No

D

If yes, please state the language(s)
What is their position in the hotel?

7. Which of the following factors are most important for your hotel
when recruiting front-of-house staff?
Rate on a scale 1 -5 (1 = most important, 5 = least important)
Ability to do the job _____
Attitude
Previous experience_______
Communication skills-----Personal appearance------Foreign language skills-----Social skills---------Other
8. How many foreign languages other than English does your front
of-house staff currently speak?
180

